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Special Edition Foreword
Patricia Bossons, Heidi Le Sueur, F. Elizabeth Gray,
Trish Bradbury
Massey University, Albany/Auckland,
New Zealand
P.Bossons@massey.ac.nz

Welcome to this Special Edition of the Journal of Asia Entrepreneurship and
Sustainability. In this Edition, we showcase the 2020 Applied Business Research
Projects of the Executive MBA students from Massey Business School, Massey
University, in New Zealand. We are impressed and excited by the breadth and
depth of the subject matter, which is enhanced by the rigour of the research. This,
in turn, leads to output of real and practical value.
The Executive MBA programme at Massey is the longest running of all MBA
programmes in New Zealand. Coming from its original roots as an Agricultural
College, Massey University is well known for its practical and applied approach
to business. For this reason, the students attracted to its flagship Executive MBA
programme tend to be self-starters with a strong entrepreneurial outlook. The
programme has a selective admissions process, which not only requires a
minimum of 7 years’ work experience and 3 years’ management experience
(successful applicants often have significantly more of both), and appropriate
academic experience, but also an interview to determine ‘best fit’ – both for the
applicant, and for the Massey programme. The students represented in this
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Special Edition are great examples of practicing business people who have
leveraged the opportunities presented by the EMBA programme to make
transformational change in their chosen fields.
The Applied Business Research Project is the Capstone piece of work in the
EMBA programme. Before beginning their Research, students have completed 12
courses, over 18 months part-time, whilst also managing full time jobs and having
busy lives. Their ability to prioritise, lead, collaborate, make decisions and
demonstrate extraordinary levels of self-management are tested to the full, and
the qualification of Executive MBA is a testament to someone’s ability to
function at this level.
The contribution to business from the Research Projects can be very applied,
working with a real business issue in the present, or it can be aspirational and
offer recommendations for future change. For both options, the research adds real
value by being evidence based, using valid research. Each EMBA Research
Report contains clear and concise recommendations based on researched facts –
this means that real value is delivered.
We hope that you enjoy the topics offered in this Special Edition, and appreciate
the diversity, creativity and hard work which have made this possible.

The Special Edition Editors
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An effective China market entry strategy for
Lactoferrin powder, while operating under
Covid 19 restrictions
Yi Lu
niuniu1711@gmail.com

Executive Summary
Milk New Zealand Dairy Ltd company (herein after called MNZD) is a New
Zealand dairy company, it owns the international dairy brand—Theland and export
milk product to China. Its parent company-Theland New Cloud (Shanghai)
Digimart Ltd, is a member of Alibaba Group. In 2020, The Covid-19 pandemic is
everyone’s challenge and is expected to leave a lasting scar on the world's
economies. Through the macroenvironment, industry and firm analysis, MNZD
realise the current company strategy is no longer robust enough to deal with the
post-pandemic situation. So, the senior management team decides to form a new
product development task group to develop the Lactoferrin Powder project to entry
offshore market.
The strategy consists of
1.

Adaptation strategy of New Product development by offering Chinese
consumers with lactoferrin Powder with enhance immune system benefits by
the end of 2020.
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2.

Adaptation strategy of channel selections by consumers preference.
Engaging 30%-50% more online e-commerce channels and livestream
broadcasting platforms by the end of 2020.

3.

Adaptation strategy of marketing approach such as KOL(key opinion
leaders) influence on social media such as TikTok and WeChat by the end
of 2020.

To achieve the common goals set by the new strategy below, I initialized the new
product consumer research project.
As a marketing manager of Theland, the brand belongs to MNZD. The issue I will
address in this research is about what kind of new product consumers are needs
most and why they choose it. MNZD considers the factors during the product
design stage of the new product development process. Using a new product
element extracted from raw milk called LACTOFERRIN powder, a survey is
designed to get information from consumers. The responses received are used to
develop the new product formula/concept/package/targeted consumers and so on.
The research gives us a sound idea and consumer portrait of the Lactoferrin
Powder product development and to make it a successful entry into the market.
Objectives of the Research
The objectives include:
1.

To determine the product features of LACTOFERRIN that consumers prefer
along with the reasons for their choices.

2.

To identify the potential consumers of LACTOFERRIN product
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3.

To determine the appropriate weight of the product as preferred by the
consumers in the market.

4.

To develop recommendations for developing a product according to the
product features identified by potential consumers.

Research Questionnaire Design
The question design focus on this key element: What are the factors to consider in
developing a LACTOFERRIN milk product for everyone's immunity system?
Also includes the popularity of education of LACTOFERRIN, demographic of
interviewees (Gender, age, occupation) the preference of glucose/pre-biotics, their
open suggestions of package weight/design and so on ( 10 questions in all)
Methods Used
Survey
The survey is mainly combined by quantitative research method. For some
consumer insights, the responses included close-ended questions for some of the
issues. Meanwhile, some open questions required explanations to provide reasons
for their answers.
The survey questions are as follows:
Lactoferrin fortified Milk Powder New Product Launch Research Survey
a) Do you know that LACTOFERRIN can increase immunity?
A. I know
B. I don't know
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b) How would you define your Gender?
A.

Male

B.

Female

C. No disclosure
c) Would you tell us your age?
A.

20 or less

B.

20-30

C.

31-40

D.

41-50

E.

More than 50

F.

No Disclosure

d) Are you on an e-commerce channel as DAIGOU (a distributor that is doing the
cross-board business to customers in New Zealand Chinese Community) or just an
ultimate consumer?
A. Distributor
B. Consumer

e) Do you feel the need to add glucose when selecting a LACTOFERRIN fortified
Milk Powder?
A. Yes
B.

No

Your reason (optional):
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f) Do you feel the need to add prebiotics* when selecting a LACTOFERRIN
fortified Milk Powder?
A.

Yes

B.

No

C.

I don't know what the probiotic is.

*

Background for researchers: Prebiotics is very popular in Chinese

community and in Mainland China. It is on air/TVC/PR/Everywhere
g) If you have 2 kinds* of existing products net weight selection, packed in can ,
includes 280g and 320g. which one would you like to choose for the
LACTOFERRIN fortified Milk Powder?
A.

260g

B.

320g

C.

None of the above, my recommendation is:(add figures as interviewees want)

*

Background for researchers: It is a realistic question based on the capacity

and manufacture condition of current factory.
h) If you buy Lactoferrin, who do you think you will give the product to them as a
gift?
A.

Children

B.

Parents

C.

Myself

D.

Others (please give examples)
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E.

All of them can be selected

i)

What would you expect to have to pay for the Lactoferrin product in

RMB(1NZD=4.67RMB)
A.

Below 300

B.

300-400

C.

400-500

D.

500-600

E.

600-700

F.

Above 700

Interview
The questions of the interview included:
1.

Coronavirus is affecting a lot of people, and many are succumbing to the

disease. What are you doing to ensure your body handles the virus if you are
affected?
2.

Is there a product you wish was available in the market to help you achieve

your stated aim?
3.

Do you now that LACTOFERRIN improves immunity?

4.

Do you feel the need to add glucose when facing a LACTOFERRIN

fortified Milk Powder?
5.

Do you feel the need to include a prebiotic in the product?

6.

If the product is manufactured using your stated preferences, which persons

would you recommend the product to? Of what age?
7.

What is your preferred packaging amount in the market?
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Data Collection Procedures
- Closed-Ended Surveys
- One on One Interviews
- Data Analysis Procedures
Text Analysis
Statistical Analysis
Ethical and Cultural Considerations
Informed Consent
Confidentiality
Privacy
Results
Interview
From the interviews conducted, all the individuals wish to have a product that
could enable them to improve their immune system, especially during the period of
the outbreak. Therefore, 100% of the individuals supported the provision of
LACTOFERRIN products in the market. Since most of them are aware of the
function of glucose in the body, they all supported the fact to include glucose in
LACTOFERRIN at a percentage that is appropriate for easy digestion of
LACTOFERRIN. Also, the prebiotic concept would help prevent the attack of
some diseases hence essential in the body. However, the precautions that the
respondents were quite concerned about is the presence of the right prebiotic
content that is helpful in the human body. 60% of the sample population selected
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the recommended product for children and the elderly. Because their understanding
kids’ immune systems are still weak. For the elderly, the cells tend to have lost the
power to fight virus in the body. Therefore, LACTOFERRIN product would best
serve the two groups of people. 40% think that the product is still best for
individuals at any age and within a type of demographics.
Survey
Knowledge of product
The survey involved ten questions which were answered by a larger group of
individuals, which is 589 people. In the first question, 82% knew that
LACTOFERRIN could improve immunity, while 18% did not know about this
feature. It reveals that potential customers or consumers already have profound
education knowledge of LACTOFERRIN.This result is as shown below:
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Demographics of Population
In this survey, all the participants responded, hence the results developed from it
reflect the whole targeted population. The survey involved more female individuals
compared to the male, with a ratio of 1: 4. The youngest participant was of the age
of 21, while the oldest was above 50 years. This result is as shown below:

50 above, 35, 6%

Age

20 below, 6, 1%

41-50, 48, 8%

31-40, 229, 39%
21-30, 274, 46%
20 below

21-30

31-40

41-50

50 above
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As indicated above, the highest number of people who participated were between
the ages of 31 to 40, with 40 participants, followed by people between the ages of
41 to 50 years. This fact maybe because they are young individuals, most of them
having young families and wish to protect them too. Therefore, the survey shows
that most of the target population will include people between the ages of 20 to 50;
hence their feedback is essential.
LACTOFERRIN product aims to serve consumers in various regions of New
Zealand, Asia, and the Chinese market. Therefore, having an online platform for
sales would be convenient for a wide range of the population to access and get the
product. In the survey, a question aimed to determine the percentage of people who
are on an e-commerce channel. The result is as shown below:
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The survey showed that 82% of the survey population is Theland product
consumers, which indicates that new product might can take the advantage of
brand penetration of the old product. Normally they can make the sale through ecommerce, and most of its consumers will be able to purchase online. The rest of
the population could buy through other platforms offline as traditional market.
18% of the survey is the potential distributors of Theland product. Their opinions
about the new product is also very important.
Product Design
In the product design stage, it is also essential to know the amount that is
appropriate in LACTOFERRIN fortified Milk Powder. The survey provided two
options, either 260 grams or 320grams. The results show that a more significant
number of people prefer a smaller quantity product package for purchase as most
chose 260 grams. The results are as shown below:

How many grams do you think are
appropriate as a LF fortified Milk
Powder?

I have my own
recommendatio
ns, 10, 2%

320g, 167, 29%

260g

260g, 401, 69%
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However, upon the individual interview, the potential consumers all reflect that a
single served sachet(1-1.5gram) might be the trend of the consumption method for
businesspeople or school students as on the go occasional drink. Therefore, NPD
taskforce group propose MNZD should consider providing the product with both
family pack of 260g and single serves to cover the whole population and needs of
consumers. If MNZD decides to use 260 grams, it is bound to lose approximately
31% of the target population. Therefore, in the marketing and business strategies,
MNZD requires a plan to be able to avail products to serve all its target population.
Targeted Consumer group
In the marketing stage, the targeted demographics of the population are vital to
finding the right advertisements and promotion strategies that will reach the
people. In the survey, it was appropriate to identify the consumers of potential
customers. One of the questions in the study required the participant to identify the
group by which they would purchase the product for. It is a product that improves
the immune of individuals hence appropriate for every age. However, identifying
the specific group would help to strategize the success of the product. The results
were as shown below:
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From the results, 59% suggest that children, parents, and themselves should
purchase and consume the product. However, the observation showed that children
are the most recommended in this, with 42% of the participants feeling that the
product would benefit children first more than it will do to other groups. It is,
therefore, appropriate that the consumers reach out to the other groups to make
them understand that the product also helps their bodies to be healthy and fight
diseases. This strategy will ensure the customer base widens in that the product is
purchased for children, parents, elderly, and all other individuals susceptible to
coronavirus disease.
Discussion
Findings
Knowledge of Product
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The results show that the products have the potential of being marketable in the
market, as many of the individuals in the survey are aware of LACTOFERRIN and
know that it improves immunity. At the time of the disease outbreak, there is a
high demand for immunity boosting products; hence the knowledge on
LACTOFERRIN shows a need for the product. Examination and assessment of the
idea are vital if it could result in product success (Suhag, 2017) hence having
information on knowledge in the market helps in development.
Demographics of the consumer population
Having the idea of providing an immunity-boosting product at a time when it is
needed the most is a practical idea that is marketable. It is also appropriate to study
the market by which the product should sell. Information on the additives to
include help in designing the product. The ages of the participants provide
information on the demographics of target consumers; make it more details of
operation guide to strategize its plans. Also, the identification of the customer base
of the group of consumers that could purchase the product helps to determine the
best way for advertising the product to the audience. The information also creates
confidence for the MNZD since potential customers are aware that the product, the
product has a reason to buy in the market. During the market test, determination of
the quantity wanted by individuals will take place; hence production will be
determined by the market condition.
Product Design
LACTOFERRIN product aims to benefit both individuals and families at the time
of the coronavirus outbreak. Therefore, MNZD strategize its actions fast to serve
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consumers at an appropriate time and to gain the advantage of being the first entry,
providing the product in the market.
Linkage to Research Question
The study aimed to identify the factors to consider in developing a
LACTOFERRIN dominated milk product for everyone's immunity escort.
Consumer Suggestions
The aim of developing a new product is to satisfy the need of consumers in the
market. In the development of a LACTOFERRIN product, the survey was vital in
providing consumer preferences that enhance the development of a product that is
marketable. The characteristics of a new product should be following the
consumers' choices of products they wish to consume. As the product gets into the
market, the features and design adapted to be appealing to the consumers, such as
more convenience as a single serve sachet. It will influence them to purchase.
Conclusion and Recommendation
Conclusion
New product development involves eight stages where the management of a
product generator needs to follow to develop a standard product that meets the
consumer’s needs. Nevertheless, the success of a new product does not only rely
on the stages but also the preferences of the consumers and the characteristics they
wish to have. After development, the products need to be sold; therefore, the
purchasing party requirements are essential in the development. The
LACTOFERRIN product idea is based on the gap in the market and the high need
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for supplements that improve immunity. Identification of the need shows the
product is marketable. The survey conducted provided information to develop the
design of the product. The responses received were positive and provided a guide
on how to improve the product. MNZD should consider the consumers' value, the
competitors, and the market position in its development of strategies to make the
product sell and achieve desired results.
Recommendation
Continuity of LACTOFERRIN product development
Based on the analysis of data, development of the LACTOFERRIN product will go
ahead due to the targeted consumer has strong sense of enhance their immunity.
The people also have profound education of the LACTOFERRIN as a nutrition
supplement. They are well informed of the benefits they are bound to receive.
During the period of development of the idea on LACTOFERRIN, most of the
people needed products that improve their immune system to help them fight the
disease or protect them from the viruses. The concept development stage has been
successfully completed and the further development has been going on based on
the specific preferences of the consumers. More concepts are incorporated to the
idea, including the amount of the additives, the survey shows support for the
product and vast potential for sales, MNZD builds the idea from the concepts to a
product that the potential consumers would love to purchase and consume. The
function of a survey is well executed and will be followed effectively.
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Online Digital Launch of Product
The next step would be an action plan for marketing. The launch project will be
conducted in an omni channel proposal. Using online platforms to communicate to
a diverse population. Having the target market in three regions. Commercialize the
product and speed up the marketing cycle and reduces waste of resources. Launch
the products in the New Zealand market first and then penetrate Asian and China
mainland market. Utilize the online launch tools such as TIKTOK/FACEBOOK
which covers most of the markets and can be influence the rest of the 2 market
with leading Key Opinion Leaders.
Besides, the LACTOFERRIN product aims to serve the market at the period of the
covid19 outbreak; the process for its development to launch use agile project
management. Fast decision, flexible approach. It satisfies the needs of the people to
develop a strong immunity to fight the disease. Therefore, a holistic online launch
with global live stream broadcasting would speed up on commercialization to
make the product known to potential consumers. Also save the resources and other
functions, such as for logistics costs.
Basis for Pricing Decisions
A larger percentage of the survey supported the proposed attributes of
LACTOFERRIN which leads to a marketable product that has the potential of
having higher sales. To strategize on best practices for tagging a price, MNZD
takes three elements as consideration. First, the cost of development of the product,
second, the competitors' prices, and third, the customer expected value of the
LACTOFERRIN product. Assessing competitors' prices allows MNZD to provide
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the product at a moderate rate that will enable them to compete with the other
firms. The consumers' preferences are essential in the development of
LACTOFERRIN products. MNZD analysis the unique selling point to enhance the
value of product：LACTOFERRIN with IgG, which would be the double
protection of the immunity system. According to customers feedback, 60-80 NZD
would be an acceptable range for a LACTOFERRIN Theland new product.
Reference is omitted due to the limited space, the full report will be available from
louie.lu@milknewzealand.com
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Through our visitors’ eyes - strategic change
within a planetarium and observatory
Melissa Glew
melissag@anodising.co.nz

Executive Summary:
Not for profit organisations face several challenges with a contracting pool of
funding options and growing competition they are now more than ever faced with
sustainability challenges. Stardome has not been immune to these challenges and is
facing decreasing attendance numbers and revenue.
Sustainability must be the focus of the organisation. To stay relevant in today’s
ever-changing environment Stardome needs to look at its business through its
visitors’ eyes. Employing a visitor-centric strategy will allow the organisation to
stay relevant and meets its mission to:
Share our love of space (Stardome, 2018).
There is a need to gain competitive advantage over the other attractions in the
region in order to grow visitor numbers. This competitive advantage can be gained
by differentiating Stardome from the other amenities through exceptional service
standards.
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As Stardome faces a change in leadership, now is the time to change focus and
become a truly visitor-centric organisation. This will involve change management,
and Kotters 8 step change management model has been employed to help with the
process. Due to time constraints this paper covers the first 6 steps in the model.
At stage 6 we look at four quick win projects which can be implemented to start
the change process and gain momentum this is our toolbox:
•

Staff Recruitment – getting the right people.

•

Staff Training – becoming experts.

•

Internal Marketing Plan – singing about our success, sharing information,
breaking down silos.

•

Leadership – driving the change from the top.

I believe this approach will put the organisation on a solid footing to grow
attendance and its financial sustainability.

Introduction:
The focus of this research is on the ongoing sustainability of Stardome. The
passion that its staff and volunteers have put into the business may now be the very
thing that is stopping it from thriving and causing it to go into survival mode. The
motivation for this study is to make sure Auckland does not lose one of its iconic
amenities, and that Stardome lives up to its vision:
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(Stardome, 2018)
This will require a change in thinking specifically around the role of the visitor in
the organisation. A refocus which puts the visitor in the centre of the organisation’s
strategy will allow Stardome to gain a competitive advantage over its competition.
This advantage should increase attendance which will allow the organisation to
increase revenue and key performance indicators to enable it to access additional
funding through philanthropic trusts and government funding.
Customer Centricity has been adopted all around the world to provide business
with a competitive advantage in the market. Netflix, Disney, Lego and Coca Cola
are a few shining examples (Debruyne, 2014) where a focus on the customer has
allowed the business to grow and thrive. Consumer behaviour has changed
dramatically in the last twenty years with access to online resources changing our
buying behaviour (Wallace, 2013). Consumers are demanding better experiences
and have higher demands and expectations. This is particularly relevant for
museums as visitors post online about their experiences, go online to seek
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discounted admission, and decide which facility to visit (Zanibellato, Rosin, &
Casarin, 2018).
This paper looks at changes that have occurred in Auckland’s Observatory and
Planetarium – Stardome. The business has been firmly focussed on delivering
space science information to its visitors, at the cost of entertaining and providing
an experience. It is facing declining audiences and must change its focus to deliver
what the visitor wants.
A recent change in leadership has occurred within the organisation, which allows
the leadership team to now focus on some quick win projects that will re-focus
staff to see the organisation “through the visitors eyes”.
These quick wins are:
Recruiting The Right People: Staff are the front line of this strategy, and to deliver
the best service we need to look at the people we are employing and how they
represent our organisation. Taking time to get the best person for the role will reap
benefits in the long run, aligning values as part of the recruitment process will
allow the organisation to ensure they have the right people, and will lead to better
staff retention rates (Robson, 2012).
Training Our Staff To Be The Best: To maintain high levels of customer service,
ongoing training is needed to equip staff with the skills needed to drive the
business strategy. The customer simply has to be “front of mind”, training supports
the business focus on this (Reilly, 2018).
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Internal Marketing Plan: To give the best visitor, experience it is important for
staff to understand and buy into the organisations mission or purpose (Balta, 2018).
An effective way of gaining staff buy in is through an internal marketing
campaign, which can keep the companies mission forefront of thinking, as well as
the standards and expectations around that (Balta, 2018).
Leadership: A change in CEO will allow the business to set a new focus. A noncompromising values-based leadership approach will allow the organisation to
focus firmly on the visitor. New business metrics around service excellence, and
staff feedback will drive a culture firmly focussed on the visitor.
Literature Review:
Museums have traditionally been funded by local and central government with
clear objectives around visitor numbers and accessibility to facilities driving
performance (Alcaraz, Hume, & Mort, 2009). As a home for culture and
collections these institutions are a vital part of many cities’ fabric, with countries
recognising the significance they add to their landscape. Visitor numbers as a key
performance indicator certainly makes sense and these numbers are proudly
displayed for all to see, however what is more vital than this is the information that
can be obtained from those visitors, and what this information tells us about our
offering (Wells, Butler, & Koke, 2012).
Statistics support the notion that the general public find museums exclusive and
developed for the culturally elite (Coleman, 2018; Dawson, 2014), working on
making this environment more inclusive is a challenge facing many institutions. It
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could be said that museums have had an identity crisis with what their purpose is,
do they exist to educate or to entertain and how is this balanced (Falk, 2016;
Griffiths, 2006). Are museums able to balance the two whilst staying true to their
mission.
The fostering of community relationships has been recognised as a way for
institutions to increase engagement and make content more relevant to their
visitors (Kadoyama, 2018). Stephen Bitgood suggests an Attention-Value model,
which is based around how you get the visitors attention and what value you add
through gaining that attention or engagement (Bitgood, 2013). This method aligns
customer value but does not go deeper into the role of the organisation in delivery
of a customer solution.
Stardome is providing an experience for its visitors which includes exhibits,
displays and a planetarium show, “an experience occurs when a company
intentionally uses services as the stage, and goods as props, to engage individual
visitors in a way that creates a memorable event” (Pine & Gilmore, 1998). Creating
a memorable experience would encourage repeat visitation and would move
towards our visitors becoming our brand ambassadors (Wiedmann, Labenz, Haase,
& Hennigs, 2018). Repeat visitation is a positive externality of providing
memorable experiences which is a key component of customer centricity, gaining
the customer for a lifetime (Raţiu & Negricea, 2008).
Customer centricity or in this case visitor centricity is an approach which remains
firmly focussed on adding value, whilst breaking down silos to create a unified and
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cohesive approach to strategically running a business (Parniangtong, 2017). As
museums move towards greater sustainability and are required to be more
transparent with their financial records (Morunga & Bradbury, 2012), being
relevant and a must see attraction in the minds of their visitors is essential. In order
to understand how this can applied in a Stardome context we need to understand
how the customer-centric marketing approach has come about, and what this
involves.
It is logical to any businessperson that without a customer to sell your product or
service to, you do not have a business. For this very reason one may assume that
business is naturally customer centric, in 1954 Drucker stated “it is the customer
who determines what a business is, what it produces, and whether it will prosper”
(Drucker, 2006). However, businesses have historically been very operational and
product-centric (Kotler, Keller, Brady, Goodman, & Hansen, 2016) which has
meant the majority of the business have been focussed on new products and
product development, customer relationships were something that the marketing
department took care of (Rust, Shah, Day, Parasuraman, & Staelin, 2006).
In the 1990’s research into customer centricity started to gain momentum, this was
due in part to the fast-paced changing face of technology and globalisation during
this era. Due to the increased and dramatic changes in the ability to store and
analyse data, companies were now able to use Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) systems which led to marketing being more technology driven (Rust et al.,
2006). This ability to collect data enabled business to look at their products and
services from a customer perspective and understand who was buying and what
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was behind the purchasing decision. It allowed business to identify what market
segments they were attracting, and they were able to implement targeted marketing
strategies at these groups (Valls, 2018).
Consumer behaviour has been influenced dramatically in the last twenty years with
access to online resources changing our buying behaviour (Wallace, 2013).
Consumers are demanding better experiences and have higher demands and
expectations. This is particularly relevant for museums as visitors post online about
their experiences, go online to seek discounted admission, and decide which
facility to visit (Zanibellato et al., 2018).
Museums now must think about what will give them competitive advantage, in
order to remain sustainable and secure ongoing funding. Porter (Porter, 1990)
suggests there are two ways to gain competitive advantage, through cost and
through differentiation. Stardome has no room to move its pricing, and this is on
par with the other museums and attractions in Auckland (Appendix 4). This
therefore means it needs to differentiate itself from the others. The immediate way
it can do this is through its staff delivering a superior visitor service
experience(Berry & Berry, 2019), this superior service will set the organisation
apart from others and will enhance the visit.
Central to the concept of becoming visitor centric is the need for the whole
organisation to work cohesively focussed on the visitor.
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There are four key areas that this research
addresses:
These four areas will form our toolbox,
they are the quick wins in our change
management piece and will start the
momentum to bring about change in the
organisation.
As part of this research a staff survey was conducted. All staff were asked to
participate but were informed that this was not compulsory (Appendix 3). The
survey was conducted using survey monkey with some structured questions, and
some open-ended comment boxes. The survey was pre-empted with a
confidentiality statement. Of the twenty-two staff that were approached twelve
completed the survey a 54% return rate. The responses to the survey are explored
throughout this paper.
Staff Recruitment – Getting the right people.
In order to get the best results, organisations need to hire the best people. The
recruitment process is an opportunity to make sure there is not only an alignment
of skills, but also an alignment of values. It is important to note that these values
link to identity, and that money is not the only currency staff are looking for (Long,
2013).
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It is common knowledge that NPO’s wages and salaries are lower than that private
or public sector, and what drives these organisations is staff passion to deliver the
mission (Williams, 2018). Underpinning this delivery are the values of the
organisation, which become the motivating force which drives performance. As we
move into new generations of workforce, we are witnessing a change in job
selection criteria from job candidates. More and more future staff are seeking
employment that has a purpose and this is becoming one of the three key factors in
attracting and retaining staff (Kohll, 2018).
How important are the values of the
organisation you work for?.
Not
Important
Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Important

This thinking aligned with the result of the staff survey with 2/3rds of respondents
saying the values of the organisation were important or very important to them.
Building on this I explored how important the organisations purpose or mission
was to staff.
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How important is it for you to work in an
organisation with a purpose you believe
in?.
Not
Important

Somewhat
Important
Very
Important

Important

This overwhelmingly supported the literature with only one staff member saying
the mission or purpose was not important to them.
For organisations to deliver on their mission they must seek the best staff. This can
be achieved through robust recruitment processes (Palmatier, Moorman, & Lee,
2019). Stardome has often fallen into the trap of not recruiting roles, instead it has
sourced staff through the volunteer pool, or through other staff members. This may
be effective time wise, but it does not add to the skill base in the organisation, as
many staff do not have prior experience with customer services.
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How did you get your role at Stardome?.
Through
Volunteer
Pool

Through a
friend
working
there.

Online
recruitmen
t site

Other

Of the staff surveyed on 25% went through a formal recruitment process. Building
further on this, when questioned if they had any customer service background only
16% had any form of prior experience in this area.
Prior to working at Stardome have you had
any customer service training or
background?.

16%
Yes
No
84%

Staff Training:
Once the right people are recruited to the organisation they need to be supported in
their roles. Historically Stardome has spent training money on upskilling staff in
the use of technology. There has been little focus on how visitors are dealt with.
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Most staff are trained on the job by a peer or manager (Appendix 3), but there are
no formal training plans signed off.
How was training for your current role provided to
you?.
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
On shift by Trained by
Peers.
my Manager.

Formal
training
program.

No training.

In order to retain staff, they need to feel valued and appreciated, they need to feel
motivated to perform at their highest level. Herzberg (EPM, 2018) motivation
theory suggests there are two factors which can increase motivation in an
organisation that is the presence of motivating factors, and the presence of hygiene
factors. A lack of either decreases motivation and performance.
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Image 1: (EPM, 2018)
Investing in staff training will reap long term benefits for the organisation, and it
will give staff a sense of achievement, advancement and growth. Staff
overwhelmingly commented that they would like a formalised training plan.

No
Yes

Would you Stardome to implement a formal
training program?.
8%
92%

Other motivating factors for staff is the ability for the organisation to provide them
with further career opportunities (Berry & Berry, 2019; Kohll, 2018) The tacit
employment contract is built on employee and employer unsaid expectations e.g.
that the organisation is sustainable and will continue to trade(Berry & Berry,
2019), if the tacit contract is broken then motivation and performance decreases. If
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the employee joined the organisation for its mission, vision and values and it is no
longer living up to these, they may become demotivated.
Do you think Stardome lives up to its
Mission Vision and Values?
Exceeds
0%
Consistantl
y
0%

Not at all
17%

Somewhat
83%

It was surprising to see that no one thought the organisation consistently lived up
to its mission, vision and values, equally no one thought Stardome exceeded the
mission, vision and values.
Internal Marketing Plan:
Stardome has found itself facing declining visitor numbers (Stardome, 2019),
visitor feedback has highlighted issues with unfriendly staff, boring shows, and
high educational content that has little entertainment (Rowe, 2019). The show
schedule has remained the same now for over ten years, with staff and volunteers
attached to the delivery of accurate scientific information over entertaining visitors.
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The staff survey supports this thinking:
What do you feel is the most important
component of the visitor experience:
17%
58%

25%

Science

Entertainment

A mix of both

The difference in approaches between product-centricity and customer-centricity is
developing products or services that specifically meet the needs of your customer,
not developing products then selling them to as many people as possible (Valls,
2018). This is particularly relevant in the museum sector where we find ourselves
competing with movie theatres, at home entertainment such as Netflix, and other
cultural events such as the opera or ballet (Di Pietro, Guglielmetti Mugion, Renzi,
& Toni, 2014). Customer value is achieved through empathy and understanding of
the visitors needs by the whole organisation (Yohn, 2018).
Working on a whole visitor solution and raising awareness of the customers’
expectations and different touchpoints throughout their visit, will allow the
organisation to make small improvements that make dramatic changes to the
visitor experience (Raţiu & Negricea, 2008).
In order to give the best visitor experience, it is important for staff to understand
and buy into the organisations mission or purpose (Balta, 2018). We have seen
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from the above feedback that staffs do not think the organisation consistently
delivers on its mission, vision and values. An effective way of gaining staff buy in
is through an internal marketing campaign, which can keep the companies mission
forefront of thinking, as well as the standards and expectations around that (Balta,
2018).
This approach will assist the organisation in breaking down silos.
Currently teams work in isolation within the Stardome Structure, this partly
brought about by the day/night shift divide (Melissa Glew, 2018). A customercentric approach breaks down silos as it requires the whole business to work
together to provide solutions for the customer (Alcaraz et al., 2009). This approach
also has the effect of bringing the culture together, with teams invested in
providing the best service/product/experience for the customer (Yohn, 2018).
Leadership:
The concept of a visitor-centric organisation relies heavily on the leaders within
the organisation, they are charged with being the champion for the approach. The
success of a change in focus relies on a non-compromising approach, which puts
the visitor in the centre of everything the organisation does. Bank of Baroda
(Khandewal, 2013), is an example of a business that has applied this concept and
has seen a competitive advantage achieved. Khandelwal (Khandewal, 2013) speaks
of creating a sense of urgency amongst staff, and the need to get some quick wins
under your belt in order to gain momentum.
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A values-based leadership approach is ideal in this changing environment, as
through your actions you are demonstrating what you want to see from your
employees (Kraemer, 2011). There needs to be a sharing of vision which can only
be led from the CEO’s office. The visitor-centric leader must bring together the
whole organisation in order to deliver the best service to the customer, this means
putting stakeholders ahead of themselves.
Communication within this environment and providing opportunities for feedback
from staff is also of upmost importance. Staff need to be able to contribute to the
visitor solution, and they will bring insights from the front line that the
management team will be unable to deliver (Robson, 2012).

Do you believe the management team takes
your feedback seriously?.
No

58%

Yes

42%

Staff also need to feel that they can give feedback free from any negative
consequences (Robson, 2012).
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Do you feel comfortable giving feedback to
the management team?.
No

33%

Yes

67%

The metrics of the organisation need to change, with service excellence being
celebrated (Khandewal, 2013; Robson, 2012). This needs to be prioritised by both
the leadership and management teams.
A combination of the four areas outlined in this review will allow Stardome to gain
some quick wins in order to start building a sustainable visitor-centric organisation.
Appendix 5 explores the business in more detail.
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Change Management:

Image 5: Kotter’s 8 step process (GroupeX-Solutions, 2017)
It was obvious from the beginning of my research that this project was a change
management piece, using the tools obtained through my EMBA journey to
implement a culture change. This culture change would challenge staff to put the
visitor in the centre of their thinking, and let go of old I believe that Kotter’s 8-step
process is particularly relevant and useful in the planetarium environment, as we
move to focus our thinking to the visitor experience (Appelbaum Steven, 2012).
To instigate the change outlined in this paper, it was essential that the groundwork
to make this successful was laid down. Change management is challenging, and in
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order for this to be successful staff buy in and engagement is essential, statistics
show that only 25% of change management projects are successful (Cameron &
Green, 2015).
1.

Create A Sense Of Urgency:

A museum's measure of success is often its attendance numbers (Bitgood, 2013).
Funding within the sector is often based on the number of people using the facility,
and the benefits of that usage. The benefits of coming to Stardome is access to
experts in the field, and a world class planetarium, this is strongly linked to the
education content of the shows and programs. The past three years the organisation
has seen decreasing attendance figures, especially in the public domain.

Stardome Total Attendance Numbers
86,000
84,000

85,278

84,556

82,647

82,000

82,699

80,000
78,000

76,763

76,000
74,000
72,000
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Image 6: (Glew, 2019)
This has produced a real sense of urgency for a change to happen for the business
to remain sustainable. A continuing trend downwards in attendance will put future
funding at risk, as well as revenue generated from these income streams. It is
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simply not acceptable to follow the same programming that has been in place for
over 12 years. There are new and future audiences with new and different
expectations of the organisation, this has been identified in the competitor analysis
(Appendix 2). The organisation needs to refocus on the visitor and develop shows
that align with their expectations.
The customer experience must be looked at from all angles, with a focus on
engaged staff to really bring the experience to life. This starts the moment the
customer engages with the organisation, from booking online to phoning to get
more information. The display area within the facility is small compared to other
facilities throughout the region, and most visitors comment that they have come for
the planetarium experience (Rowe, 2019). Competitive advantage will be gained
through a superior customer service experience.
2.

Build A Guiding Coalition:

In May 2019 a re-structure was implemented at Stardome in order to implement
the new role of Visitor Experience Manager. This meant that the organisation
now has a leadership team of four, and a management team of six, as seen below in
Image (3).
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IMAGE 7 - Stardome Organisation Structure (Visitor-Solutions, 2019)
It was in my first week as Acting CEO that the new Visitor Experience Manager
started. It was clear from the outset that both the Visitor Experience Manager and
the Marketing Manager would become my coalition in bringing a change of
thinking into the team. All three of us were focused on changing the role of our
visitor within the organisation. We were the change champions within the
organisation.
3.

Form A Strategic Vision:

In 2016 the business contracted Visitor Solutions to facilitate the strategic planning
process for them. Workshops were held with all stakeholders and the strategic
vision for the coming 2016-2019 period was set. The strategic plan had 6 key aims:
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IMAGE 8: Strategic Aims (Stardome, 2016)
The strategic plan and its aims were and remain very relevant today, unfortunately
the strategic plan was not the guiding document of the business. It was never
measured against, and there were no check ins to see if the team was delivering on
the strategies set out in it. As staff moved on the document was all but forgotten.
For staff to understand what the organisation was trying to achieve, and how we
would achieve that (Strategies: Appendix 1) the strategic plan was discussed in
detail with the leadership team.
It was agreed that the document was still relevant, however the Visitor Experience
Strategic Aim encompassed all the other strategies and needed to be applied across
the whole organisation, this would become the leadership teams focus. This
aligned with the lack of focus on the visitor.
4.

Enlist Your Army

As a leadership team we identified some key people within the organisation, who
we felt would welcome this change and would work with us to encourage the
change piece we were about to implement. We selected four people who crossed
over the shifts, and who were well respected by their peers. We spent time with
them sharing the vision and explaining what was happening in the organisation
now.
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There was a common feeling amongst the four that they had no idea attendance
was so low, or that there was any issue at all. When we explored this further and
discussed the declining attendance, we came across some common feelings:

•

Stardome is funded, so the numbers attending does not matter.

•

Getting your tickets and looking at the displays or shop is not part of the
customer experience.

•

I am not sure how to interact with customers, it is awkward.

•

Visitors do not want to hear from us, we are just here to take the money.

•

I do not tell people I work at Stardome.
(Change-Team, 2019)

Discussing how funding is granted, and why attendance and engagement is so
important for our organisation brought about a change in thinking for our army.
We noted that they started watching the numbers coming to shows when they were
on shift. They even started emailing when they had shows with big numbers. They
also started confiding in us and made us aware of what was happening on shift.
5.

Enable Action

The organisation had broken down some of the barriers already, this had occurred
through the restructure process, and the employment of the Visitor Experience
Manager. The change in leadership also signalled a change to the team, as the
previous CEO had been very hands off. The people within the organisation that
had caused issues were no longer part of the leadership team.
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There was a clear plan in place to start the change management piece, through
some quick win projects:
è

Staff Recruitment policy implemented.

è

Formal staff training program put in place.

è

Internal marketing plan.

è

Strong and effective leadership approach.

Activating The Toolbox:
6.

Generate Short Term Wins

Staff Recruitment: As we have explored earlier in this paper Stardomes recruitment
practises are often very informal with many staff being employed because of who
they know, or through an association with the business. Most staff do not have
customer service backgrounds and have not undertaken a formal interview process.
In order to obtain the best staff a recruitment policy needs to be implemented
across the business. Job skills need to be added to job descriptions and formal
interviews with reference checks need to be put in place. This new recruitment
policy needs to be released to staff so that they are aware this process will be free
from bias and is fair and equitable.
Comments that came through the staff survey highlights this issue:
•

I am sick of some staff getting special treatment because of who they are
related to.
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•

If you are friends with the management team you get away with doing
nothing. There are no consequences for some staff.

Stardome has recently been granted funding to move all payrates to the living
wage. This will mean that they are paying a fair rate comparable to other
businesses in the immediate area. This increase will attract a greater number and
hopefully higher calibre of applicants.
The recruitment process also allows the business to explore the value alignment
between potential employees and the organisation. Staff that believe and are
engaged with the organisations mission are more likely to stay (Brown &
Yoshioka, 2003).
Staff Training: Stardome has invested most of its training budget on upskilling
staff in the use of planetarium technology. There has been no real focus on staff
training for front of house. Due to the small number of staff everyone is expected
to be able to work at reception and ticket shows.
Training for this role has been done by other staff on shift. This has proven to be
problematic as mistakes and bad habits are passed on from staff member to staff
member. There is no formal training plan to ensure staff are trained in all areas.
The staff survey reflected these issues:
•

The system is glitchy and I don’t know how to work it.

•

I am left by myself and am unsure what to do.
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•

There are lots of notes and chaos at reception, we all do things differently.

•

There is a lack of support, lack of empowerment and poor communications.

•

Sometimes the communication between the day and night staff isn’t great, a
lot of small things can get lost with different customers talking to some of us
and arranging things and then not being informed.

In order to address this it is important for the team to get together, to put all of the
issues on the table and work out a way forward. This will allow staff to feel they
have a voice and have been heard. Policies and procedures around the various
functions also need to be developed and agreed upon. This will put the hygiene
factors into play (EPM, 2018), which will increase staff motivation.
Formal training has to be prioritised, this has been conducted throughout the MOA
group using Service IQ (MOA-HR, 2019; Service-IQ, 2019), this has proven to be
very successful at both Auckland War Memorial Museum and Motat. The cost of
the training would need to be built into the budget and may have to be offset
against the technology training. This area does need to be prioritised, if the visitor
is receiving poor service outside the planetarium this diminishes the experience
inside the planetarium.
Internal Marketing Plan: “An internal marketing strategy is like an external
marketing strategy in that it must tell a story that persuades the audience to take
action. In the case of an internal strategy, the audience is your employees” (Allen,
2019).
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In order to give the best visitor experience it is important for staff to understand
and buy into the organisations mission or purpose (Balta, 2018). An effective way
of gaining staff buy-in is through an internal marketing campaign, which can keep
the company's mission forefront of thinking, as well as the standards and
expectations around that (Balta, 2018). The Stardome internal marketing
plan seeks to address issues which were apparent in the staff survey, where staff
feel that they do not know what is happening in the organisation.
It is important for the business to recognise the importance of an internal marketing
plan, especially since Stardome has limited funds and relies heavily on word of
mouth and free publicity. If we observe the services marketing triangle (Image 8),
we can see that the internal marketing function enables us to deliver our promise.
This is achieved through an engaged workforce, all focussed on a common goal.

Image 9: (Prezi, 2020)
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Current State:
The current marketing strategy is prepared and reviewed by the BOT, there is no
internal marketing plan as part of the Strategy. When discussing this with the
Marketing Manager (Rowe, 2019), she commented:
“We do not have a marketing champion on the board, and often marketing takes a
back seat to other priorities. The biggest issue we have at Stardome is the customer
service aspect of the experience, this does not match our marketing collateral. We
can get people through the door, but our staff currently make them feel unwelcome
and this diminishes the experience”.
The lack of an internal marketing plan further drives the siloed environment the
teams are working in, although the marketing team works across all revenue
streams of the business it is often just with the management team. This was
explored when completing my Marketing paper as part of my EMBA. When I
spoke to Kelsey Rowe (Rowe, 2019)about this she agreed that an internal
marketing plan would go a long way to ensuring staff were aware of any changes
that were being made, as well as being able to give feedback and ideas on how to
improve the visitor experience.
It would also allow everyone to know what projects were happening and get
involved in those that interested them.
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How Do We Get The Message Out There?
It had become apparent in the business that we were not communicating with our
staff effectively. We received regular feedback that teams did not know about
changes or new programs. That although everyone was allocated an email very few
of them opened their emails, as the computer they were working on was logged
into a general account. Realising that email may not be the best form of
communication, we surveyed all staff to see what form of communication would
be best for them, giving them the following options:
•

Email

•

Enews

•

Whats App

•

Physical Book, Notice Boards & Newsletters

•

Facebook

After feedback from the survey was received it became apparent that we would
need to use two forms of communication, email and a WhatsApp group. This
change in communication channels has proven to be very successful, with all staff
now receiving all internal communications. Staff were also asked how often they
would like the communication to be:
•

Weekly

•

Fortnightly

•

Monthly
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Regular fortnightly communications would be instigated, with anything urgent
going out as needed e.g. system issues, health & safety, rostering. It was agreed
that all messaging needed to be consistent and in line with the organisation's
external marketing plan. Successful visitor interactions would be heroed, and we
would sing about these experiences. We would freely share visitor feedback and
would align this to our mission and vision.
Leadership:
Leadership within the organisation could be described as very hands off. The CEO
role has operated at a very high level with very little interaction with staff under
the management line. This has caused many staff to feel undervalued in their roles
and has led to a feeling of being “unheard”. This was demonstrated in the staff
interview:
What is not great about your role?.
•

Progression and opportunities are unclear. Lack of leadership.

•

Lack of support, lack of empowerment, poor communications

•

I don’t feel appreciated.

•

Simple changes would make my job easier; management don’t know what
we do.

In order to address the issues, the CEO needs to be accessible to the staff. They
need to feel that there is a true open-door policy. The internal marketing plan will
support raising the CEO and leadership team profile, and the fortnightly CEO
update will help establish a line of communication with all staff. Stardome is a
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relatively small organisation, however the opening hours are 8am – 11pm, so this
does mean that many staff work in the evenings. Changing up some hours so that
the CEO is onsite to talk to staff is important, especially when trying to share a
vision and gain buy in for this.
I believe that a values-based leadership approach is essential in this environment,
that is that you lead by example. The behaviours that you expect from your staff
you demonstrate in your approach (Nygaard, Biong, Silkoset, & Kidwell, 2017).
This will help cement the organisations values, and new approach. It is important
for staff to see the CEO interacting with visitors and “walking the walk”. You
simply cannot express your expectations and think that staff will follow that.
Connection needs to be made for trust to be built up. Working on the floor will also
mean that this roll will see some of the frustrations the team is experiencing.
The staff survey came back with overwhelmingly positive feedback around
interacting with the visitor:
What is great about your role?.
•

Contact with the public

•

I get to interact with a wide variety of people.

•

Engaging with visitors, positive science communication, ensuring the visitor
experience is good, flexible schedule, cool technology

•

My role has plenty of people contact and is not every day is the same, also
enjoy working in an observatory.

•

I really enjoy being able to help customers, even with all the little things and
questions
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•

Educating and entertaining people about the wonders of the universe

Historically, museums have hired CEOs based on their ability to raise funds for the
organisation (Griffin & Abraham, 2000), this has surpassed all other key attributes
when hiring. However, a high level of emotional intelligence, and the ability to
bring teams together with a strong vision reaps better results for museums,
especially when value alignment and culture change is concerned.
I knew that my experience working under the previous CEO had not been very
positive, and there was little interaction with the management team or staff. I felt
that there was a lack of direction, and that I was often unheard. I realised that what
was lacking was any coaching or mentoring, and that this was an important role of
a leader in the organisation.
I needed something tangible to use that would allow the leadership and
management team to feel heard and appreciated. The first thing that I implemented
was a once a week team catch up, and then a weekly one on one.
In the one on one sessions I used the GROW model (Mindtools, 2019) to address
some of the challenges that the team members were facing.
This allowed me to gain an understanding of what individuals perceptions were, it
allowed us to set goals, and come to a common understanding of the current
situation. From there we explored the various options, leaving no stone unturned.
This allowed sharing of ideas, and there was no hesitation to put anything on the
table as there were no wrong answers.
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Clear plans were set out, with timeframes around completion and reporting back.
The reaction to this was very positive, and feedback from the team was that they
felt they had direction, and a clear understanding of what they needed to do.
I also spent time with each team member discussing the importance of personal
reflection time (Bassot, 2016). This discussion allowed me to open up and share
my personal experiences, gaining trust through emotional expression (Jawad &
Kakabadse, 2019). As the weeks progressed the effectiveness of the reflection
process started to show real dividends, and the team slowed down on how they
approached issues with their own teams. One manager commented that upon
reflection she had come to realise that she was favouring some staff over others,
offering them shifts before others because they were fun to work with and they had
similar interests. She came to realise that her unconscious bias was very unfair on
the whole team.
In this instance we implemented a system for distributing available shifts fairly.
What was also apparent was the need for staff to know what the CEO’s
expectations were, what the vision for the business was. In order to deliver this, I
decided to deliver a Visitor Charter.
The Visitor Charter (Appendix 6) was a statement to staff on what the expectations
were around how we dealt with our visitors. This would be developed through a
workshopping approach with the leadership team feeding into it. This would then
be tested on our “army” to get their feedback, before being released to all staff.
This would proudly be displayed around the building for everyone to see.
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This was the launch of the change – and allowed space for the leadership team to
come together and work on a cohesive approach. The charter signalled to staff how
important our visitor is to the organisation and that without them we would not
exist. This charter is an internal document linking to Herzberg’s (EPM, 2018)
hygiene factors, it guides how we deliver the best experience all the time.
Conclusion:
This study has investigated some quick-win projects that Stardome can put in place
in order to instigate a visitor-centric strategic direction. The move for the
organisation to become visitor-centric is a necessity as it is not meeting the
expectations of those visiting it. The continuing drop in attendance numbers
jeopardises the organisations funding and sustainability.
The study has been limited to only encompass the first 6 steps of the change
management model (Appelbaum Steven, 2012), as advancing past this point due to
time constraints is not possible. There needs to be an organisation wide
commitment to this new strategy, which if successful will break down the current
siloed work environment.
Aligning the vision, mission and values of the business with the staff that are being
recruited will mean greater staff retention and satisfaction. Training staff in how to
deliver the expected service standards will pay dividends, as visitors become brand
ambassadors for Stardome.
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An internal marketing plan will allow staff top feel heard and valued and will open
the lines of communication. This will also break down silos between departments
and will encourage working together as one team.
The mission is clear:
Stardome is here to share our love of space in ways that challenge, inspire and
educate (Stardome, 2018).
This will be achieved by:
Looking through our visitor’s eyes.
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Business model innovation - a business consulting
report for Bianca Spender
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to innovate a business model innovation for
Australian affordable luxury brand Bianca Spender. The brand has reached a point
in the business lifecycle where a business model innovation is required to achieve
growth in an increasingly challenging marketplace. Bianca Spender seeks to
increase revenue and grow brand footprint while operating with sustainable
manufacturing processes.
Research design uses qualitative research methodology that synthesizes macro
environmental factors, micro environmental factors, and data from 137 active
customers identifying demand for additional product offerings. Specifically, core
workwear styles that do not fall within the traditional seasonal fashion calendar
and limited-edition products. Global market trends in digital marketing, ‘pull’
supply chain processes and distribution through direct to consumer channels prove
to be effective strategies for efficient stock management, increasing store footfall
and amplifying brand awareness. It is therefore recommended that Bianca Spender
innovates the go to market business model to incorporate additional product
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offerings that are distributed exclusively through vertical channels to strengthen
direct to consumer channels, generating greater customer value.
An audit of the current business model benchmarked against a market analysis
revealed that direct to consumer channels require strengthening to decrease
vulnerability on wholesale partner David Jones due to declining profits and
predicted store closures. The current customer journey is fractured creating barriers
to achieving growth; therefore, it is recommended to streamline the omni-channel
retail process by unifying customer touch points to set the proposed range structure
and go to market strategy up for success.
The recommendations are organized using the McKinsey’s Three Horizons
framework to create a stepped pathway over a 5-year timeframe to achieve a 50%
increase in revenue.
Introduction
Australian fashion business models that are privately owned are challenged in the
current retail landscape. Increasing raw material costs, department store demands,
increasing global competition and increased marketing requirements are
diminishing margins (Craik, 2015). Local fashion labels that do not have outside
financial investment are struggling to achieve business growth beyond their local
market (O'Donnell, 2013). Increased sustainability requirements are at the
forefront of consumer demand, adding further costs to the manufacture of garments
(O'Donnell, 2013).
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Innovation to current fashion business models are required to remain competitive
in the market. Business model innovation is a strategic tool managers use to gain
competitive advantage by challenging existing business architecture to find new
ways to increase value (Mezger, 2014). The process in which to innovate business
models can be a complex business task as it involves creating value offering,
innovating value chains, reinventing revenue models and restricting business
resources (Chesbrough, 2010). O’Donnell (2013) echoes this statement by
describing the innovation of business models as creating value, innovating value
chains, reinventing models, and restricting valuable resources.
In response to enhanced challenges traditional business fashion business models
face, this paper will investigate business model innovation within the fashion
industry, with a specific focus on high-end (or affordable luxury), privately owned
womenswear label Bianca Spender. This research aims to evaluate the current
business model against competitor models and consumer value to make
recommendations on a business model that aims to increase factors that contribute
to greater value creation and decrease factors within the current business model
that do not add value. The outcome of this report is to identify a roadmap to
innovate the current business model to achieve growth objectives.
Bianca Spender is an Australian based fashion label that has been in operation for
ten years designing, manufacturing, and retailing high-end womenswear fashion.
Distribution takes an omni-channel approach and includes David Jones concession
stores, two bricks and mortar retail stores and an e-commerce platform. The firm is
owner operated and classified under the four main models of ownership as an
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entrepreneurial model, whereby the firm is owned and operated by the founder,
Bianca Spender (Johnson, Whittington, Scholes, Angwin, & Regner, 2018). The
business value proposition is luxury at every touch point, premium retail
positioning and location, high quality tailoring and garment construction made
with sustainability manufacturing practices within Australia.
The fashion landscape in the high-end category poses challenges to reach the $10
million revenue mark including vulnerability to demanding department store terms,
the rise of sale activity led by department store schedules, increasing retail rent and
raw material costs while operating in a hyper competitive marketplace (Craik,
2015). A further challenge to achieve growth is Director Bianca Spender’s
reluctance to align with a corporate retail investor, a strategy employed by
competitors in the same category to support growth initiatives. The reluctance to
bring on investment stems from a viewpoint that company values and ethos are
compromised in favour of shareholder return.
Managerial Challenge
The challenges faced under the current business model and operating environment
requires a business model innovation to achieve growth in this market. There is a
myriad of opportunities to recalibrate the business to meet shifting consumer
demand. This report aims to research a model suitable for Bianca Spender to
increase the brand footprint, revenue and consumer value creation while operating
under sustainable manufacturing business practices.
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Background of the Firm
Organizational Structure
The current organization structure consists of a lean team due to a separation of
shared resources from established fashion business, Carla Zampatti. The current
model of shared resources creates inefficiencies due to location, dispatch times,
communication lines and workflow priorities. Bianca Spender’s reliance on Carla
Zampatti’s workroom resource is classified as a co-opetition-based partnership as
while not a direct competitor is a competing product within the fashion category
(Levy, Loebbecke, & Powell, 2003).
The organization structure has complex reporting lines to senior management.
Bianca Spender is Head Designer and Director of the business and as the business
has grown her time is stretched causing inefficiencies and bottlenecks across the
business. Currently all functions report directly into Bianca including production,
retail operations, marketing, and finance. The team lack executive or senior level
expertise in their respective departments, however, perform well at an operational
level. Director Bianca Spender is a competent business director with an
educational background in commerce, however, lacks extensive experience at an
executive level.
Requirement for an advisory board has been recognized by Bianca however the
business is yet to identify key partners to put a board in place. Expertise in retail,
finance and operations are required to form an effective board to support growth
recommended growth strategies.
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Current Business Model Canvas
An analysis of the current business model has been undertaken and shown in a
Business Model Canvas (Pigneur, 2012). Key areas of the canvas will be described
in detail in the subsequent sections, and a comprehensive Business Model canvas is
detailed in Appendix A. Bianca Spender is aiming for 50% revenue growth to
reach a $10 million revenue target by 2025. Goals to increase revenue through
existing channels including a 50% increase in e-commerce revenue are in place to
achieve for FYE2021. Further strategies to achieve this revenue goal are yet to be
confirmed. Plans to recruit an advisory board, address operational inefficiencies
caused by their shared services model, point of sale technology and dispatch and
delivery timeframes for e-commerce sales are areas the leadership team have
identified as issues and seek to resolve in the short term (within 6 months). A new
e-commerce platform is under development with a launch deadline for April 2020.
A dedicated Digital Marketing Manager has been appointed to drive marketing and
e-commerce activity and starts her role in January 2020.
Distribution Channels
Spender’s distribution strategy classifies as a hybrid model whereby the brand
supplies direct to consumer and through a wholesale model (Berg et al., 2018). The
wholesale model is exclusively via David Jones departments stores throughout
Australia. Wholesale distribution is structured as a concession model whereby
stock, staff and deliveries decision making are managed by the brand. Under this
model, product launches, delivery scheduling and discount activity are dictated by
David Jones.
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Bianca Spender product is distributed through David Jones concession stores, two
bricks and mortar stores located in premium retail districts in Melbourne and
Sydney, and an e-commerce website. Out of season and unsold stock is cleared
through an annual warehouse sale held in offsite locations within Sydney.
Collections are launched under the traditional fashion seasonal calendar, whereby
designers produce a summer and winter collection annually that drop into store
weekly for the duration of a 4-month season. Outside of these months are periods
of sale activity.
Value Proposition
The purpose of a value proposition is to describe the services and/or products that
are valued by the customer segment (Johnson et al., 2018). Bianca Spender’s
leading value proposition is to design and produce high quality clothing using
artisanal design methods, superior materials and produce using sustainable
manufacturing methods within Australia. Designs are inspired by art, literature,
and cultural references.
Marketing and Sales Channels
Marketing channels include direct marketing including weekly marketing emails to
a CRM database of 19,000, an active Instagram content schedule, PR initiatives
driven by an external PR agent to secure editorial placements, celebrity
representation and news stories in fashion publications. Experiential marketing, or
VIP loyalty events held in Bianca Spender stores are rarely executed. An annual
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marketing fee is paid to the David Jones marketing department based on a
percentage of annual sales that guarantees brand placement in David Jones
marketing touch points including fashion shows, placement in David Jones
publication, Jones and opportunities to dress David Jones celebrity brand
ambassadors.
The Bianca Spender brand experience is fractured due to limited customer
touchpoints and lack of consistency across each. This is largely driven by a lack of
bricks and mortar stores, majority distribution through David Jones and a
suboptimal e-commerce platform. Distribution through David Jones enjoys large
footfall numbers however competing brands share limited floor, mannequin and
window space creating scarce opportunity to display product in an engaging way.
Cost Structure
Product is produced in Australia with an average gross margin (cost to RRP) of
80%. While the average gross margin is healthy for products that are manufactured
locally, high fixed operating costs specifically salaries, rent, commission, and
consultancy fees contribute to a lean operating profit. Australian employment
legislation enforces casual loading, 150% wage rates on weekends and public
holidays and superannuation contributions (fairwork.gov.au, 2019). The seasonal
nature of product is subject to diminishing margins if desired sell through targets
are not achieved within the seasonal sales cycle. The business operates with lean
operating capital and experiences long cash cycles due to manufacturing to market
timelines.
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
Bianca Spender has established a strong network of supply chain relationships
within Australia. Larger economies of scale give Bianca Spender production
priority over smaller designers with supply chain echelons ensuring reduced
production lead times of 4 weeks. Competitors that produce offshore experience
manufacturing lead times as high as 24 weeks with consideration to shipping
methods, typically air freight or sea freight.
Opportunities to increase direct to consumer channels to communicate a consistent
brand voice, capture a vertical margin and reach global markets are areas where the
business can streamline to optimize revenue.
Vulnerabilities and Threats
Department store growth is in decline, David Jones have reported a 50% decrease
in operating profit for the last year and undertaking a retrenchment strategy by
reducing their retail footprint, cutting underperforming brands and closing stores in
low performing markets (Powell, 2019). As a result, the Bianca Spender floor
space allocation in the Chadstone, Victoria store has been reduced which in turn
has capped opportunity for sales and is forecasted to achieve a break-even profit
based on the stock capacity allocated in the new concession space. The CBD
Sydney concession store has reported a 20% decrease in sales year on year, this is
partly attributed to the closure of a floor in David Jones for refurbishment, which
has since been completed at the close of 2019 (Singer, 2019). 70% of Bianca
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Spender revenue is generated through David Jones concession stores, therefore
failing sales revenue through these channels has a substantial impact on the
business.
Weak direct to consumer sales and majority distribution through David Jones
department stores is the most critical vulnerability and largest threat to the
business. Decisions to reduce floor space or remove the brand from lower
performing David Jones branches poses a major threat to the operations of the
business. Predictions of David Jones store consolidations and closures are likely in
the instance that declining revenue figures continue (Carey, 2020). Distribution
channels to shift products are stocked to full forecasted demand capacity and
additional units are unlikely to sell within the seasonal time frame to gain a full
margin. Due to the low profit margins and seasonal shelf life of products that
without significant scale, long term viability is questionable. Low margin income
streams also mean that Bianca Spender Ltd is particularly vulnerable to increases
in costs.
Research Design and Data
This research paper will use a Model Building approach and a case study design
for the business model innovation for Bianca Spender. The method will include a
qualitative research strategy using survey questions to gain an in-depth
understanding of customer value for high end womenswear fashion.
The method will incorporate use of Osterwalder and Pigneur’s (2010) five phase
approach to build the business model; mobilize, understand, design, implement and
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manage. For the purpose of this research and limited time constraints for this
project, only phases one to three will be undertaken with recommendations for
senior management to implement measurement strategies to adapt the model in
response to future market reactions (Pigneur, 2012).
The combination of case study, literature review and use of survey interviews
follow a descriptive approach.
Literature Review
To enable strategic decision making it is imperative that a situational analysis of
the current position is undertaken. In the case for Bianca Spender it is crucial to
evaluate the macro and microeconomic environment to consider factors in direct
and wider markets to strategically position the business ahead of demand.
Accordingly, the following section addresses global macroeconomic context as
well as national factors, then a microeconomic analysis will be undertaken to
identify factors affecting Bianca Spender.
Microeconomic Environment
Australian fashion business models that are privately owned are challenged in the
current retail landscape. Increasing raw material costs, department store demands,
increasing global competition and increased marketing requirements are
diminishing margins (Craik, 2015). Local fashion labels that do not have outside
financial investment are struggling to achieve business growth beyond their local
market (O'Donnell, 2013). The Australian retail fashion industry is regarded as
high risk and companies often operate with lean capital with long cash cycles due
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to expansive manufacturing lead times and slow speed to market. Securing
investment can be challenging, especially for new entrants into the market with
little manufacturing and trading history (Craik, 2015). Increased sustainability
requirements are at the forefront of consumer demand, adding further costs to the
manufacture of garments (O'Donnell, 2013). De-regulatory policy reform in the
1980’s altered the local textile and design infrastructure in Australia. The removal
of tariffs and protectionist policy saw global players enter the market, gave way to
shifting manufacturing offshore, repositioning the sector as a design and cultural
industry (Craik, 2015). Opening the industry up to global markets saw increased
competition, highlighting seasonal lags against larger players positioned in
Northern hemisphere markets.
These challenges remain in present day, coupled with changing consumer needs,
requirement for sustainable production methods. Several profile businesses within
the apparel category have not survived these challenges. Leading Australian
department stores Myer, David Jones and Target have struggled to reverse a
downturn in sales while designer labels with large brand footprints have ceased
operation or sold the firm to large retail investment firms including; Kirrily
Johnston, Lisa Ho, Sass and Bide, Ksubi, Willow, Belinda Seper, Bettina Liano,
Collette Dinnigan, and Little Joe (Gail Elliott) (Sexton, 2013). Kirrily Johnston
stated that issues with wholesale payment terms and rising e-commerce
competition coupled with long payment cycles as key challenges contributing to
the closure of her label (Kirrily Johnston cited by Thomson, 2013).
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Macroeconomic Trends
McKinsey (2019) Fashion Report identifies the following 10 global trends
forecasted to influence the fashion industry and subsequent business models as;
self-disruption, cautious business practice, importance of India as a trade partner,
new trade agreements as an opportunity and a threat, rental and subscription
models, consumers taking a conscious approach to fashion purchasing and shift to
sustainably produced goods, shorter lead times driven by mobile user behaviour,
business transparency, diversification of digital ecosystems and on demand, Just In
Time (JIT) manufacturing. The report continues to state businesses that are likely
to succeed in the future landscape of fashion will either invest in operational
efficiencies or brand strength and that achieving scale is the underpinning
foundation for success (Amed & Berg, 2019).
Go to Market Business Models
Fashion shopping habits have changed dramatically following the advancements of
digital and social media technology (Amed et al., 2019). Access to global trends,
ability to share and collaborate tastes has connected consumers and brands globally
(Webber & Weller, 2001). The global consumer is now more open to try new
brands and has also increased expectations of accessibility. Manufacturers of
fashion with traditional business models are failing to keep up with increasing
consumer demands (Brun, Castelli, & Karaosman, 2017). Go to market processes
differ in terms of timing, availability, and supply chain management. These can be
defined as; seasonal collections, read and react, fast track and never out of stock
processes (Berg et al., 2018). Brands that retain traditional seasonal models are
often reluctant to advance their manufacturing processes due to a belief that
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fashion largely remains a creatively driven art form preferring to adhere to the 6
monthly summer and winter seasonal collection cycles (Berg et al., 2018).
Consumers are exposed to collections through editorial channels yet cannot access
the product for as long as 6 months following. It is acknowledged that a
requirement to improve value chains and embrace digitization, yet it remains a
challenge (Berg et al., 2018). Brun et al (2018) found the greatest priority for
fashion firms was to reduce speed to market followed by improving demand
forecasting, increasing digital presence, and reducing sale activity.
Increasing speed to market by shortening design and manufacturing lead times
mitigate risks of over stocking and missing market opportunities (Brun et al.,
2017). Remaining close to the market enables brands to read and react, providing
accurate data to anticipate consumer demand. Companies operating under the
seasonal 6 monthly cycle often miss opportunities to respond to trends or to
replenish sell out styles (Berg et al., 2018). The most successful brands operate
under a direct to consumer (Berg et al., 2018). Berg (2019) states that vertically
integrated business models set the pace for speed to market.
Investment in operational efficiencies through supply chain reconfiguration are
changing business models such as U.S brand Alexander Wang whereby designs are
released monthly to consumers. Dool (2018) reports that movement to this new
model provides consumers with more relevant merchandise that is consistent with
the immediate needs of the consumer. A further case study that exemplifies this go
to market strategy is U.S streetwear brand Supreme. The business has built its
business model on ‘drop culture’ whereby limited-edition pieces in collaboration
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with other high-profile designers are offered throughout restricted distribution
channels, usually selected Supreme stores around the globe, with little marketing
lead time. The strategy has been very successful to direct consumers to their bricks
and mortar stores, often requiring security and council permits due to the heavy
footfall and ‘hype’ the drops attract (Dool, 2017).
Supply Chain Optimization
New entrants into the fashion industry are moving away from manufacturing and
high street retailing to creating niche products and shifting to a direct to consumer
model or on-demand manufacturing to create deeper connections with their
customers (Theodosi, 2018). Bypassing traditional wholesale models risks reduced
brand visibility gained through representation at established multi-brand retailers,
however mitigated by the ability to capture data through direct customer
interaction, reduce price points and offering more personalized services creating
opportunity for hyper-targeted marketing initiatives (Theodosi, 2018). New brands
are also using a pull supply chain strategy based on consumer pre-orders. A pull
supply chain strategy is driven by consumer demand as opposed to a push strategy
whereby product quantities are determined by the manufacturer and pushed down
the supply chain (Gardiner, 2013). An example that has adopted this model is
footwear label Bionda Castana whereby the brand offers four styles per month that
are sold on a pre-order model, thus reducing risk of holding seasonal inventory
(Theodosi, 2018). Orders are shipped directly from the manufacturer partner to the
consumer, cutting freight and logistical costs in half. This lean model of supply
ensures a 100% sell through based on real time demand (Theodosi, 2018). Brands
are also utilizing social media to capitalize on ‘drop culture’ whereby limitedPage 79
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edition ranges are released with little warning via exclusive channels. A brand that
successfully employed this tactic is Burberry whereby a limited-edition t-shirt was
released exclusively through Instagram and WeChat channels for 24 hours.
Burberry then leveraged consumer interest to release further limited-edition
designs exclusively through their London flagship store for a limited timeframe
(Berg & Amed, 2019).
Omni-Channel Retailing
Omni-channel retailing can be classified as integration and streamlining retail
channels to provide a seamless brand experience to consumers (Jihyun, 2019).
Consumers that engage in omni-channel shopping move freely between the
different channels, all within one transaction process (Kim & Chun, 2018).
Executing a seamless omni-channel system is a complex task to unify back-end
processes (Kumar, Anand, & Song, 2017). Digitization is rapidly driving change to
e-commerce demands and consumer expectation, as such the retail sector is
challenged to keep pace (Kim & Chun, 2018). Variables such as speed to market,
cost, after sale service, response to trends are operating in real time while retailer
margins are declining (Jocevski, Arvidsson, Miragliotta, Ghezzi, & Mangiaracina,
2019). Consumers' expectation to provide a seamless omni-channel experience
incorporating these variables are required to remain competitive (Oca, 2019).
Advancements in omni-channel retailing have opened markets up to global players,
increasing competition for local retailers coupled with rising fixed costs are
diminishing profit margins (Webber & Weller, 2001).
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Bricks and Mortar Stores
Retail bricks and mortar strategies are being re-defined due to reduction in foot
traffic, increasing rental costs and increased consumer spending via online
channels (Hollender & Breen, 2010). Sectors such as music, books and consumer
electronics have responded to these changes in the retail environment by
consolidating stores and evolving the storefront from a pure revenue generating
channel to a brand touchpoint as part of the customer journey (D'Arpizio, Levato,
Prete, Del Fabbro, & de Montgolfier, 2019).
The traditional role of the bricks and mortar store is evolving beyond the purpose
of revenue generation and brands are innovating traditional physical retail
offerings. Overdiek (2018) explores using Pop Up or temporary store strategies to
test local markets, gather data and increase brand footprints with little risk
(Overdiek, 2018). Showrooming is another strategy replacing traditional format
stores. Showrooming maintains a physical touchpoint for consumers however
reduces operational challenges such as inventory management, merchandising and
reduces fixed costs such as employee and floor space costs associated with
inventory storage (Jin & Shin, 2020). Demand forecasting, lower return rates and
opportunity for cross or up-selling are also benefits to operating under this model
(Gu & Tayi, 2017).
E-commerce
Online shopping for fashion purchases contributes to the largest portion of total ecommerce sales in Australia and has experienced growth of 20.8% growth from
2018 – 2019 (Yip & Jones, 2019). Marketing cut through is increasingly
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challenging via digital channels. Fashion consumers become overwhelmed by the
large volumes of content generated globally. Static imagery using models or
influencer imagery is no longer seeing effective levels of consumer engagement
(Berg & Amed, 2019). Berg & Amed (2019) predict marketing strategies will
resemble media productions where brands use storytelling to mitigate consumer
fatigue. However, Jin & Shin (2020) state that harnessing digital technologies are
necessary however alone are not enough for developing successful business
models. The key to success will be measured by how effectively each model
addresses unmet consumer needs and manages demand uncertainty (Jin & Shin,
2020).
In contrast to this viewpoint, a report compiled by PwC (2019) on Australian retail
consumer behavior showed that despite advancements in digital marketing
strategies, Australian consumers prefer to seek inspiration and product knowledge
directly from retail stores, as opposed to inspiration from celebrity ambassadors or
paid influencers. 36% of consumers will first visit a department store and 27% will
visit a brand’s stand-alone retail store (PwC, 2019). This indicates that retail and
department stores still have a strong influence as touch points in the customer
purchase journey and presents an opportunity to communicate brand values in store
by implementing an integrated marketing strategy (PwC, 2019).
Data Collection
To understand customer perception of Bianca Spender in terms of value,
distribution, price, geographic location and channels active consumers receive
promotional and marketing messaging, and an open question asking areas Bianca
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Spender can improve on with product or promotion, an online survey was deployed
to the Bianca Spender CRM database of 19,000. A total of 135 participants
responded, of the 131 participants 24 did not qualify to complete the survey due to
inactivity in purchasing behavior for longer than 3 years. A total of 107 responses
were valid. The data is summarized as follows.
Geographic Location of Active Customers
50.4% of customers that participated were NSW based, 30.5% Victoria based, 10%
in QLD 3.1% in ACT and WA. Summary majority of active customers are situated
in NSW, an unsurprising result as product distribution volumes align with the
geographical location of active customers. While accurate data is not available
within the firm’s current CRM system, based on stock distribution and sales data it
is evident that the largest percentage of Bianca Spender customers are situated in
NSW.
Value Proposition
Bianca Spender customers value quality as the major driving force behind purchase
decisions with 87% selecting quality as one of their three top driving decisions for
purchasing Bianca Spender clothing. 59% indicated fit and 51% indicated locally
made. Fabrication was 35%.
Only 19% of customers valued sustainable production methods. The results are
consistent with a report prepared by Deloitte (2019) whereby Baby Boomer and
older Millennials value quality and fit above sustainable production methods when
purchasing luxury and affordable luxury goods (Deloitte, 2019). The Bianca
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Spender customer ranges from 25 to 70 years of age, with the largest proportion
between 35 and 50 years of age (Bianca Spender, 2020). Consumer value is
aligned with Bianca Spender’s internal value proposition of creating artfully
designed clothing that is of high quality and manufactured to last the test of time.
Pricing
Perception of value for money showed 68% of respondents perceived Bianca
Spender product was priced in line with value and 31% of respondents felt that
Bianca Spender was priced above perceived value. When investigating the
respondents that indicated Bianca Spender clothing is priced above value with the
open format question, what more would you like to see with regards to price or
promotion from Bianca Spender showed 30% would like to see additional product
lines, particularly corporate and workwear garments offered at a slightly lower
price point. Of the 30% that would like to see lower price pointed lines, 20%
indicated a desire for such ranges to be released as evergreen product lines.
Distribution Channels
55% of those that answered shopped exclusively at their local David Jones store
showing that customers shop predominately in David Jones, aligning with the
current distribution model. 15% shop exclusively online, 24% a combination of all
channels and only 4% solely at Bianca Spender boutiques. This indicates an
opportunity to strengthen the direct to consumer distribution channels considering
current store positioning, e-commerce performance, retail staff training and
tailoring product offering to provide a seamless customer experience via each
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channel. This is in line with the literature findings whereby consumers will use
many touch points across the customer journey process.
Marketing and Promotion
62% of promotional activity is received via Bianca Spender’s email database in the
form of weekly electronic marketing emails, 69% via Bianca Spender’s business
Instagram page, David Jones promotional material is 7.1%. 39% of promotional
activity is received via the Bianca Spender website, which currently has limited
functionality for content management. This shows that despite dominant sales via
David Jones distribution, marketing and promotion activity is driven direct to
consumer from the internal marketing department.
Suggestions to Improve Product or Promotion - Open Text Field
The free text question sought to uncover insights pertaining to changes consumers
would like to see regarding price or promotion. Responses were categorized into
key themes; fit, sizing and fabrication, additional product lines, VIP and loyalty
rewards, information of news and sales, distribution, and additional service
offerings:
•

Additional product lines – 36%

•

Fit, sizing and fabrication – 19%

•

Information of news and sales – 19%

•

Distribution – 11%

•

VIP and loyalty rewards – 6%

•

Additional service offerings (tailoring, alterations etc) – 5%
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A clear appetite for additional products emerged from the data. Of the 36% of
requests for additional product lines with the majority suggesting an evergreen
collection of core workwear wardrobe solutions. Current collections carry a
component of seasonal corporate workwear garments that are highly priced due to
high manufacturing costs. Further suggestions for exclusive limited-edition pieces
were made including one off designs. Secondly, requests for a wider range of fits
suitable for various body shapes were requested. Bianca Spender does not offer a
tailoring, personalization, or hemming service currently. The subsequent key
theme showed a desire for more information around sale periods and brand news,
requests for fit and styling advice and increased content via social media about the
brand and a VIP and loyalty reward system. Bianca Spender does not currently
have a VIP program in place due to insufficient capability within their current POS
and CRM technology.
Conclusions
The focus for Bianca Spender is to innovate the business model to increase value
to the consumer to grow revenue. Therefore, it is imperative that the business
model is structured to increase activities that contribute to consumer value and
decrease activities that do not. Global trends such as restructuring go to market
strategies, advancements in omni-channel retailing and optimizing supply chains
were identified within the literature review. Synthesizing consumer data against the
literature review showed disparity between consumer demand and global trends.
The following findings highlighted opportunities for business model innovation
pathways.
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Go to Market Business Model
Data from the free text question on how Bianca Spender can improve value by
promotion or product highlighted demand for an evergreen product offering with a
specific request for corporate dressing, at a slightly lower price point. Consistent
with Berg (2019) whereby speed to market, higher production and supply chain
efficiencies, reduced design and development costs and opportunity for economies
of scale and scope presents an opportunity to produce a lower priced corporate and
workwear range that is manufactured at scale, is not bound by seasonal sales cycles
and reaches a wider market size. Further requests for limited edition or exclusive
product were requested, indicating demand for highly designed garments produced
in limited quantities.
Omni-Channel Retailing
Consumer sales channels data showed the majority of consumers shopped via
David Jones distribution channels, however as illustrated in literature, brands that
provide seamless omni channel customers experience and use direct to consumer
channels business models are experiencing greater success than wholesale and
vertical hybrid models. Macro environmental analysis shows that David Jones is
experiencing a heavy downturn in revenue with future store closures and a strategy
to consolidate brands to remove poor performers. Therefore, to futureproof the
business against macroenvironmental shocks it is recommended that Bianca
Spender focuses business activities to strengthen the omni-channel customer
experience and direct to consumer channels.
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Supply Chain Optimization
Based on the data showing consumer appetite for an evergreen workwear range, it
is recommended that Bianca Spender restructures the traditional 6 monthly
seasonal model to include this as an additional range. Benefits outlined within the
literature review show that evergreen collections that are manufactured at scale
reduce design and development costs and reduce sales during mark down periods
by lengthening sales cycles. Further market analysis to refine this business model
using design thinking methodology is required including consumer research using
customer empathy mapping and customer journey tools, prototyping, and testing to
develop a range that meets market demand (Brown, 2008). A value chain analysis
is then recommended to map out internal activities including supply chain and
operational changes, marketing, sales and service, pricing and competitor analysis
and financial modelling (Johnson et al., 2018). Key considerations for brand, price
and positioning are vital to ensure the Bianca Spender brand and value proposition
are not diminished by introducing a lower cost range.
Additionally, insights from the data collected showed consumer appetite for
additional limited-edition pieces outside of the summer and winter collections.
Herein lies an opportunity to employ a ‘drop’ strategy explored in the literature
review. Utilizing deadstock fabric and releasing small design runs exclusively
through direct to consumer channels at a premium price point could increase sales
activity through direct to consumer channels and increase consumer engagement.
Further, introduction of these ranges could employ a pull strategy whereby
consumers are able to pre-order enabling accurate stock and size forecasting,
reducing stock overruns. Further benefit to employing a ‘drop’ strategy is the
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ability to ‘read and react‘ and collect data for future design decisions based on true
consumer demand.
Restructuring the go-to-market strategy by introducing an evergreen and ‘drop’
range is intended to complement the existing seasonal collection model, however
recalibrating product volume could prove to increase revenue with higher volume
margins, higher full price sell through in turn reducing the volume of garments
sold at a discount. Figure 3 (inset) depicts a recalibrated range pyramid to illustrate
the proposed collection and subsequent go-to-market structure. It is vital to retain
the existing seasonal mainline collection to ensure David Jones distribution
channels are serviced while creating seasonal product that align with seasonal
media publications.

Figure 1 – Proposed Go-To-Market range structure
Direct to Consumer
The current direct to consumer channels are generating sub-optimal revenue
figures and the business has a heavy reliance on David Jones distribution channels.
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Strengthening direct to consumer channels will mitigate risk outlined in the macro
environmental analysis. Due to limited operating capital, a more cautious approach
is recommended for growth. Employing new store formats such as pop-up or
temporary stores is advised to test new markets, capture data to tailor product
offering to local markets before committing to retail store leases and fit out costs.
Furthermore, adopting a showroom strategy for future stores is recommended to
reduce operating costs and to maximize 3PL capabilities.
A requirement to streamline and unify customer experience touchpoints across
direct to consumer channels by upgrading POS, e-commerce and inventory
management technology is recommended to increase speed to market, consolidate
inventory removing issues of availability, reduce delivery times and upgrade the ecommerce channel to replicate the luxury at every touch point value proposition. It
is suggested that additional customer service functionalities to increase
personalization such as live chat, personal styling and integrating further
communication channels such as WeChat and WhatsApp are introduced.
Sustainable Business Practices
It is recommended that activities and costs associated to extend the sustainability
strategy further than what is currently in place is reduced. Current sustainability
business practices are sufficient to align with company values and market
requirements and exceed those of direct competitors. Consumer data indicates that
additional efforts to improve sustainability processes will not yield additional
revenue in the short term. Undertaking a new go to market strategy will also
increase sustainable business practices through the reduction of dead stock by
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extending sales cycles, creating seasonless product, utilizing dead stock fabrication
and using a pull strategy where garments are pre ordered or produced in limited
quantities. Opportunities to integrate these benefits into marketing communications
will continue the sustainability conversation while ensuring business resources are
aligned to value generating activities.
Recommendations using McKinsey Three Horizons Framework
The recommendations will be presented using McKinsey Three Horizons
framework to organize top line activities (see Figure 4, inset) (Johnson et al.,
2018). Horizon One includes activities to maintain and strengthen the core
business, typically across a three-year time frame. Horizon Two strategies are
designed to nurture emerging business across a three to five-year period and
Horizon Three strategies are designed to create new business opportunities across a
ten-year time frame. Blank (2019) challenges the timebound nature of the
framework due to rapid advancements in technology, enabling businesses to
innovate faster. Based on the rapidly changing nature of the fashion industry, the
following Three Horizons framework will be solely used as a high-level guide for
activities that are not tightly bound to the above time frames (Blank, 2019).
Recommendations for Horizon Three are indicated based on macro environmental
factors detailed in this report.
Horizon One | Maintain and strengthen core business activities
•

Recruit General Manager to employ and onboard key personnel, implement
structured KPI systems across departments with expertise in key growth
areas.
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•

Begin range restructure by introducing a ‘drop’ strategy with limited edition
releases that compliments seasonal ranges to increase activity via direct to
consumer channels.

•

Strengthen direct to consumer distribution channels with pop-up or
temporary stores to test location and positioning, capturing data to tailor
product offering and broaden the direct to consumer channels and brand
footprint. It is recommended that to strengthen direct to consumer channels,
a pop-up strategy is undertaken in Horizon One to collect data to inform
investment for permanent store placements in Horizon Two.

•

Unify omni-channel with new website platform and upgrade technology to
streamline back end operations and consequently the customer journey
experience. Current technology platforms do not facilitate seamless
transactions.

•

Onboard an external 3PL inventory and distribution partner to streamline
existing inventory management and optimize distribution speed.

•

Implement an integrated marketing strategy to communicate brand values
across internal and external parties to unify the brand voice and optimize all
customer experience touch points.

•

Begin design thinking methodology to develop evergreen corporate range
using the steps outlined below (Figure, 5) (Brown, 2008).
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Figure 2 – Design Thinking Methodology (Ferrell, 2014)
1.

Empathize by undertaking customer research to uncover insights into
corporate lifestyle, behaviors and demographics using customer empathy
mapping, desktop research and surveys.

2.

Define the problem to be solved by synthesizing data to uncover insights
pertaining to design, price, placement, and promotion.

3.

Begin ideation process with the design team to develop a corporate
collection.

4.

Prototype and test the range with key customer groups.

5.

Develop based on insight.

6.

Deliver corporate range to market using a comprehensive launch strategy.

Horizon Two | Nurturing emerging business
•

Introduce range diversification with an evergreen corporate collection sold
exclusively through direct to consumer channels.
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•

Using data from pop up or temporary store activity, open bricks and mortar
showroom stores in relevant areas considering tailored product offering and
in store experiential activity relevant to each location.

Horizon Three | Create new business opportunities
•

Consideration to innovate the full supply chain to a pull system by shifting
distribution models exclusively through direct to consumer channels,
producing evergreen products, eliminating the seasonal collections calendar
to reduce inventory inefficiencies, increase speed to market reactivity and
optimizing full price sell through.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A – Business Model Canvas: Current State
APPENDIX B – SWOT Analysis
APPENDIX C – Business Model Canvas: Future State
APPENDIX A – BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS: CURRENT STATE
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APPENDIX B - SWOT ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES

·

·

Established

Growth in e-

supplier relationships

commerce sales both

and relative economies

locally and in

of scale for a locally

international markets.

produced business.

·

·

brand as a leader in

Strong domestic

Positioning the

distribution in relation to

sustainability, practices

aligned local

and supply chain

competitors.

processes are in place

·

and opportunity to

Distinctive point

of difference in design

communicate to the

and aesthetic.

market.

·

·

Loyal team and

Optimize sales

customer base.

team to increase retail

·

revenue.

Sustainable

business practice,

·

values, and culture.

opportunities in regions

·

where brand is not

Local supply

Retail store

chain network enabling

represented to counter

better speed to market

vulnerability to David
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than competitors who

Jones performance and

produce offshore.

communicate the Bianca
Spender brand story
direct to customers.
·

Opportunity to

unify and optimize
marketing and PR
activity to communicate
sustainability values and
brand story at every
touch point.
·

Diversification of

range planning and
product offering.
WEAKNESSES

THREATS
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·

·

Lack of external

·

funding to mobilize

David Jones

growth strategies.

performance coupled

Inefficient

with declining sales and

technology in place for

reduction of retail

stock management,

footprint.

reporting, CRM, and e-

·

commerce systems.
·

Underperforming
Spender bricks and

market locally and
globally.
·

mortar stores.

local recession in

stores not performing at

Australia.
·

capacity.
·

Lean team operating
at capacity, little room

Declining retail
industry and forecasted

Bricks and mortar
optimum sell through

Hyper competitive
and highly saturated

sales staff in Bianca

·

Heavy reliance on

Rising production
and raw materials cost.

·

Ageing
demographic.

for error or growth.
·

Lack of senior
management and board
presence.

·

Lean capital
business.
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·

Smaller digital
database than
competitors.

·

Underdeveloped ecommerce platform and
digital strategy.

·

Limited physical
consumer touchpoints to
communicate the brand
story – window
merchandising and store
environments.
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APPENDIX C – BUSINESS CANVAS: FUTURE STATE
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Abstract
This paper critically assesses natural gas material culture barriers concentrating on
physical obstacles (e.g. house characteristics, insulation levels, access,
accessibility, installation difficulties, safety, and affordability of gas appliances)
which may be preventing residential uptake of gas in New Zealand. Gaining an
insight into these obstacles and consumer behaviours that drive investment
decisions will assist in potential process improvements and marketing objectives to
encourage gas substitution. The paper is based on a review guided by the
theoretical lens of the Energy Cultures Framework (ECF) [24] and a survey sent to
consumers who had in the past cancelled their gas applications. Findings indicate
that barriers do exist, and different consumers experience different barriers (e.g.
confusion about using natural gas, the complexity to connect to it, and the
affordability of appliances). Principal component analysis (PCA) with varimax
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rotation and k-means ++ clustering was used to reduce and cluster variables by fuel
type, summated scales were employed to bring the two methods together. The
main conclusion from this research is that there is a dual layer of reciprocal
barriers (internal which are directly controllable by the distributor and external
which are outside the direct control of the distributor).
1.

Introduction

Peak demand is of vital importance to transmission and distribution companies in
today's energy environment and is a significant contributor to infrastructure
investment and consumer price increases. Peak demand refers to the highest
demand point in a given trading period typically, New Zealand's market profile
exhibits two daily peaks, the first occurring in the morning around 7 am, and the
second in the evening happening around 7 pm. On occasions, the electric grid is
pushed beyond these two daily peaks characteristically over the winter months
June to August in New Zealand [26]. [26] States New Zealand's demand for
electricity is around 40,000 gigawatt-hours per year with around two-thirds of that
demand stemming from the North Island. Peak demand events occur a handful of
times in any given year, and the requirement to cover these peak events drives grid
investment specifically to meet critical coincident peaks [12].
Natural Gas (gas) provides a substantial contribution to New Zealand's energy
supply supporting electrical generation and as a mass-market energy choice. Gas is
only available in the North Island of New Zealand and is sourced from 15 different
gas fields both onshore and offshore [6]. There are five gas distribution companies
in New Zealand of these, only three have dual ownership of electrical distribution
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networks, and one is privately owned, operating a closed network which falls out
of regulation.
Traditional electricity pricing methods of a daily fixed charged along with a
variable per unit charge fail to capture investment costs adequately [2,13]. Within
the New Zealand context, electricity smart meters have been rolled out to a
majority of domestic households over the last decade; the data granularity has
provided an avenue to new electrical pricing methods which can adequately
capture the cost of peak demand. The two most common pricing methods are timebased and demand-based pricing, and while they are useful in lopping peak
demand, they are by nature complex for consumers to understand, require
considerable education, trial periods, changes in consumer behaviour, and in-house
smart devices to be truly useful in their desired goals.
However, a more straightforward approach is available. Gas, due to the ability of
line-packing and adequate capacity, does not incur the same issues of peak demand
as New Zealand’s electrical grid. There are many benefits to the use of gas. From a
distribution perspective, a residential dwelling that uses gas can shift up to 70
percent of their load away from the electrical network thereby freeing up
considerable capacity on a mass uptake basis negating the need for extensive
capacity driven investments. From a customer perspective, gas is one-third the
running cost of electricity and does not necessitate behavioural changes in
consumption patterns. The drawback is a second daily
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fixed line charge, although the impact of this daily gas line charge can be minimised
by socialising it across multiple appliances, i.e. the more gas appliances installed,
the higher the benefit. In addition, a domestic household can move from an electrical
standard user tariff to a low user tariff meaning a reduction in daily fixed electrical
line charges which further offset the secondary fixed charge.
Gaining a meaningful understanding of the barriers to gas uptake requires the
decisions and behaviours around considering gas from a consumer perspective to
be explored. The decision to move to gas requires physical changes to the house
set-up, new appliances, compliant meter locations, external pipework, trenching,
house topography; choices may even be driven by the physical characteristics of
the house, i.e. number of occupants, the age of occupants, and insulation levels.
Given the involvement of so many real-world physical aspects, the substitution of
electricity to gas manifests as a physical conversion, therefore, exploring the
material culture aspect of the ECF with attention given to gas substitution will
bring to light the physical barriers related to the behaviours of gas uptake.
1.1

Research Objectives

The paper seeks to critically assess the material culture barriers to gas with a focus
on physical obstacles (house characteristics, insulation levels, access to the gas
main, installation, safety perceptions, availability and affordability of appliances,
and existing energy sources) that may be preventing wider residential uptake of gas
in New Zealand.
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The following research objectives were followed in the attainment of this aim:
1.

Analyse focused material culture responses in survey data; to

2.

Critically evaluate causes preventing the uptake of residential gas use in
New Zealand; to

3.

Determine how to improve the value proposition of natural gas
substitution; and

4.

Formulate opportunities for improvement in the material culture barriers;
and

5.

Develop a model for natural gas material culture.

The literature review and background research indicated gas presented a more
straightforward alternative that consumers understand regarding price designs
while avoiding issues of price discrimination, requires no behavioural consumption
adjustments or in-house smart devices, then there must be degrees of physical
barriers preventing consumer uptake. Part of improving the value proposition will
be to determine through analysis of the empirical data if traditional utility models
are still warranted in an environment shifting towards customer centricity.
Therefore, the research question was "What are the material culture barriers to the
uptake of gas?"

Figure 1. The Energy Cultures Framework [25]
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2.

Background to the framework

The ECF [figure 1] illustrates energy behaviour as a symbiotic relationship
between three core components. These are material culture (physical aspects of the
household and associated energy-related appliances), energy practices (actions and
processes), and norms (perceptions and expectations of what is reasonable
behaviour) [24]. These components are also subject to broader external influences
outside of an individual's locus of control such as social marketing, energy pricing,
building regulations, and government subsidies all which impact on and shape the
core components of the framework. For example, inefficient home heating may be
a result of old appliances (material culture) or incorrect thermostat settings (energy
practices), or merely the individual's expectations on what is considered warm
(norms). To achieve behavioural change one or more of these components must be
altered, and the changing of one component will impact on another. For example,
moving from a heat pump to central gas heating (material culture) will result in
expectations of instant warmth (norms) and changes to the number of hours or
rooms heated (practices).
2.1

Components of the framework

Material Culture is primarily focused on the real-world physical barriers to
changing energy behaviour. These can include house characteristics such as the
number of occupants to the number of dependent children and their ages; energy
sources utilised, heating devices, and insulation levels. Norms are concerned with
the social notions of 'what is expected.' e.g. social aspirations, respect for
traditions, environmental concerns, and expected comfort levels. Energy practises
place a specific focus on the actions and behaviours related to household energy
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use, such as the number of rooms heated in the home, hours of heating, heat
settings, and maintenance of energy appliances.
2.2

Method forming the framework

The framework was initially formed from several smaller projects across multiple
disciplines (geography, marketing, physics, law, economics) and then linked to the
conceptual notion of energy cultures. Experts from varying fields of study were
each held responsible for their projects with the results shared and discussed
collaboratively [18]. The framework consisted of several main stages covering
values and behaviours, energy behaviour, energy culture clusters, understanding
consumer choice, energy performance standards, energy behaviour change, and hot
water heating choices to name but a few. The ECF serves as a structure to support
the rationale of this research by informing the purpose, research aims and
objectives, and the research question. Most importantly the framework provided a
grounding base for the literature review and the selected methods of analysis [10].
According to [24], the material culture of a household can be viewed as a technical
system in its own right. Often the decisions driving the choice to connect to gas is
initiated from a cognitive norms context such as expected comfort levels or
environmental concerns. However, once initiated physical barriers start to manifest
in the form of heating devices and installation costs, safety concerns, physical
access, and outside influencers such as income and availability of energy efficient
devices. To remove physical barriers and increase connections to gas an in-depth
understanding must first be obtained and is the motive for the research to focus on
the material culture context of the framework. Also, according to [1] material
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culture was identified as one of two contexts needing the most attention for future
study.
3.

Research methodology

A strong focus of the research concentrated on objectives one and two with the
chance to study and evaluate consumer perceptions of physical barriers to
residential gas uptake. Even though there are apparent barriers such as income and
access to gas much remains uncertain about the real-world physical obstacles that
impede consumer decisions and how strong some barriers are in relation to others.
Therefore, the prospect to gain a cross-section of consumer views will contribute
significantly to increase understanding and inform business process design to
reduce or remove impediments. The literature review identified a gap in existing
research where the potential for gas as a demand-side management tool has been
overlooked in favour of more complex electricity side driven alternatives. It
became clear that given the simplicity and advantages gas can offer to distribution
companies and lifestyle benefits to consumers there must be barriers inhibiting the
broader adoption of gas, and the need to understand these barriers should be based
on research. An essential aspect of this research will be the analysis of empirical
data on critical indicators of material culture concepts as identified by [24].
Objective one was addressed through the collection and statistical examination of
survey data; objective two extends the research through analysis of data collected
in a market setting and the theoretical lens of the ECF, while objectives three and
four takes the research forward by improving the business value proposition. The
last objective simplifies the findings into a visual model representing key findings
for presentations and discussions. By comparing the literature review with realPage 112
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world practice, the research gains a richer understanding of consumer issues
surrounding the uptake of gas allowing for a more useful contribution to
knowledge in the gas distribution environment.
Objective two of the research aims to evaluate the barriers to the uptake of natural
gas critically, to do so collection and analysis of empirical data are required. The
reality of material culture is objective and autonomous from the researchers so can
be examined in a manner to draw descriptive inferences from a representative
sample. According to [21], this is in line with a positivist view of the world. The
question then becomes which type of research method is best suited to assist in the
study of a positivist business problem that focuses on stakeholder views to gain an
understanding of the material culture phenomenon. An explanatory research design
does not fit the landscape of this research as it uses imagination and ideas. The
design tends to focus on the unexplored with emphasis on personal judgements.
Experimental research is also inappropriate due to its focus on causal relationships
and the tendency to remove the observable facts from its context. Diagnostic
research has some merits in that the research is trying to understand the origins of
material culture barriers and describe the factors that drive problematic barriers to
uptake. However, the present authors are interested in describing and making sense
of a particular situation based on the collection and presentation of survey data.
The data collected focused on attitudes, beliefs, and opinions; while using
demographics to classify statistical categories to answer a "What are" question. [4]
State that research which relates to the examination of items in their natural
environment using methods such as mathematical modelling is quantitative in
design. While [5] states descriptive statistics presents a scientific way to deal with
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classifications, descriptions, collections, and interpretations of data collected in
surveys with the purpose to draw insights and describe the population. Therefore,
the nature of the research fits a descriptive research design with a quantitative
focus intended to draw out insights and describe the phenomenon.
The outcome of this particular research is not intended to produce a new
hypothesis, instead compare results alongside existing theory and with what is
already known regarding knowledge and processes from a business context,
resulting in improved understanding of the physical barriers inhibiting gas uptake
and the businesses ability to deal with them.
3.1

Data collection strategy

The strategy employed to implement the empirical research was a survey.
According to [3], a survey is a numeric description of trends, attitudes, or opinions
of a population through the study of a sample of that population. By this definition,
a survey is an optimal vehicle to facilitate the researcher's exploration of the
material culture in regard to gas connections, resulting from the desire for a
statistical interpretation of the phenomenon. A survey approach gives the focus
required to describe the attitudes and beliefs of residential consumers to the uptake
of gas as a fuel substitution and fits perfectly with research objectives two and
three, to analyse and critically evaluate consumer attitudes and beliefs to the
physical barriers to gas connections and enhance aspects of the business model. In
an acknowledgement that consumers are diverse in their decision making and
physical topography impacts decisions, obtaining a diverse range of stakeholder
views from within the residential sample is necessary for context. A combination
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of random and convenience sampling methods was used to generate a targeted,
heterogeneous sample. This method was the most opportune as the first author
worked at a distribution company. From a list of gas applications, a group of
cancelled applications was identified. These would provide maximum insight into
material culture issues resulting in the applications being cancelled. Within each
area of the network footprint, e-mail addresses were selected from the available list
of cancelled applications and a link to the survey sent out. Thus, a heterogeneous
range of geographic locations was selected, providing some socio-economic
stratification. To further assist in increasing response rates, and target potential
new connections, a link was posted on the company Facebook page as a means of
engaging within an active online community interested in gas. This method did not
control the potential respondents and was more of a convenience sample. However,
the final sample of respondents provided sufficient range and coverage to enable
the methods described in this paper to be reliably applied. By selecting a
heterogeneous approach, we achieved a representative sample where n = 173,
representing well the views of the gas community. The instrument and responses
were then tested for reliability using Cronbach's Alpha. The Alpha is the most
common and accepted measure of reliability, as a rule of thumb α=0.700 indicates
the acceptable reliability of the survey instrument.
3.2

Generation of data

The first author developed an anonymous internet survey which placed specific
focus on the material barriers identified by the ECF. Question types consisted of 35
closed-ended ordinal options on a Likert scale and some directed open-ended
responses which allowed respondents to express their views in a specific context.
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A link to the survey hosted on Survey Monkey was sent out to 869 e-mail
addresses contained in the database of the researcher's employer. These individuals
had, for one reason or another, withdrawn their applications for a gas connection,
making them an ideal target sample for assessing barriers to uptake. Selection of an
on-line survey strategy offered certain advantages. Firstly, was the timeline
consideration as the online survey gave the ability to reach hundreds of customers
on the distribution networks widely geographically dispersed footprint. Secondly,
access due to these customers being in rural/urban areas, plus an online survey
granted the researcher quick access to these consumer groups [28] by posting the
link on the company Facebook page and accessing of e-mail addresses through the
company database. Thirdly, the online survey provided the benefit of allowing the
researcher to conduct preliminary analyses of the data while waiting for the desired
number of responses to be collected [28]. Lastly, but importantly for a utility
organisation which is publicly accountable and supported by regulation, the online
survey was cost-efficient; the method avoided postage, printing and data entry
costs associated with postal and phone surveys.
3.3

Survey measures

The survey instrument had three sections. Firstly, gas material culture had 24 items
that were adapted from the energy cultures questionnaires [24] and company
market research [7,8,9]. The items used to measure gas material culture included:
insulation; existing energy sources; access to gas mains; installation; availability
and affordability of gas appliances; and safety perceptions. Secondly, the market
perception of natural gas items was modified from [22] and consisted of 14 items
on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree.
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These included: efficiency and cost-effectiveness; safety of use; ready availability;
security in its future supply; ease and convenience of installation; support by
reasonably priced appliances; price elasticity measures; and availability of
accessible information. The propensity to switch to natural gas consisted of five
items and the last item measured overall interest in natural gas, both measured on
the same Likert scale as above. Finally, eight items about demographics to analyse
the results into categories for statistical analysis.
3.4

Data analysis methodology

Regarding the analysis, the following stages were used in the analysis of
questionnaire data. PCA was carried out to reduce the data in terms of
dimensionality (section 3.5), while K-means ++ clustering was carried out to
cluster behavioural traits based on the grouping of similar responses (section 3.6).
Summated scales were finally calculated from the principal components, to
determine which of them had the most prominent influences on the identified fuel
type clusters (section 3.7).
3.5

Principal Component Analysis

PCA was used to reduce the 38 original questionnaire items relating to barriers
identified by the ECF, into a smaller number of latent factors (constructs). PCA
reduces the dimensionality of data by geometrically projecting the data onto lower
dimensions termed principal components, with a goal of finding the best summary
using the least principal components based on the law of conservation of mass
[19]. PCA is a multivariate technique to identify sources and relative contributions
where information on some characteristics is unavailable, but a measured
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concentration exists [14]. The approach was used to analyse the interrelationships
among the material culture variables and reduce these down to a smaller number of
underlying intercorrelated groupings, essentially condensing the variables down
into a set of latent variables with minimal loss of information. A table of the latent
variables was created displaying relationship values between the variables of
material culture helping to identify common factors. The primary statistical tool
used for PCA was The Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 20.
3.6

K-means ++ Clustering

K-means clustering is commonly used in business analytics. Analysis of survey
data using K-means clustering provided a way to divide the survey data into hot
water fuel type groupings known as clusters. The application of cluster analysis in
this instance is a form of market segmentation, whereby the survey responses
based on their similarity to the dimensions of material culture were grouped and
coded to inform and classify segmented traits which would then give rise to
consumer classifications of underlying cultural barriers of gas uptake. The type of
K-means clustering employed was partitional clustering or non-hierarchical
meaning there were no over-lapping subsets as each object was present in only one
cluster. Microsoft Excel (Excel), with a free statistical resource pack add-in from
[29], was used for K-means clustering. The add-in expanded Excel's native
statistical functions allowing for a broader range of advanced statistical analysis
usually performed in SPSS. In particular, the add-in used the K-means ++
algorithm for clustering which produces better results than the original K-means
approach.
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3.7

Use of summated scales

Summated scales are one of the most used methods in social sciences for the
assessment of characteristics [27]. Developed for the measurement of attitudes,
beliefs, and perceptions summated scales are an ideal bridge for linking the two
forms of statistical analysis together. The first step in the creation of summated
scales is to define what is being measured [27] in this instance the material culture
barriers to gas uptake. Many responses indicating attitudes towards physical
culture barriers had been collected through the survey instrument. Groups of items
relating to each identified component from the (rotated varimax) matrix of the
PCA were averaged via summated scales. Then the scores for the items from each
identified cluster were also averaged, and the differences between the averages of
the PCA scores and the K-means cluster scores were examined. Substantial
differences between the two proportions indicated which components have a direct
impact on the fuel type clusters, in other words, which components are (a)
influencing attitude scores and (b) contributing to material culture barriers. [11]
States there are several advantages to using summated scales. Firstly, the use of
multiple items in a summated scale results in a portion of random error cancelling
out across items. Secondly, summated scales do not constrain responses to a
smaller number of discrete categories (ordinal data) instead; introduce more of an
interval scale to the variables facilitating a more extensive range of analysis.
Finally, focusing on intuitive dimensions identified in the PCA changes the
perspective of the research from symptoms to a cure.
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3.7

Assessing quality of data

Several steps were taken to ensure content, internal and external validity, and
survey reliability was measured via internal consistency using Cronbach's Alpha.
Ensuring PCA quality involved several measures. Firstly, communalities of one for
each factor for the inverse correlation matrix was achieved indicating the variance
in each item was explainable by the extracted factors. Secondly, the factor scores
matrix was checked for satisfactory primary factor loadings of 0.442 and above.
This measure indicates how strongly each item loaded on to each factor. In
addition, cross-loadings (indicating how strongly each item loads onto the other),
were measured, aiming for a distribution gap of 0.2 or less, as higher crossloadings indicate that a factor measures several concepts, which is not desirable as
the analysis is aiming to determine distinct factors. The dataset was also measured
for suitability to a factor analysis using the KMO test and Bartlett’s test of
sphericity (BTS). The KMO test measures sampling adequacy for each variable,
the higher the proportion, the more suited the data is to factor analysis [23]. In
other words, values close to zero indicate widespread correlations in the data set, a
significant problem for factor analysis. If the BTS is substantial and the KMO is
greater than 0.600, then factorability can be assumed [20]. Regarding K-means
clustering, the K-means ++ algorithm was used which produces significant
improvements in the final error of K in comparison to the traditional K-means
clustering approach.
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4.

Analysis

Table 1. Total Variance Explained

4.1

Reducing the data: principal component analysis

To achieve the reduced factors a correlation matrix containing the standard
deviations of each indicator was calculated. Secondly, the eigenvalues of the
correlation matrix were calculated along with the associated unit eigenvectors
producing communalities of one for each variable in the loading matrix. Table 1
depicts all eigenvalues and percentage variances and shows that the first
component had an eigenvalue of 5.585 with a percentage variance of 15.093
percent and consisted of five items all relating to appliance propensity.
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Figure 2. Scree Plot of Variance
To determine the number of reduced factors, the eigenvalues for each of the
indicators were divided by the total number of indicators, this displayed the
percentage variance accounted for by each eigenvalue, and a cumulative sum
calculated. A Scree Plot [figure 2] was created to plot the percentage values of
each
eigenvalue allowing for a visual representation and identification of the inflection
point. The inflection point is the point on the line curve where the data begins to
level out, also referred to as an elbow. Ideally, the inflection point should describe
between fifty to seventy percent of the data set [29], and factors to the right of the
inflection point eliminated from analysis. The Scree Plot was cross validated with
the Kaiser approach where the practice is to retain factors with eigenvalues higher
than one and discard values less than one.
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A full load factor matrix was calculated by multiplying each unit eigenvector by
the absolute square root of the corresponding eigenvalue and each indicators
communalities calculated by summing the squares of each indicators factor
variables. Communalities are similar to the relationship in regression analysis and
display the variance of each indicator by the extracted factors. Finally, drawing
from the full load matrix, the number of reduced factors were taken for an
unrotated reduced factor matrix and the sum of squares calculated for each factor,
along with error terms (communalities and specific variance) for each indicator.
The reduced factor matrix was then rotated using the orthogonal varimax method
due to the underlying assumption of uncorrelated factors influencing the indicators
[29] [Table 2]. The rotation did not change the overall communalities or variance,
but it did alter the distribution of variances among the reduced factors [29]. This
approach produced the cleanest model in terms of maintaining the orthogonal axis
and the lowest number of cross-loadings. Also, the rotation produced a simple
factor structure where each indicator had a strong loading on one factor and
minimal loadings on other reduced factors. The minimum value of factorial
analysis for all items representing each research variable in the rotated matrix was
set at 0.442 and above, ensuring the items met a minimum satisfactory level of
validity analysis [15].
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Table 2 illustrates the rotated factor solution. In the first-factor, gas hot water and
central heating have the highest factor loading in the analysis at 0.893.

Other indicators included in the first component were the interest in all three-gas
appliances (0.882), interest in central heating (0.793), interest in gas cooking
(0.705) and interest for continuous gas hot water (0.670). Cronbach's alpha for the
first component was calculated at α=0.875 signifying internal reliability of the
component. Component 1 has been titled "Appliance Propensity" as it
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demonstrates the inclination of consumers towards which appliance mixtures they
consider when reviewing gas as an energy option.
The second component has an eigenvalue of 2.232 with a percentage variance of
6.278 percent consisting of four items. These are the environmental impacts of gas
(0.824), the cost, and efficiency of gas as a fuel (0.674), the safety of using gas in
the home (0.654), and the ongoing future supply of gas (0.608). Cronbach's alpha
for the component is α=0.759 indicating reliability. The component has been titled
"Fuel Perception" as all the items on the component reflect the way consumers
view gas.
The third components eigenvalue is 2.033 with a percentage variance of 5.495
percent consisting of three items. These are information on installing and using gas
(0.804), convenience and ease of installing gas into the home (0.766) and
supported by reasonably priced gas appliances (0.678). Cronbach's alpha for the
third component is α=0.744 indicating reliability. The component has been labelled
“Installation Complexity" as each item plays a role in the installation of gas into
the home. The fourth components eigenvalue is 1.894 with a percentage variance
of 5.120 percent and consists of three items. These are the availability of gas on the
street (0.845), is gas readily available (0.786), and are consumers aware of free
connections (0.548). Cronbach's alpha for the component is α=0.616 suggesting
questionable reliability. The component is below the α=0.740 threshold identified
by [16] for the size of this data set but displays a strong mean item correlation
(0.786), the items loaded onto the factor make sense, and accessibility of gas is
meaningful to the research, so the component was included into the analysis and
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summated scales. The component has been labelled Access and Availability. The
fifth component has an eigenvalue of 1.813 with a percentage variance of 4.901
percent consisting of two items. These are price elasticity of hot water plus
installation (0.814) and price elasticity of central heating (0.804). With a
Cronbach's alpha of α=0.680 also below the threshold. However, as per the fourth
component, the mean item correlation is sturdy at 0.809 and meaningful to the
research. The component has been labelled "Appliance Pricing" as these items
represent the tipping point where consumers cannot justify investing in gas
appliances. The sixth and last component selected has an eigenvalue of 1.683 with
a percentage variance of 4.426 percent and consists of two items. These are health
risks from gas in the home (0.799) and gas safety in the home (0.773). The sixth
component also had a Cronbach's alpha (0.539) below the α=0.740 threshold and
like the last two components had a high mean item correlation (0.786) and
appeared meaningful to the research. The sixth component has been labelled
"Health and Safety" as it represents the consumer views about the safety of gas in
the home and any negatively associated health risks from its use.

Table 3 lists the six primary material culture barriers to gas uptake from the PCA
and if these barriers are internal (directly relatable to
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the distributor) or external influencers (outside of the distributor's direct control).
PCA results suggest that appliance propensity is the strongest barrier to gas uptake,
an external influencer, followed by fuel perception an external influencer,
installation complexity an internal barrier, access and availability another internal
barrier, appliance pricing an external influencer. The least important of the selected
components is Health and Safety, an internal barrier as a distributor is responsible
for the overall safety of the network.
4.2

Grouping the data – k-means ++ clustering

For K-means analysis, survey responses (n = 173) were filtered according to
residential hot water fuel type. For residential gas services, hot water is a base-load
demand and the most preferred by gas network companies, with central heating
and cooking seen as an upselling opportunity. Clustering by hot water fuel type
assists in informing the understanding of specific market segments and possible
incentives to dislodge those customers from their existing fuel choices. Initialising
the initial centroid and resulting centroids for each (k) were determined using the
K-means ++ algorithm to improve initial seedings. The algorithm starts by picking
the initial centroid at random from all data points in the sample. Each data point
closest to the centroid is assigned to that cluster. The next centroid is selected by
choosing the maximum value from the calculation of the minimum squared
distance between each data point and already defined centroids, and again each
data point closest to the newly defined centroid is assigned to that cluster. The
process was repeated until the centroids did not change and the resulting intracluster variation minimised. The Euclidian distance was used as the proximity
distance measure with the quality of the clustering measured by the sum of squared
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error. To determine the optimal number of clusters the elbow method was utilised
[17]. The elbow method examined the total sum of squared errors across cluster
selections to determine the point where adding additional clusters resulted in
minimal improvement to the within-cluster sum of squares. The approach is very
similar to the inflection point used for selection in the PCA. The K-means ++
algorithm was run nine times for (k) runs of two through ten clusters with each run
performed for ten iterations, and for each (k), the within-cluster sum of squares
was plotted on a default Excel line chart producing a Scree Plot. The resulting
location of the bend (elbow) on the line chart was considered to be the appropriate
indicator of the number of clusters and was therefore selected.
For each primary residential hot water fuel type, (Electricity and LPG) analysis
suggested five distinct clusters using the elbow method. Also, clustering on
responses which indicated a natural gas connection was already present was
analysed, offering the chance for a retrospective look back to determine any
negative aspects of connecting to gas post completion; this approach also
suggested five distinct clusters.

Figure 6. Relative electricity cluster centres
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Figure 7. Relative LPG cluster centres

LPG clusters were analysed using the same approach as electricity and consisted of
(n=31) respondents from the overall sample. Again, five distinct clusters were
identified with four of these in rural centres [figure 7]. Of the five groupings The
Urban Freedom, Provincial Pride, Provincial Pleasure, Working Families, and
Provincial Comfort, only one showed an interest in connecting to gas, the
Provincial Pleasure; the other four were disinterested but indicated high appliance
propensity failing to translate that through to overall interest in connecting to gas.
The Provincial Pleasure were typically middle-aged couples with dependents,
above average income and resided in the Hawke's Bay region. They have neutral
views on the complexity and ease of gas installation and were unsure on the overall
market perception of gas, despite no access to the gas main they remained
interested with a propensity for all three appliance types (continuous hot water,
central heating, cooking). Working Families also shared a high tendency for
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interest in all three appliances and access to the gas main. However, they lacked
the enthusiasm to connect. Typically, from the Manawatu region, this group tended
to be middle-aged couples or single parents with dependents and were one of only
two clusters to identify their dwelling as a flat rather than a standalone house. They
see the process of installing gas as complicated and confusing yet perceive value in
gas over time. With lower than average national income and near new appliances
likely driven by special pricing deals with no upfront cost’s life stage might play a
more prominent role than physical barriers for this cluster.
The only urban group (Urban Freedom) within the LPG clusters were typically
middle-aged adult couples with no dependents from Wellington. Well, they
perceive value over time in gas they see the installation process as confusing and
complicated and were unsure of the market perception of gas as a fuel choice.
Despite their confusion, they possessed a high propensity for gas appliances but
lacked the intention to follow through with a connection due to a lack of access.
Provincial Pride and Provincial Comfort reside in the Hawke's Bay and Manawatu
regions, respectively. They share similar demographics, share neutral views on the
installation process, possess high appliance propensity, and both are disinterested
in connecting. However, they diverge at this point with the Provincial Pride cluster
more confident in their perceptions of the gas market, they see value for money
relative to electricity and understand the market pricing mechanisms, they know
how to source information on using and installing gas, but have no access to the
gas main. Whereas the Provincial Comfort are far less sure of gas regarding value,
pricing and running costs, they have access to the gas main but are uninterested in
finding out anything more about it as it is too confusing.
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Figure 8. Relative Natural Gas cluster centres

Gas clusters also used the same analytical approach as the previous two fuel types
and using the elbow method also identified five distinct clusters [figure 8] within a
sample of (n=42).
The clusters Urban Intelligence, Density Families, Provincial Hatchers, Urban
Professional, and Rural Professional were spread out across the distribution
network footprint. They all shared positive attitudes, propensities, market
perceptions and beliefs regarding gas. Surprisingly, two of the clusters Urban
Intelligence and Urban Professional showed a disinterest in gas. Both clusters
were empty nesters, in that their dependents were fully-grown and likely to have
left the primary dwelling. With fewer people in the household the variable benefits
of running gas, particularly hot water would have diminished, and with two daily
fixed line charges, these clusters were likely looking to streamline costs and
consider alternative fuels in the future, as they start downsizing. Like the LPG
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Working Families cluster, life stage may become a barrier to some existing gas
customers.
4.3

Summated Scales and Material Culture Barriers for Fuel Type Clusters

Groups of items from the fuel clusters were taken that made up one of the
components. The average score for each item in the group from each fuel type
cluster was then compared to the average of the principal component. The
difference between the two averages was then calculated with the most substantial
variances indicating which principal component has the most significant influence
on that cluster.

Table 4. Common cluster barriers

Table 4 illustrates the most significant barriers for all the fuel clusters. For
electricity clusters, these are in order from top to bottom Installation Complexity,
Appliance Pricing, Fuel Perception, Appliance Propensity, Access Availability,
and Health and Safety.
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For LPG Installation Table 4. Most common barriers Complexity takes, the top
two spots followed by Appliance Pricing, Fuel Perception, Appliance Propensity,
and Health and Safety filling out the remaining four spots. For respondents who
already indicated the use of natural gas hot water their barriers were Appliance
Pricing, Installation Complexity, Fuel Perception, Health and Safety, Appliance
Propensity, and Access Availability.
Clustering by fuel type and the summation of cluster scores to PCA results brings
an entirely different mixture to the strength of barriers first indicated by PCA
alone. The use of summated scales between the two data analysis methods
introduces a level of granularity otherwise missed by a single approach. For
example, Appliance Pricing was ranked fifth by the PCA but appears in the top
three barriers for all fuel type clusters, indicating market prices of appliances
(including installation) play a significant external role in the uptake decision.
Concerning the top three PCA results, Appliance Propensity is swapped out for
Appliance Pricing, and Installation Complexity and Fuel Perception remain.
5.

Discussion

This paper, through the use of quantitative methods, sought to understand the
material culture barriers to natural gas uptake in New Zealand through the beliefs
and attitudes of potential gas customers. The results support and shed further light
on the material culture aspect of the ECF with a focus specific to gas. Key findings
include the significance of gas appliance tendencies with consumers preferring a
combination of continuous hot water and central heating while generally feeling
these appliances lack the support of appropriate market pricing. Also, the
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identification of a customer journey in consideration of gas which is shaped by
external influencers and internal company barriers demonstrating the resilience of
existing gas users in overcoming multiple cultural barriers. A heartening finding
was the positive response to the market perception of gas, with a number of
clusters indicating value over time, safety in its use, no major health concerns, and
that they would consider gas in the future. Results of this research point to the
importance of distributors to not only focus internally on their own processes but
leverage external relationships to extend their influence to the broader range of
external influencers for an integrated customer-centric approach over a traditional
utility model.
The paper suggests that the material culture barriers directly attributable to the
distributor for gas uptake are installation complexity, access and availability, and
health and safety. Findings indicate that the reduction of appliance cost barriers
and simplification of the installation process would significantly reduce the
obstacle to uptake. Appliance pricing links to appliance propensity with consumers
interested in several gas appliances, although once they discover the full price of
appliances plus installation interest rapidly drops, results demonstrate consumers
expect $2,000 to $2,500 for continuous hot water. From an industry perspective,
this is difficult to achieve as the installation component is around $1,800 covering
labour, pipes, electrical wiring, and code of compliance. The hot water units then
range from $1,000 to $1,200 plus, producing a market rate of around $3,000 or
more for straightforward connections. This suggests one of two things; either
market price must drop to meet expectations or transparency and education on
pricing increases to raise these expectations. The same applies to central heating
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systems with respondents implying $4,000 to $8,000 as an optimal price range.
While there are heating systems plus installation available in this range, they often
tend to be inefficient resulting in increased running costs. The complexity of
installation is a result of a fragmented connection supply chain involving five
different business entities, the distributor, energy retailer, civil works crews, gas
fitters, and electricians. While there is some simplification with distributors subcontracting civil works and gas fitters, sub-contracting electricians the emphasis is
still on consumers to manage alignment of all these parties to deliver the final
connection effectively acting as a project manager. Consumers want convenience,
perhaps by vertically integrating the supply chain the installation complexity
barrier can be overcome.

Figure 9. Energy Cultures Extension – Gas Material Culture

Figure 9 depicts a conceptual extension of Gas Material Culture resulting from the
present study. Like the symbiotic relationships in [25] the gas material culture
framework exhibits a reciprocal relationship between external influencers and
internal barriers. A change in one external influence barrier impacts on another
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leading consumers inwards towards the internal barriers, for example, a shift in
appliance pricing alters the fuel perception resulting in a movement in appliance
propensity. The decision to invest in gas becomes stronger shifting inwards
towards internal company barriers, and if consumer expectations are met, a
successful connection is likely. Shifts in internal barriers must be driven by policy
and process changes from the distributor.
6.

Conclusion

The conclusions from the present research are that barriers preventing uptake of
gas in New Zealand take many forms including house characteristics, life stage,
social perceptions, income, topography, access, availability, and the installation
process. The top three barriers identified across the fuel sub-clusters were
appliance pricing, fuel perception and installation complexity. Price elasticity
responses indicate a disparity in market pricing signalling a lack of appropriately
priced appliances and information on installation and use of gas affects the
perception of gas use in the home. Most consumers were left feeling confused
about the installation process because of a fragmented supply chain.
Material culture barriers extend beyond just the distributor requiring a coordinated,
collaborative effort for prevention, removal, and ongoing management. The results
of this research demonstrate a complicated reciprocal relationship between external
influencing barriers outside the direct control of a gas distributor and internal
barriers within the distributor's control. Even if the distributor were to make a
concentrated solo effort to remove all internal barriers, it would not overcome
barriers originating outside of the distributor's sphere of control. Consequently, the
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resolution extends beyond a concentrated solo effort to a leveraging of
relationships between the distributor, service providers, and energy retailers.
Ideally, distribution companies must provide support beyond just the physical
assets and create an ecosystem of supporting information and influencing networks
to facilitate the decision making of potential consumers towards gas. Idyllically,
whomever a potential customer first engages with (gas fitter, appliance sellers,
energy retailers, the distributor) the originating point of engagement should be able
to facilitate gas connections by leveraging such relationships within an open and
engaging network.
Ultimately, until gas distribution companies cease viewing themselves as regulated
monopolies under a regulated utility business model, consumers will continue to
encounter the barriers identified in this research. A shift in strategic positioning
towards a customer-centric service model placing the distributor closer to the
customer will do more to create opportunities for the removal of existing barriers
while still achieving business orientated results in a regulated environment. Such a
drastic change in operational strategy should be conducted in incremental phases as
not to devalue core business activities in the pursuit of customer centricity.
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‘Hedging their jets’ - does fuel hedging create
advantages for airlines?
W. Simon Russell
simon@eaglevaia.com

Abstract
Airlines are marginally profitable businesses in good years and investors have long
been wary of seeking returns from an industry with high capital investment in
aircraft and volatile jet fuel prices. This research seeks to understand the
relationship between jet fuel hedging and emerging fuel-efficient aircraft
technology and whether fuel hedging remains relevant for airlines with aircraft fuel
efficiency improving around 40 percent from the 1990’s. Jet fuel typically
accounts for 25 percent to 50 percent of an airlines cost structure. Airline hedging
positions and management policy was the first area of exploration in the literature,
however analysis of data and the literature, revealed a larger trend for the industry
in terms of fuel hedging through technology. The introduction of new, fuelefficient aircraft into an airline fleet creates fuel saving advantages for an airline
against competitors operating older aircraft. Little or no literature related to both
fuel hedging outcomes and the entry of new aircraft technology as an embedded
hedge through lower volume consumption to offset price increases. This research
interest included the period from 2015 onwards when fuel prices were low for jet
fuel, as compared to the earlier period of 2008 to 2013 when fuel prices reached
industry highs and found no correlation between airline business models and the
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decision to hedge fuel or not. This research quantifies the effect of technology
hedging for airlines and ongoing fuel burn volume reductions, and this
combination was not found in the literature. Further analysis could expand the
sample airline population and examine data using more sophisticated modelling
techniques, such as data envelopment analysis (DEA). The findings in this report
validate the aircraft technology upgrades occurring at many airlines as an effective
mechanism to lower volume of fuel burned, which then acts as a factor in reduced
overall fuel cost.
1

Introduction

The global airline industry is typically a low profit margin industry (Berghofer &
Lucey, 2014), and experiences major fluctuations in one of the largest costs items
for airlines, namely aviation jet fuel. Warren Buffett is quoted as making a joke
about airlines that ‘the best thing a clairvoyant economist in 1903 could have done
for future investors would have been to go to Kitty Hawk and shoot down Orville
Wright’, such was his aversion to airline stocks and returns (Derousseau, 2017).
The major operating cost of jet fuel plus the volatility of prices is a challenge for
airlines to maintain cost stability while competing profitably with other airlines and
has driven airlines to find solutions to both volume of fuel consumption and
methods to limit fluctuating prices.
This research examines three ways to reduce fuel burn and therefore reduce
exposure to excessive costs and volatility. The first method examined is jet fuel
hedging and the advantages and disadvantages for airlines with attention paid to
different approaches and attitudes toward this method from the literature. Airlines
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may also apply a second method of fuel reduction within their business model and
referred to as ‘operational hedging’, where airlines fly shorter routes, optimise
weight of onboard equipment, and employ fuel saving tactics such as engine off
during taxi to a gate through ground-based tow equipment, and while this is
important it is less relevant to the research. A third approach has emerged from the
analysis of earlier high oil prices and the push by airlines to procure newer, more
fuel-efficient aircraft for both fuel saving benefits and environmental reasons to
reduce pollutants from fossil fuels. Within this third approach, new aircraft
introduction provides competitive advantage for airlines making investments in
modern technology, not only for environmental benefits, but also for significant
operational cost advantage through reduced fuel burn per seat kilometre flown.
To manage fluctuations in volatile external jet fuel prices, airlines began entering
the derivatives trading markets in the late 1980’s and arranging hedges for jet fuel
with other commodities such as crude oil as a cross-hedging instrument (Adams &
Gerner, 2012). The financial markets are highly complex and well beyond a
typical airline’s ability to both manage running an airline and trading in
commodities such as crude oil, causing airlines to established treasury departments
dedicated to trade in oil derivatives, and hiring financial markets traders and
commodities specialists (Kelly, 2014). From an article in Fortune magazine, the
former company president of American Airlines, Scott Kirby, is quoted as saying,
‘hedging is a rigged game that enriches Wall Street’ (Mellow, 2016). Quoting in an
excerpt from a book by Kate Kelly, also in Fortune magazine, she described
airlines as ‘comically bereft of any trading savvy’, even though only one,
Southwest Airlines ‘had betted correctly’ with mixed results (Fortune, 2014).
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The presumption that airlines can exploit the financial markets through derivatives
hedging and beat financial analysts by placing long hedges or short hedges to
counter fluctuations in the market requires an assumption that the market is
inefficient and that an airline can bet on fuel price rising by places hedges at a
lower price, which also presumes that derivatives traders are less sophisticated than
an airline treasury department and this is highly unlikely (Sturm, 2009, p. 133).
The evidence shows that fuel hedging is a zero-sum game and examples of airlines
beating the market is low.
New aircraft entry into airline fleets provides advanced, fuel-efficient technology
with direct relevance to this research question for exploring the factors influencing
fuel hedging and how airlines can lower their overall exposure to fuel prices.
The airline industry is currently experiencing a period of low jet fuel costs with
record profitability levels at many airlines. The International Air Transport
Association (IATA) expects 2018 profits to reach $38.4 billion, up almost $4
billion from 2017.
Little academic research exists which examines not only jet fuel hedging, but other
major variables and indicators of airline performance and whether correlations
exist between the practice of fuel hedging for airline profitability and investor
confidence (Treanor, Rogers, Carter, & Simkins, 2014). As more fuel-efficient
aircraft enter the market and jet fuel prices stay low, what is the role of fuel
hedging to manage risk, and how is it that some airlines perform strongly without
the need to adopt this industry accepted practice? (Mellow, 2016).
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This research evaluates how new fuel-efficient aircraft technology is beginning to
influence competitiveness in the airline industry and fuel hedging. The literature
also identifies that few studies exist outside of the US airline scene – especially for
low-cost and full-service airlines around the world, and provides an opening for
new research to be undertaken (Berghofer & Lucey, 2014).
The future of hedging and its validity for airlines is called into question in the
literature, with commentary that airline purchasing is small in the oil trading
markets and therefore, unable to influence prices (Morrell & Swan, 2006). This
means that airlines are purchasing jet fuel at the market price level and if airlines
suggest they beat the market, then they have moved into speculator territory
(Morrell & Swan, 2006).
Individual airlines within low-cost and full-service airline segments have both
advocates and detractors for fuel hedging, thus it appears to be a little-explored
area in the literature reviewed for this research proposal (Berghofer & Lucey,
2014). Little research appears to be available on fuel hedging outside of the US
((Berghofer & Lucey, 2014; Treanor et al., 2014), and whether the sustainability of
an airline business model and changes in key cost, revenue, and asset drivers can
be modelled to indicate where performance failure points may occur for airlines.
The objectives of this research are to:
1.

Understand the critical insights from the available literature on fuel hedging
and its impact on airline financial performance.
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2.

Synthesise the critical insights and the findings from the current body of
literature on the practices and policy for jet fuel hedging

3.

Compare the data on fuel hedging performance and validate whether this has
improved or reduced airline performance.

4.

Identify a range of propositions that analyse the current state of fuel hedging
at airlines and evaluate whether future research could benefit from further
empirical study.

5.

Develop a conceptual model for thinking about the practice of hedging in
various forms – fuel, operational, and technology introduction – to
understand where competitive advantage may exist for airlines.

Evidence as to whether fuel hedging improves performance and provides
competitive position for those airlines that hedge is unclear from the literature
available. At a time when the industry is experiencing low fuel prices, the case for
hedging is not clear.
In an era of low global oil prices, is fuel hedging still relevant for airlines to
manage volatility in fuel prices, and why are performance results so mixed
amongst world-leading airlines?
2

Literature Review

Industry background
Jet fuel is the single largest cost for airlines and fluctuations can change an
airline’s cost competitiveness over a very short time. Recovering additional cost of
fuel through price increases is difficult from a competitive perspective if
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competitors do not respond with price increases on the same routes and flights
(Koopmans & Lieshout, 2016). Monthly fluctuations in fuel make budgeting
difficult and many airlines, but not all, have employed fuel hedging using financial
derivatives to minimise fuel price volatility by purchasing forward contracts and
swaps in the financial markets.
Literature evaluation matrix
A literature evaluation matrix was used as a roadmap for the review and
classification of literature review across categories affecting fuel hedging decisionmaking and airline performance.
The literature was evaluated against 14 categories relevant to the research and
covered: historic analysis, financial derivatives, future hedging/speculation, foreign
currency impact, cost structure impact, industry trends airline management
practices, fuel hedging policy, fuel price, financial performance, global
perspective, fleet diversity (number of aircraft types), new aircraft technology, and
fuel efficiency.
This methodology assesses historic focus, current management practices of airlines
for fuel hedging through oil derivatives, impact on financial performance, and
whether the literature addresses changes in core aircraft technology and fuel
efficiency which the airline industry has invested in through new aircraft
procurement. Over forty journal articles and media reports were reviewed from the
literature review covering a thirty-five year period from the introduction of fuel
hedging in the late 1980’s through to the current period. Each article was mapped
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to analyse relevance and gaps for the research.Figure 1- Literature Evaluation
Matrix with categories for gap analysis
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Little or no research examined major changes in aviation for fuel efficiency and
new aircraft technology as significant factors impacting the volumes of fuel
consumed to carry passengers, as well as resultant effects on the environment.
A gap exists in the literature for the most recent period of price volatility and
hedging disparity amongst airlines and this is the research area of interest from
2015 onwards when fuel prices were low for jet fuel, as compared to the period
2008-2013 when fuel price reached industry highs. The outcomes from airlines
selecting hedging positions and airline management behaviours and policy were
explored, together with the arrival of new aircraft technology at selected airlines,
and the combination had direct relevance to the research question on the factors
that influence fuel hedging.
Many airlines are unconvinced that fuel hedging is a sector they should be
involved in, with American Airlines CFO Derrick Kerr quoted as saying 'somehow
you've got to convince yourself you know better than the oil market experts' (Karp,
2015, p. 14).
The risk of hedging or not does not depend on whether other airlines follow suit,
however the airline hedging environment must create winners and losers in a
competitive environment and depend upon the success of the hedge outcomes
(Simmons, 2015). This null hypothesis does not change the market reality that
airlines all have equal jet fuel costs after hedge results are taken in account
(Simmons, 2015).
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Fuel hedging through financial market derivatives was not found to decrease risk
exposure in a study from 2014 which claimed to be one of the first to consider
airlines outside of the United States (Berghofer & Lucey, 2014). Airline jet fuel is
not traded on the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) and therefore must
be traded through futures contract with similar commodities such as heating oil or
crude oil.
The oil and fuel derivatives market functions as a zero-sum-game, where betting
on oil market prices is expected to return zero with winners and losers evenly
balanced. Airlines that think otherwise that hedging delivers gains in a
sophisticated trading market have deluded themselves and are now speculators on
oil price up and downs (Morrell & Swan, 2006). Reducing risk is the purpose of
hedging, either to fix the input price through a forward pricing or swap contract, or
constructing a collar around an upper and lower jet fuel price with a price exercise
point to manage a range, described as calls and puts (Simmons, 2015).
Delta airlines lost US$ 4 billion on fuel hedging costs over eight years to 2016,
with new CEO Ed Bastian commenting on whether the airline would lock in fuel
prices through hedging, ‘I don’t get paid to make those kind of bets’(Hirs, 2016).
Cathay Pacific acknowledged in 2016 that its fuel hedge programme has not
helped the airline as others benefitted from low oil prices (Allen, 2016). In an
earlier episode in 2009, Cathay Pacific bought fuel hedging contracts when the
market price for fuel peaked prior to a major fall in jet fuel prices over subsequent
months, and lost HK$7.6 billion from the plunge (EveningStandard, 2009).
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2.1

Operational hedging and fleet diversity, oil price market

Operational hedging is managing fuel price fluctuations through increases or
reductions in aircraft capacity and aircraft size deployed on specific routes by time
of day or day of week (Ryanair, 2017). In 2016, Emirates achieved a one percent
reduction in fuel through ‘consumption reduction initiatives’ through flexible flight
routings and the use of new, performance-based-air navigation procedures
(Emirates, 2016, p. 33).
During periods of increased passenger demand, airlines may supplement services
by operating additional flight frequencies and therefore higher overall fuel burn for
a route, as compared to lower frequencies but with larger aircraft to accommodate
demand (Sibdari et al., 2018). These variables were tested using Sobol's model to
test input variability versus output variables which the authors believed were
‘fascinating and quite important’ (Sibdari et al., 2018). The research showed that
aircraft size and frequency of flights moved in an opposite direction in the
regression analysis using Sobol's method, as compared with passenger demand and
fuel price. Indices developed using the Sobol ANOVA-based method and
examined variability of external (exogenous) factors on fluctuations in capacity
decision making and could prove useful for future research on this topic using
these techniques (Sibdari et al., 2018).
Larger aircraft to minimise fuel consumption per passenger was considered, but the
research acknowledged that only was feasible if sufficient passenger demand
existed (Naumann & Suhl, 2013).
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2.2

Aircraft technology and ownership

When fuel prices are low however, it makes operating older, less fuel-efficient
cheaper for U.S. airlines as a result of lower cost of capital than purchasing new
aircraft (Ferguson, 2018). Aircraft replacement with newer, more fuel-efficient
models is acknowledged as a permanent method of reducing fuel demand and
therefore reducing the effects of fluctuating fuel prices (Morrell & Swan, 2006).
Singapore Airlines uses a mix of deliberate fuel hedging policy in conjunction with
ongoing aircraft technology introduction, operating a modern jet aircraft fleet
(SingaporeAirlines, 2017).
Analysis of airline annual reports for the period 2012 to 2017 identified fuel
efficiency gains from introduction of new aircraft. In 2017, Ryanair, Europe’s
largest airline by passenger traffic in 2017, has invested billions of euros in new
aircraft introduction to its fleet thereby reducing fuel consumption by 45 percent
on previous models, according to the airline’s annual report. (Ryanair, 2017).
The literature review highlighted mixed views on the effectiveness of fuel hedging,
a lack of certainty in outcomes result from hedging, different attitudes, and airline
management policy about hedging, and emergent trends in fuel efficiency. A
discovery was the lack of research focus on the considerable advancements in
aircraft technology over the last forty years, and how technological advances in
airframe design and new engine technology have contributed to major fuel
efficiency gains for airlines.
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2.3

Hypothesis

An effect of investment in new aircraft provides sustainable competitive advantage
whether fuel prices are high or low so that an airline with new aircraft technology
is better able to withstand fluctuations in price on its costs base due to lower fuel
consumption. Airlines that leverage fuel efficiency of new aircraft create a
sustainable competitive advantage over those airlines with older aircraft fleets that
practice speculative hedging with oil derivatives and uncertain short-term gains or
losses from fuel pricing.
3

Data and Methodology

This research follows a positivist and deductive reasoning approach with an
assertion that jet fuel hedging research in the literature has been historical and
focused on the US domestic airline industry. Limited research exists on new
aircraft technology introduction for reduced fuel burn.
Abductive reasoning was applied to logically infer where advantage could be
gained by airlines with fuel hedging and reduced fuel consumption, and to provide
the simplest and most obvious explanation of future success criteria.
A positivist approach was taken which relies specifically on data and evidence that
are subject to empirical scrutiny and validation. Data on airline financial and
operating performance is readily available from public sources such as annual
reports, financial markets information from websites, and proprietary data services
such as Bloomberg and this research tested the impact of fuel on cost volume in
three key areas:
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•

Fuel hedging policy and price changes

•

Operational fuel hedging

•

Aircraft Technology impact on fuel

The interaction between these areas was examined in the literature and a model
guided how the data and literature sources combined to form inputs for analysis
and development of findings. Outputs of this research have direct application in
forums such as: airline industry conferences, consulting projects bids with airlines,
and relevance for journal and article contributions.
Figure 2 - Conceptual model for fuel hedging literature and airline data synthesis

Microsoft Excel and Tableau software were used to analyze the available financial
and operational data from the annual reports and Bloomberg data extracts.
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3.1

Limitations of the Methodology

The abundance of data for airlines in annual reports, proprietary data sources such
as Bloomberg and other airline proprietary subscription data sources such as the
Official Airline Guide (OAG) is immense and readily available for further
research. Other sources of data for this research included articles and data analyses
from the International Air Transport Association (IATA), the International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO), and the International Council on Clean
Transportation(ICCT) for information on aircraft fuel efficiency and CO2
emissions relating to the introduction of advanced aircraft technology.
Future research will require greater sophistication of modelling and analysis
techniques, such as data envelopment analysis (DEA) to provide a deeper and
richer exploration of available data.\
4

Findings and analyses

Introduction
Jet fuel costs represents a significant percentage of a typical airline’s operating cost
structure and sudden price changes in oil can negatively affect profitability
(Morrell & Swan, 2006). The two airline categories evaluated in this research are
full-service airlines (FSA) and low-cost airlines (LCC), and jet fuel costs account
for between 25 percent and 50 percent of operating costs (Koopmans & Lieshout,
2016). All airlines seek ways to mitigate the cost and volume of jet fuel consumed
to remain competitive, and emerging engine technologies and improvements in
modern aircraft design have an impact of fuel consumption and fuel burn
efficiency.
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The analysis examines the following categories to explore trends and changes in
the industry over a ten-year period. Categories include:
•

Average sector length

•

Aircraft fuel efficiency

•

Fleet sizes and age

•

Fuel Hedging Policy

•

Gains and losses through hedging

•

Modern technology impact on fuel efficiency

•

Fuel price sensitivity

•

Geopolitical changes impacting oil production and price

4.1.1 Average sector length
Aircraft fuel consumption was evaluated based on average sector length as aircraft
burn fuel more efficiently at altitude after take-off, therefore shorter sectors
consume more fuel per kilometre of distance than longhaul flight, and this factor
was explored in the research.
4.1.2 Aircraft fuel efficiency
From the analysis and the literature, a younger aircraft fleet includes more
technologically advanced aircraft which have lower fuel burn performance
compared to older aircraft and provide competitive advantage to airlines such as
Norwegian (Norwegian, 2017, p. 5). Analysis of aircraft types and fuel burn from
1980 to 2018 shown in the following chart indicates a 22.3 percent reduction per
Kg/ASK in fuel burn for short-haul to medium-haul sector lengths of 2,000
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nautical miles (nm) or 3,600 kilometres (km) across all aircraft types. The measure
shows that lowered fuel burn per ASK was achieved as new aircraft technology has
been introduced over the past 35 years.
Figure 1- Aircraft Fuel burn improvement 1980-2018
Source: Wikipedia and Aviation Asset Management Ltd
Fuel burn improvement- Kg/ASK for 2,000nm (3,600 km) sectors
Source: Aviation Asset Management Ltd - February 2018
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An analysis of estimated fuel burn for long-haul sectors of 6,000 nm (11,100 km)
shows a fuel burn reduction of 23.5 percent less Kg/ASK on the trend line from
1980 to 2016.
Fuel Hedging Policy
The analysis showed a marked polarity across a diverse group of airlines hedge
fuel as compared with those who do not hedge, and the differences are not limited
to full-service airlines and low-cost carriers as airline groupings. The following
table shows a selection of airlines and their hedging policy and behaviours for
2018.
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Fuel hedging in

None or minimal

place for 2018

Fuel Hedging in
20181

Singapore Airlines

American (FSA) –

(FSA) – 33-39

zero percent

percent

Delta (FSA) – zero

Ryanair (LCC) – 90

percent

percent

United (FSA) – zero

Easyjet (LCC) 90

percent

percent

Emirates (FSA) –

Flybe UK (LCC) 60

zero percent)

– 90 percent

Norwegian (LCC) -

Lufthansa (FSA) 64

25 percent

– 79 percent
Source: Reuters, Bloomberg, and Company annual reportshttps://www.reuters.com/article/us-aviation-finance-airlines/major-carriers-say-noplans-to-hedge-fuel-despite-rising-prices-idUSKBN1FB29H
Modern technology impact on fuel efficiency
Hawaiian airlines and Boeing announced in March 2018 that the Boeing 787-9
Dreamliner aircraft ordered by the airline, ‘can carry about 290 passengers on
flights of about 7,635 nautical miles (14,140 km), while using 20 percent less fuel

1
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and emitting 20 percent fewer emissions than the airplanes it
replaces’(M2Communications, 2018).
IATA have charted fuel reductions in litres used per 100 Revenue Tonne
Kilometres (RTK) from 2000 to 2018 showing litres to carry revenue load of
passenger and cargo have decreased from around 55 per 100 (RTKs) to 33 per 100
RTKs (see chart below)
Figure 4- Fuel prices in US$ per barrel and litres used per 100 ATKs from 20002018
Source: IATA; https://www.iata.org/publications/economics/Reports/IndustryEcon-Performance/IATA-Economic-Performance-of-the-Industry-end-year-2017report.pdf
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Operating cost exposure of airlines to fuel prices
An analysis of the average percentage for fuel cost as a percentage of total
operating cost highlights the greater impact of fuel price changes at low-cost
carriers as compared to full service airlines from the sample data for 2007 to 2016.

Figure 5- Average fuel cost as a percentage of operating cost - Full Service
Airlines vs Low-Cost Carriers 2007-2016 Source: Bloomberg data
Low Cost carriers are more exposed to fuel as a percentage of all costs than Full
Service airlines.
Norwegian Air has progressively and strategically upgraded its aircraft fleet to the
newest generation Boeing 787-9 and 737-800 aircraft reporting significant fuel
reductions on earlier generation aircraft that ‘will continue to take advantage of its
increasing competitive power realized through continuous cost efficiency’
(Norwegian, 2017, p. 8).
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Operational hedging
Airlines continuously seek to reduce aircraft fuel burn through an approach
described as operational hedging which includes flying shorter routes using the
latest navigation technology, reducing weight of onboard equipment, and
employing fuel saving tactics such as engine off during taxi to a gate through
ground-based tow equipment. Another aspect of operational hedging is fleet
diversity to match better-suited aircraft sizes to routes to limit frequency of smaller
and thereby reduce fuel consumed (Berghofer & Lucey, 2014).
Emirates attribute a one percent reduction in fuel consumption in fiscal year 2016
to implementation of performance-based navigation procedures and flexible flight
routes, even though the airline increased overall kilometres flown and sector
distance length increased on new routes (Emirates, 2016).
New aircraft orders
According to Boeing Commercial Airplanes, the world demand for aircraft
between 2017 and 2030 is forecast will be 41,030 new aircraft worth almost
US$6.1 trillion dollars (Boeing, 2017). Fuel efficient technology from engines and
airframes delivers sustainable reductions in fuel consumption.
Fuel hedging has enabled volatility of jet fuel prices to be managed with mixed
success for many airlines over a tumultuous period of oil price fluctuations.
However, the effect of fuel efficient aircraft technology exceeds the gains (or
losses) of fuel hedging on the world financial markets for airlines making this
investment. This has implications for airlines and indicates a source of sustainable
competitive advantage could exist through new aircraft technology
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New aircraft technology reduces fuel burn as an airline retires older aircraft and
introduces newer more fuel-efficient models. This is a structural cost and
efficiency change for fuel consumption. Therefore, on a per kilogram of fuel per
ASK (Kg/ASK) basis, it indicates a greater strategic advantage for hedging
through technology to decrease fuel cost and consumption.
A technologically advanced aircraft fleet has an embedded advantage of twenty to
forty percent less fuel consumption on the same flight sector as a competitor with
older aircraft.
5

Recommendations

The literature however does not consider the larger fuel reductions from aircraft
technology upgrades as a mechanism for structural hedging in conjunction with
financial fuel hedging to provide ongoing competitive advantage.
Airline policy would need to consider fleet age as well as fuel hedging when
considering competitiveness of an airline versus competitors and their fleet age and
aircraft technology, as well as whether competitors are hedged or not.
New aircraft technology offers a much greater advantage for airlines than has been
researched to date in terms of profitability, cost competitiveness, and fuel
reductions from efficiency.
Further study using quantitative analysis techniques and data modelling could
identify additional trends and more thoroughly sample a larger set of airlines with a
focus on aircraft age in fleets plus aircraft order data.
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6

Conclusion

The research has found that fuel consumption and cost management is able to be
structured around three themes of:
•

Fuel hedging - Jet fuel hedging using oil derivatives on the financial
markets – COST/PRICE

•

Operational hedging - by airlines to minimise fuel burn – i.e. 1%-3%
savings - VOLUME

•

Technology hedging – introduction of new aircraft technology with fuel
efficient aircraft -up to 40% fuel saving on older aircraft, and forecasts that
aircraft will be a further +20% fuel efficient over the following decades –
VOLUME and COST

Figure 6- Fuel volume /price sensitivity across three areas of analysis for the
research
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Summarising the analysis and findings in the table above shows the three main
findings from the research as; jet fuel hedging, operational hedging, and
technology introduction.
The introduction of new aircraft technology has a significant effect during high and
low fuel prices as less fuel is consumed overall. There was no literature linking
fuel cost mitigation with technology hedging and the effect of reduced fuel
consumption on airline’s financial performance.
The introduction of new aircraft technology and a structural hedging effect is a key
finding from the analysis. New aircraft technology providing competitive fuel
advantage in conjunction with hedging has not been covered in the literature todate.
In conclusion, this research finds the primary research question of whether fuel
hedging can create advantage for airlines is valid when a combination of
technology introduction and fuel hedging policy can be applied during periods of
low oil prices. In terms of the research question on whether price of jet fuel and
fluctuations in price affect an airline’s cost structure, then this research answers the
secondary question that new aircraft technology can create ongoing structural cost
competitiveness for airlines. Airlines that hedge their jets through fuel efficiency of
new aircraft create a sustainable competitive advantage over those airlines with
older aircraft fleets that practice speculative hedging with oil derivatives and
uncertain short-term gains or losses on fuel price.
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Abstract
This research was conducted with the aim of understanding the different factors,
barriers, and attitudes towards the adoption of digital technologies by cooperative
retailers. The significance of this research lies in the knowledgeable path it creates
for New Zealand cooperative retailers to understand and grasp the importance of
retail digitalisation to survive today’s cutthroat business environment.
Key findings from this paper emphasized the importance and significance of
having digital technologies implemented and utilised within cooperative retail
businesses, however there were a number of driving factors and barriers which had
a huge effect as to the level of engagement, interest, and actual implementation of
such technologies in the researched stores. Retailers must have a more proactive
and positive outlook towards digitalisation and adopting efficient technological
platforms that will maintain their livelihood in an ever increasingly competitive
and digitally driven world.
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

Background

It is generally safe to assume that technology has helped facilitate our lives in all
its facets. The integration of smart phones and technologies have had a substantial
impact on, not only today’s retailing landscape (Fuentes et al., 2017), but also
consumer decision making and purchasing processes in store. (Hagberg, 2017)
With the proliferation of digital technology in all its forms (communication,
transactions, information transfer), it is no surprise that savvy businesses are
utilising digital technologies to get ahead of the game. Digital technologies (DT)
are now disrupting the way we do business and changing how customers shop
when buying their products. This necessitates more longitudinal studies to be
carried out to better understand the long-term effects on retailers as Hagberg
(2017) cites both Soutjis et al., 2017; Hernant and Rosengren, 2017 in support of
this.
Online shopping in New Zealand, more specifically business to consumer (B2C), is
gaining rapid popularity over the last few years. According to BDO (2019), NZ has
generated $92.3 billion of sales last year (2018) with figures showing that by 2030,
it is expected to reach $120.6 billion per year of sales. (BDO, 2019) This
demonstrates an incredible drive and propensity by kiwi customers towards digital
adoption which will eventually force and reshape the way businesses interact and
reach their customers, further reinforcing the importance of engaging in electronic
commerce and digital technologies by retail businesses (of all sizes). (Shaw, 2018).
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1.2.

Research objectives

Although the adoption and use of digital technologies by retailers has been well
and truly explored, much of this research has been focusing on SME businesses
with no focus on any particular industry. This has underplayed the significance of
retail cooperative business models given the focus has been mainly on standard
retailer models such as corporates, franchise, or licensed retailer models.
Majority of the articles found and examined for this research identified a
significant gap demonstrating an overabundance of antiquated academic articles
attempting to examine in isolation the adoption of digital technologies by retailers
of all sizes in different industries. However, none have specifically addressed the
factors, barriers, and attitudes of cooperative retailers towards these technologies
addressing in detail issues such as age, perceptions, or the different resources that
maybe required to achieve profitability, store operational efficiencies, or delivering
on basic customer service requirements.
The selected business model for this research is based on retail cooperative model
and is usually made up of a group of smaller individual retailing businesses
(SMEs) that have a common goal as well as financial and industry interests that
aligns these smaller businesses together to form one larger group (when compared
to the more conventional business models/structures such as corporates franchise,
partnerships…etc).
The significance of this research primarily lies in the uniqueness of the business
model - given each cooperative’s own intricacies and operational challenges – but
also in the path it creates for such cooperative retailers to understand: firstly, the
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scope and importance of digital technologies, and secondly, the key drivers that are
needed to motivate these business owners to integrate technologies into their
businesses. Thirdly, developing a strong understanding of the different attitudes
and perceptions of said technologies. Fourthly, and finally, the possible
implications and repercussions that may arise due to the lack of implementation of
such technological initiatives.
If an organisation’s mantra and core focus is to be a customer-centric market leader
in today’s hyper-competitive market that is dominated by a constant struggle to
capture and maintain customers’ undivided attention, organisations must be willing
to learn to work smarter not harder. Businesses must learn to future-proof and learn
to capture the existing and upcoming generations of tech-savvy customers. For
them to do so successfully, these organisations must take digital technologies into
serious consideration.
2.

Literature Review

It is critically important to highlight the extreme shortage of literary articles found
that specifically addresses the research question with respect to cooperative
retailers. Plenty of research articles (both academic and industrial) have been
written addressing parts of the question in isolation or without a specific focus on
the type of business or industry in New Zealand. However, none have addressed
this research’s question specifically and in its entirety. Thus, the aim here is to
utilise the available literature to draw synergies and identify discords that might be
similar and assist in answering the research question.
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2.1.

What is retail digitalisation?

Retail digital technologies in essence is any group of technologies that have been
enabled in store to help enhance customer centricity as well improve store
operational efficiencies and resource management. Both elements which have been
identified as critical and central themes to this research, and to the understanding
of the factors and barriers to adopting digital technologies. These technologies may
be used in various ways as Gilliland (2019) notes in her article on the different
types and usages of retail technologies: enhancing in-store (and online) customer
experience, increase convenience for shopping customers who use their mobile
devices, or to promote a retailer’s online presence. Therefore, based on the above
definitions of digital technologies, we can then conceptualise digitalisation as per
Parviainen et al. (2017) citing Brennen and Kreiss (2014) in their article is the
“adoption or increase in use of digital or computer technology by an organization,
industry, country, etc.”.
2.2.

Digitisation: way of the future.

So, what does that mean for retail and retailers? The opportunity to move from a
tired and traditional model of retail where it was purely product-centric, to one
where they are customer-centric and “digitally” in charge of every single step the
customer takes in the decision making process towards completing a transaction.
Retailers must keep in mind, not only do they face a blistering pace of
technological evolution to keep up with, but there’s a critical change in shoppers
and in the current (millennial) and upcoming generations (Gen Z’s). Francis and
Hoefel (2018) define Gen Zs as digitally native generations and “… a
hypercognitive generation very comfortable with collecting and cross-referencing
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many sources of information and with integrating virtual and offline experiences…
There are significant generational shifts from baby boomers to millennials to the
Gen Z’s who have such huge impact and influence on people of all ages and
background on how they consume products or relate to brands”. (Francis and
Hoefel, 2018) .
Adopting technology by retailers and businesses of all sizes therefore, become a
matter of survival to try and keep up with the younger generation. However, this
remains a matter of acceptance by the decision makers who are considering the
technological change. Unfortunately, there remains a large number of retailers that
are running with incredibly outdated technologies (hardware and software), and are
trading based on absurdly manual and labour-intensive internal operational
processes. Findings of this research highlight a number of factors and barriers that
include (and not limited to): age, resources, attitudes, and perception which will be
elaborated further in later sections.
Baird (2018) argues a great point in her article that in order for retailers to survive
this evolutionary process of the traditional retail model of product-centricity – with
the help of digital transformation and digitalisation, retailers can optimise their
business processes through digitalisation and focus on becoming customer centric.
Innovative and successful retailers Baird (2018) argues no longer define ROI
through optimising their operational processes, instead they do so by searching and
capturing all possible customer data points that can be later synthesized into
insights and other points of interest for the same customers (better engagement,
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service, or experience). The sooner retailers come to that realisation, the less bleak
the future is looking for them.
2.3.

Retail transformation

Over the last three decades, the Internet has come a long way for some of the
companies who ventured out to try and satisfy some of their customers’ needs via
sophisticated online websites developed at the time without any form of assurance
on how well this will work. More specifically, the emergence of the Internet was
primarily used by various industries (banking, insurance, healthcare, and
education) used to communicate information almost instantaneously. Soon after,
savvy retailers have finally caught onto the benefits of the Internet (free-flowing,
two way communication channels to a wide global reach of customers along with
the ability to collect and gather rich information about their customers in ways that
the traditional retail models couldn’t. (Doherty et al., 2010).
Today, retailers’ service model has significantly transitioned from
singular/offline/brick and mortar channel, to multi-channel strategy-based
operation with retailers operating simultaneously online and offline, and more
recently into a singular channel [omnichannel] which is supported by Verhoef et al.
(2015) in their article citing both Rigby (2011) and Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Rahman
(2013) for support.
The significance of understanding the omnichannel retail model is necessary in
acknowledging and accepting that retail has been undergoing a transformational
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process from a weathered and traditional model of retail, to one which caters to the
demands of today’s customers.
As such, retailers nowadays can’t move forward by solely relying on optimising
their internal operations and must look at adopting efficient technological
platforms (omnichannels) that will provide and maintain a competitive edge.
Retail digitalisation is such a vast topic, however this paper has been designed to
attempt answering some of the following questions;
•

What’s driving cooperative retailers to adopt retail technologies?

•

What’s deterring some of the same cooperative retailers from adopting retail
technologies? Resources? Cost? Or is it attitudes and perceptions?

3.

Methodology

3.1.

Research design

This research is based on qualitative research utilizing semi-structured interviews
with a sample of respondents. This research methodology was chosen as it assisted
the author with developing data and associated logical links between the
researched topic, data produced, as well as relevant analysis and conclusions drawn
for the research question. More importantly, this methodology has not only
provided the author with an inside view into the thoughts, attitudes and
perspectives that are directly obtained from the studied subjects (which adds an
extra level of authority, and credibility), but also assisted in figuring out how to
better frame the research question, the problem at hand, and whether it was worth
exploring further.
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The flexibility and responsiveness of semi-structured interviews proved critical as
it helped the author navigate an emotive issue of perception and attitude towards
the adoption of digital technologies and consolidate emerging factors and barriers
that shaped this research. Despite the flexibility, depth and richness of information
this research method has provided, there are weaknesses to this research method
that present themselves in the form of irreplicability (due to the unstructured nature
of the interviews conducted and responses received from subjects), subjectivity
(too much reliance on the researcher’s own subjective views on what is important),
generalisability (difficulty to which results and findings can be generalised and
applied to other settings whilst achieving similar results). (Bryman and Bell, 2018).
3.2.

Research sample and recruitment

Bryman and Bell (2018) cite Glaser and Strauss (1967) noting that theoretical
sampling is “the process of data collection whereby the analyst jointly collects,
codes, and analyses his data and decides what data to collect next and where to
find them… ” (Bryman and Bell, 2018) As such, the author has employed
theoretical sampling given its suitability and focus on analytical data collection,
and its relevance in addressing and tackling the research question through
identifying and highlighting pertinent codes and themes that have driven the
content of this research. Sample of interviewees collected were based on a small
sample of 5 stores with an initial count of stores to approach being 10 for a wider
representation, however due to certain limitations only 5 were possible.
Interviewees recruited included shareholders and operational (or branch) managers,
with interviews being carried out over three months (January – March 2019),
during office hours of 8.30am – 5pm. The interviews were held at the
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interviewees’ offices with the aim of providing them with a comfortable,
distraction-free environment where they can answer questions freely.
Research participants initially received an email invitation requesting an hour of
their time, briefly explaining the purpose behind the interview, the research and
approach, their involvement, duration and date of meeting, and finally clearly
stating the anonymity of the responses which should address any privacy concerns.
To ensure validation and reliability of information provided by interviewees,
follow up interviews have been requested and carried out where necessary, and a
follow up email sent to the interviewees to further acknowledge and thank them for
their time, and reaffirm the anonymity used with regards to the information
provided for this research.
To ensure confidentiality, stores and respondents have been assigned symbolic
representations S1, S2, S3, S4 (S4.1 and S4.2), and S5. Competing retailers have
also been assigned symbolic representations to include R1, R2, R3, and R4 for
identification purposes.
Given the unique structure and various sizes of businesses within the cooperative
retailer being studied, the roles of the interviewee’s varied. To elaborate,
researched businesses sat along a wide spectrum of size and governance. Smaller
stores that were made up of approximately 1-10 staff, typically were managed and
operated by the shareholder directly (juggling two roles: 1 of business owner, and
the other being the operational manager). Medium sized stores with approximately
10-30 staff where the shareholder remained as an active operational manager in
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store, however was a level removed yet oversees the business from a more holistic
level, and at the same time had a dedicated branch manager who manages the store
from a day-to-day aspect. Larger stores (employing approximately 30+ staff) have
shareholders who sit on a board overseeing the operation of the store from a
top/holistic level, in addition to general managers who worked very closely with
the shareholder to run the store on a daily basis – in a similar fashion to the
medium sized ones.
Store sizes indicated above relate to number of staff (including operating
shareholders) and not the physical size of the store or businesses’ financial
revenues, as the size of the business’s’ financial return would not give an
appropriate reflection – i.e.; a small store that maybe 600m2 and is operated by 110 staff may be more profitable than a bigger store 1000m2 that operates and staff
10-30 employees.
3.3.

Challenges

The initial count of stores that were expected to carry out the interviews were up to
12 stores, however only 5 were possible. This was due to several challenges:
a.

Limited number of keen, willing stores - which forcibly determined the type
of interview noted earlier, and how the data was collected.

b.

Wide geographic spread across the country and financial means were not
available to visit the remaining intended stores.

c.

Author’s personal major life events that got in the way (hospital, work)

d.

Weak engagement of other interview methods – i.e.; responses wouldn’t
have been as good as those extracted during a face to face interview where
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surveys/questionnaires could’ve been used instead, however the same level
of response and engagement wouldn’t have been received.
3.4.

Data analysis

Data analysis was carried out via inductive thematic analysis to code and decode
critical information that will help address the researched topic. Nowell et al (2017)
cites Clarke at al. (2006) stating that “… thematic analysis is a qualitative research
method that can be widely used across a range of epistemologies and research
questions. It is a method for identifying, analysing, organizing, describing, and
reporting themes found within a data set [and that] … a rigorous thematic analysis
can produce trustworthy and insightful findings” (Braun and Clarke, 2006). This
approach has provided “… a highly flexible approach that can be modified for the
needs of many studies, providing a rich and detailed, yet complex account of data”
(Braun and Clarke, 2006; King, 2004). Also, utilising this method is useful for “…
examining the perspectives of different research participants, highlighting
similarities and differences, and generating unanticipated insights. Thematic
analysis is also useful for summarizing key features of a large data set, as it forces
the researcher to take a well-structured approach to handling data helping to
produce a clear and organized final report (King, 2004).”
Challenge identified with this approach; “While thematic analysis is flexible, this
flexibility can lead to inconsistency and a lack of coherence when developing
themes derived from the research data (Holloway and Todres, 2003).” However,
this limitation was managed by ensuring coherent relational correlations between
the different themes identified and explicitly identifying the position of the author
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in relation to the empirical evidence found. The data was analysed based on the
interpretation and coding of the interviewees’ responses, initially starting with
descriptive codes, followed by analytical/thematic codes, then organising these
codes into correlating themes, and finally adding analytical memos to help
organise and structure the responses and data accordingly.
3.5.

Justification of the approach

In line with Fylan (2005)’s sentiments around the use of semi-structured interviews
in a qualitative research, this approach has been considered to ensure accuracy of
responses with high response rates (effective), as well as substantiated and
validated (useful) responses from participants. Furthermore, the flexibility and
focus on the ‘why’ provides a more accurate depiction of what the respondents are
actually thinking/feeling, which then will help eliminate assumptions or any guess
work. (Fylan, 2005) Given how time-poor the interviewees are, carrying out a face
to face semi-structured interview in their offices which gave the researcher the
ability to ask a variety of questions related to the topic. This format has allowed for
room to adjust the open-ended questions being asked given at the time of the
interview. Furthermore, several questions have been developed to probe the
interviewees around their perceptions, attitudes, knowledge around digital
technologies, and what the impact of digital technologies were on their business.
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3.6.

Research verification/validity

Jackson et al. (2007) supports establishing trustworthiness in qualitative research
through:
•

Credibility and Transferability of information - interviewees responses, and
themes and codes have been added to the research’s appendix.

•

Confirmability - the author has explicitly demonstrated how the results,
interpretations, and conclusions have been reached through an analytical
deep dive into interviewees’ responses and the reasonings behind theoretical
and analytical choices made.

4.

Findings/Interpretation

4.1.

Underlying Themes and Findings

This section will outline the findings of this research which includes six themes;
customer centricity, age factor, resources, system and information, perceptions and
attitude bias, peer usage and adoption. All the aforementioned themes have
emerged throughout this research by means of thematic analysis, and coding of the
data and responses provided in the semi-structured interviews held with stores.
The table below presents a high-level summary of these themes with a deeper
analytical account provided further on.
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Respondents were asked at the start of the interview which types of technologies
they have implemented and utilised in store; what encouraged them to use these
technologies; what - if any - were the barriers to adopting such technologies, and
finally, respondents were asked to share their perceptions around the impact of
(not) having these technologies on their jobs and daily tasks in their respective
stores. As this was based on a semi-structured interview, responses from all five
interviews were fluid with no particular order as to which theme came first. This
was encouraged as it allowed for a more natural response from the respondents.
Also worth noting that despite having multiple stakeholders as part of this research,
only operational managers and branch managers were of interest. Within any retail
environment, operational managers and branch managers presence and importance
could not be emphasised enough, given their resemblance to captains of a ship.
They unquestionably have the vital task of set the strategic direction for any
retailer and are the seismologists of the industry/market given how relatively close
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they are to the forefront when it comes to customers and market activity – hence
why they were selected as the core sample group for this research.
4.1.1. Systems and information
One of the first themes which were identified were systems and information. This
focused on the different types, usage, and standard/quality of information and
systems in place that are either required, or already exist and needs to be
acknowledged. As such, these three sub-themes were classified accordingly as to
which were considered as factors and (or) barriers.
Concerns (Barriers)
•

Non-relevant technologies (Quality) certain social media platforms were
discussed and highlighted as one of the technologies used however S1.1
noted that while there are platforms such as Facebook (FB) which may be
used to promote offers and contact their customers, other social media
platforms like Twitter and Instagram were deemed inappropriate channels of
approaching their customers.

•

Outdated computers and technologies (Quality) outdated technologies was
identified as a real concern for S3 noting that the lack of updated
technologies has limited the store manager’s ability to function in his role at
full capacity.

•

Quality - Expected standard/quality – factor (Quality) system quality
standards were also raised as a major concern for some of the respondents
given how important that is with respect to the implemented technology.
Logic would dictate that the better quality and user-friendly a system is, the
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less barriers there will be for adoption and the higher the likelihood of the
system being used appropriately.
•

System/info/data Accuracy (Quality) in managing retail inventories, having
access to complete and accurate data is critical, and the lack of such quality
data could have severe negative impact on a store’s financial viability – i.e.;
cash flow which would directly affect its operational efficiencies and
practices. S4.1 further supports this argument where several store operations
are based on a combination of hand-written notes and manual tasks causing
system and data inaccuracies. There are also further benefits to reducing
mistakes made due to human error or unreliability, and the true measure of
digital technology’s success would be in enhancing operational efficiencies
and ensuring that the back-end systems and ‘basics’ are in order.

•

Perceived system restrictions (Usage) system restrictions were also noted by
S3 given the lack of functionality and how much of the system can be used –
whether it was due lack of updates or functionality – both reasons were
creating barriers for the users and is more of a hinderance than facilitator.

•

Need for centralized system (Usage) the need for a centralised system was a
concern raised by S4.1. This issue is unique to researched cooperative given
how all the stores operating within the group are all operating different
systems. There is no integration into a singular system that combines all
stores’ purchasing and inventory data. One would assume that the need for a
centralised system to provide accurate and reliable data may be considered
as a strong motivating factor to adopt technology.
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Assurances (Factors)
•

Operational efficiency (Usage) for some (smaller) stores, the use of digital
technologies such as emails provides a perceived sense of security as it
keeps track of information and conversations held. The significance of this is
that for a smaller store which is operated directly by a multi-tasking
shareholder (with cash-flow being a critical motivator), he/she needs to find
cost effective ways of managing the daily operations which has significant
financial implications.

•

Data accuracy (quality) as noted above, the utter significance and
importance of data accuracy cannot be stressed enough, and as such, the
implementation of digital technologies may be perceived as a strong
motivator for stores to adopt accordingly. S4.2 explicitly expresses the need
for an iPad to assist with stock control during stock checks, which is a
perfect demonstration of awareness by the operational manager, of the
benefits of utilising technology which would help him in ensuring data
collected remains accurate and useable – thereby efficient.

4.1.2. Customer centricity
The second theme developed was customer centricity which was one of two
pertinent and recurring themes for all respondents (customer centricity and attitude
bias and perceptions) emerging from the findings. This theme was centred around
how stores can provide best in class customer service utilising digital technologies,
and how (if applicable) it has had an impact on their operations. Through the
findings, there were three sub-themes identified as pillars for customer centricity:
customer service, customer experience, and customer engagement.
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Assurances (Factors)
•

Best approach to customers (Engagement) we can appreciate in today’s
digital world, recognising that available technologies can help facilitate
effective customer engagement and approach without it being too intrusive.
Having previously tried multiple different ways to approaching his
customers such as physical mail, printed newsletters, print ads, however
S1.1’s finally reached his holy grail of contact - computer generated mass
texts - which his customers prefer as a non-obtrusive approach. It is critical
nowadays to avoid targeted communication being lumped with junk mail,
businesses must ensure their customers’ opt-in to the approach selected to
communicate news or offers.

•

Communication tool as a vehicle for accessibility (Engagement) number of
respondents have also recognised that digital technologies are incredibly
valuable when it comes to marketing and speed of communication. S2
advocates that through the sheer value from approaching large numbers
quickly providing a huge advantage of how they market to their customers
while capturing new and existing customers.

•

Customer feedback management (Engagement) social media and in
particular Facebook was also perceived by some of the respondents as
critical to their customer engagement as supported by both S1.1 and S3.

•

Sales opportunity - after hour opportunity to sell to customers (Engagement)
interestingly, there were respondents who saw beyond digital technology as
tools of communication and opportunities to advertise and sell to their
customers after hours.
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•

Store operational efficiency – ability to track customers and offer visibility of
stock (Engagement and Service) respondents were also quick to point that
with the adoption of different technologies, this will allow for more in-store
operational efficiencies. The admin work is moved to the customer to do,
freeing up the business owner to do other productive activities. Furthermore,
in terms of store operational efficiency, having digital technologies that can
offer stores visibility of stock not only contributes to the stores’ product
range credibility, but also offers their customers a higher level of service,
which indirectly serves as a way to capture customers at the point of contact
(if/when a store engages in such technology).

•

Targeting the right customer and providing them with excellent customer
service - (Engagement) this is essentially the pinnacle of retailing, and its
importance for this particular cooperative couldn’t be emphasized enough in
approaching the ‘right’ customers and in the ‘appropriate’ manner, which
effectively translates into sales. From a store perspective, one particular
respondent (S2) noted that their customers tend to be transient and mobile
depending on where their next jobs are, which meant providing their
customers with the ability to order regardless where they are, and ensure that
they will be getting it on time and in full. This translates to quality service
offering in return for loyalty, returning customers = consistent future sales.

•

Competitor advantage / POD (Service) having a competitive advantage
through offering a point of difference is what most businesses strive towards
in a hyper-market. Implementing digital technologies has helped enable
some of the competing retailers to stay afloat by offering that unique point of
difference. Interestingly, some respondents are aware of how well equipped
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some of their competitors are, yet the level of technology adopted is still
quite basic (even though the business model compared to is a corporate
model and not a matching cooperative – still perceived as a competitor).
•

Customer service (Experience/Service) customer service has also been
identified as a key factor in the adoption of technology. In line with having a
competitive advantage through customer engagement and point of
difference, having a human side to the business was also emphasised as
particularly relevant customer service. Face to face interaction, personal
service, personal service, and relationships were all essential to the make-up
of this humanistic side of the business.

Concerns (Barriers)
•

Not all technologies will apply to the ‘right customer’ (Engagement) some
respondents have noted that despite benefits attained from retail technology,
not all types of technologies maybe suited. One store points out that for
example, implementing a self-checkout machine in store will go against
every fibre of their being (given their tremendous focus on personalised
customer service).

•

Not getting the right customer – man vs machine (Engagement) not getting
the right customer was also perceived as a barrier for some of the stores as
they felt despite their best efforts to ensure the right customer turns up at
store events or in-store promotions, sending out a broadcast message to the
market has ended up in the wrong hands. Unfortunately, this type of
communication methods usually leads to disappointment and waste of time
and effort.
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•

Customer focus/centric, face to face (F2F) / Personal interaction (Service)
stores couldn’t do away with human interaction and F2F dealings. One
would think that the ability to provide F2F service to customers is the
epitome of customer service, however ironically, this has been presented as a
limitation to some stores.

•

Lack of interest/engagement in store DT (Engagement) a noteworthy finding
from a number of interviewed stores is that, they all have (indirectly)
concluded that getting customers interested in using the technology provided
is actually half the battle, while the other half is them using it. Some of the
stores have found difficulty in engaging their customers with their
implemented technologies (portals) – and some of the reasons identified
through the findings include:
o

Either the actual store/shareholder doesn’t care enough to push it.

o

Not enough staff have been trained on the system/technology.

o

Lack of interest by the shareholder to push out and train users to engage
in the system provided simply because they don’t think they’ll be
getting much returns from doing so or has a big enough customer base.

4.1.3. Age Factor
The third theme developed was ‘age factor’ which was found to be a recurring
theme for most respondents of this research. This theme focused on age related
aspects that were considered substantial to the adoption of digital technologies.
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Concerns (Barriers)
•

“All it takes is one major life event” as morbid as this might sound, however
the store who has raised this, is indeed quite aware that while the older
generation maybe stuck in their old ways and habits (tech-free) which is
working for them for the time-being, however, all it would take is a life style
change - a death in the family, or they get injured, they’ll come off the tools,
and most likely (send in their younger apprentice) who’s digitally savvy, and
you would’ve lost them straight away with all the manual processes.

•

Generational gap and style of work with millennials making up a good ratio
of the current working population and baby-boomers on their final steps to
retirement, there is a huge generational shift in the style of work. S3 stresses
how important the age factor is by providing an example with how his
younger employees takes a fraction of the time it would from one of his
other older staff members.

•

Intimidated/scared; lack of confidence; never had to use it; stuck in old
ways; worried it might replace them are the many ways to describe some of
the challenges that aging staff (or customers) are facing – all which pose
serious barriers to utilising technologies.

•

Different way of working; older gen brought up on phone calls vs. younger
generation that’s more tech savvy; teaching and training as more and more
millennials appear on the work force to replace the older generation, it is
then no surprise that the way the younger generation does things is different
– i.e.; almost everything is done via cell-phones (e.g.; with the younger
generation, messaging replaces phone calls – as opposed to the older
customer who don’t like texting and would much rather a phone call.
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Assurances (Factors)
•

Younger generation - way of future and importance of changing with time
keeping up with the younger generation and their technological requirements
seems almost necessary in today’s world given how technology has
proliferated our lives in everything we do. Admittedly, it was almost rather
comforting to see - from a number of respondents - their level of awareness
with regards to the rise of the younger generation that are coming through
the current work force. This demonstrates their aptitude and preparedness
and acceptance of the generational gap in their own workforce with a clear
understanding of what’s required to survive in today’s hyper-competitive
business environment.

4.1.4. Perception / Attitude Bias
The fourth theme that has emerged from the findings was attitude bias and
perception which focused on three sub-themes in particular - attitudes, perceptions,
and awareness towards the adoption of digital technologies.
Concerns (Barriers)
•

Cost/Economics - shareholder not vested in the cause (attitudes) cost of
operations is undoubtedly one of the most important motivators for any
business owner – more so within a cooperative group. The smaller the
business, the more attentive and cautious the shareholder will be in spending
his/her hard-earned cash on anything. However, for some shareholders, this
attitude and approach has taken a whole new level where the perceived cost
of investment in digital technologies is too high that it has had some
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negative bearings on in-store operations and the branch manager where
manual jobs are taking too long and is far too inefficient due to lack of
resources (dedicated staff) but also the process in itself is not automated.
Some respondents acknowledged that it’s a big cost which can’t be returned
right away, however for one branch manager felt like he’s working in the
18th century.
•

Shareholders' myopic perspective; mis-perception (perceptions) further to
the point above, if stores and shareholders don’t see the immediate benefit in
investing upfront to cater for the new generation of customers, this will
eventually cost them dearly in efforts of trying to catch up where
competitors would’ve already been operating in the 22nd century. One store
quotes the mentality of some of the shareholders operating in a small ‘ma/pa’
family business and is holding them back from investing in these
technologies due to certain misconceptions (such as “big-brother syndrome”,
or their preference of investing in customer service).

•

Operational manager sourcing own tech (attitudes) possibly one of the most
shocking findings out of this research where you can safely assume that the
situation is pretty dire when the operational manager has to source his/her
own technology to do their job. The shareholders’ attitudes towards investing
in technology has gone beyond the point of just negatively impact their own
business. Not investing in the appropriate technology necessary for staff to
carry out their own jobs, is simply dreadful.

•

Varying degrees of interest and engagement (awareness) some of the issues
highlighted during the research from a store managers perspective varied
quite dramatically. From one end of the spectrum where shareholders
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holding out from investing in basic technology that would allow the
operational manager to do his job, to the other end of the spectrum where the
general manager has the freedom to implement technologies as he sees
necessary to ensure optimum operation of the store (e.g.; cloud based
technology and systems that bolt onto existing accounting software), to
somewhere in the middle where the shareholder recognises the importance
of digital technologies but doesn’t place any urgency in terms of priorities
and doesn’t understand what’s out there to be able to implement and bring
into the business. So, on a local level there has to be a huge level of
engagement from shareholders to buy into the positive effects of digital
technologies.
Assurances (Factors)
•

Sacrifice profit for sake of efficiency (attitude/awareness) having members
keenly wanting to sacrifice their own revenue/profit for the sake of
efficiency with the implementation of digital technologies, definitely
highlights the awareness and positive attitude around wanting to make a
change.

•

Cognisance of the younger generation and awareness of the significance and
importance of changing with time (awareness) a positive theme of awareness
was emerging from the stores’ responses with regards to having to keep up
with the times, and acknowledging that technology is the future, and in order
to survive, they must start changing their old ways and perceptions on how
things are done.
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4.1.5. Resources
The fifth theme that has emerged from the findings of this research was resource
requirements (time, money, people, systems), all of which the respondents deemed
as a necessary requirement for the adoption of digital technologies in some
capacity.
Concerns (Barriers)
•

Cost/economics - return on investment as noted previously, costs and
economics of implementing digital technology was found to be a recurring
theme with stores fully aware that it’s a huge cost to invest in technology,
and the returns aren’t gained back so quickly, this then became a huge
deterrent and barrier for some of these stores. To the extent that one of the
interviewed stores who doesn’t have the basic level of technologies, had to
pay for it for himself as it restricted him from operating in his role at full
capacity.

•

Experienced staff required (staff retention/ tech motivated and savvy) what
also transpired through the findings of this research was the seemingly huge
demand on reliable staff who were required to not only be technologically
smart but also motivated to be trained how to use it.

•

Higher/more critical priorities some stores have noted that given the lack of
resources (time, staff, money), looking after their customers first meant that
there was hardly any time left for shareholders to consider technology
implementation (even though it would be for their benefit). However, lack of
resources was the barrier that was noted time and time again by some of the
respondents.
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Assurances (Factors)
•

Future planning/scope the fact that some of the respondents already have
started thinking of how their business will evolve over the next 5-10 years in
line with technological developments and how customers change their
shopping behaviour, this provides the assurance that implementing digital
technologies for at least one of the stores is of high priority.

•

Store operational efficiency and reliability of man vs machine (cost saving
and efficiency) intriguingly, one store was arguing for digital technology
given its reliability and use as a replacement for experienced staff with
machines who can do the exact same thing with less resources required,
saving his business plenty of money. Having customers taking the onus on
themselves to complete admin tasks via a customer portal, was another way
to economically save the store administrative costs of the operational
manager from carrying out menial tasks and be more involved in the store’s
operational efficiency.

4.1.6. Peer Usage + Adoption
The sixth and final theme that has emerged from the findings of this research was
the respondents’ peers usage and levels of technology adoption.
Concerns (Barriers)
•

Negative peer outlook - non-cohesive front findings of the research within
this theme had demonstrated that the majority of stores interviewed, the
cooperative group presents itself in a non-cohesive front in terms of adopting
digital technologies across the board. Others believe that the group hasn’t
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quite grasped the benefits that can be attained from technology – be it
operational efficiencies or cost savings. This paints a strong picture towards
(a large) group’s attitudes and outlook within this cooperative.
Assurances (Factors)
•

Positive peer outlook - adoption and utilisation despite the barriers noted
above, there are still elements of digital technology adoption scattered
around the cooperative group noted by some of the respondents (e.g.; social
media activity carried out by other (non-interviewed) stores who do it
incredibly well).

5.

Conclusions

Adopting advanced technologies that can engage customers in stores such as
augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), artificial intelligence (AI), or even
facial recognition might be quite far-fetched for a lot of the interviewed stores (and
possibly customers), but the more comfortable we all get with technologies being
so intrusive in our lives that it becomes the norm, then we will see a rise in its
usage and the dawn of a new industrial revolution.
The previous chapters have examined in detail the available academic literature
that helped support the arguments and assumptions stipulated in this research, the
methodology used to carry out this research, and discussion around the findings
and emerging key themes identified.
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On interviewing stores, there were countless motivating factors as to why they
should adopt technologies. However, it was found that most of these factors tended
to revolve around three (implicit) points of discussion:
1

Operational efficiency: how digital technologies had helped (or was
perceived to help) the respondents to do their job better and have a more
efficient and profitable store.

2

Customer centricity: how these technologies can help them provide better
customer service (high quality customer engagement and instore
experience).

3

Perception: how they perceived technologies in general and what their
attitudes were around that. Age was a huge factor, where the age range of
respondents varied between early 40s to mid-late 60s.The younger they
were, the more encouraging and supportive they were with more urgency
due to their awareness of the importance of technology and its impact on
how they can better serve their customers. However, the urgency and ability
to make changes (that some had), were unfortunately limited by factors
outside of their control.
Given the discussed findings and results of this research along with the detailed
explication of the factors and barriers identified, the following questions may be
raised accordingly:
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•

Could the identified barriers be due to the current decision-making structure
that is governing the cooperative group? i.e., every store is making their own
decision as opposed to a centralised governing body?

•

Could these barriers be overcome if such decisions were driven from a
centralised governing body (whether it was the board of directors, or the
supporting office)? Are the factors strong enough to instigate and encourage
stores to start leading the way in taking action and changing their stance on
technology (for their own betterment) rather than wait for further direction
from their peers?

•

What measures are required for a change to be made? More so, what would
it take to change the shareholders’ perceptions and engagement to increase
their urgency and prioritisation of tech implementation?

•

What technologies should form the baseline for all stores within the
cooperative, that must be made available to ensure everyone within the
group is operating on the same “technological level”?

Quick search of the internet reveals plenty of practical and industrial examples of
technology adoption and how it has benefited retailers who have recognised the
importance of technology and taken actionable steps towards it. There is an
overabundance of technologies out there that is relatively cost effective yet easy to
implement with extensive benefits.
When we examine these initiatives a bit closer from an economic (cost)
perspective, they most certainly seem economically viable and sustainable
providing stores with cost savings (e.g.; reduction in power bills, cost of printing
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tickets, man-power, and all other associated resources involved in maintaining instore signage).
It’s also worth noting that there’s a huge gap between cooperatives and corporate
retailers in terms of the decision-making process and governance. There are large
complexities within the cooperative model and is dramatically different when
compared to a “corporate” retailer. Some of these variances exist within the
governing structures between the two which has an obvious impact on who adopts
digital technology and who doesn’t and to what extent/degree. Interestingly, this
was an implicit detail identified in this research, yet it wasn’t explicitly raised
through the interviews, and is certainly worth mentioning as these subtle
differences is what makes this research a contribution to the field of retail studies.
There are plenty of academic and non-academic articles that examine IT adoption
in detail within organizations, however, it has proven rather challenging finding
literature that further examines this from a cooperative retailers’ perspective.
Additionally, being a cooperative retailer has provided the researched organization
a significant competitive edge, as the way the company operates is very much in
the same manner as a small business - small and nimble enough to make quick
decisions to pivot and change direction when necessary with significant (positive)
results. However some of the challenges identified within this research is not only
dealing with the changing face (and age) of the customers and work force in an
environment where technology is advancing at an incredible pace, but trying to
bring everyone up to the same level of engagement with technology, and their
awareness of its benefits (in all its facets) has proven to be perplexingly difficult.
Not everyone wants to have (or can afford) the latest and greatest technologies,
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however, it is imperative that regardless of what difficulties or barriers maybe
faced, an absolute baseline standard of technology must be established for the sake
of creating equitable share of successful performance within the cooperative group.
5.1.

Implications

Some of the most prominent implications highlighted as part of this research, is
that retailers are currently experiencing a massive wave of disruption that is
completely re-shaping the landscape around them to the point where they need to
either adapt, or will be bankrupt. Customers’ expectations and demands are
increasing by the minute, and it’s up to retailers to find ways to compete in an
incredibly hyper-competitive market with super-demanding customers. ‘Time
poor’ customers are growing more and more demanding with less attention spans,
and their tolerance is concurrently decreasing at the same time. As such, retailers
must be prepared to engage and transition promptly into a digitally enhanced
environment, and provide platforms where customers have the flexibility, freedom
and choice, to complete their transactions at their own pace with the same levels of
customer experience and engagement they’d expect in store.
5.2.

Limitations and future research opportunities

The study has revealed some limitations to the research which could provide a
good template for further research.
•

Limited number of participating stores which was due to time poor
respondents; geographic spread of the stores with no funds made available
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to the researcher to travel around the country to carry out face to face
interviews.
•

Given this is an individual research paper for the MBA program, peer
reviews for research credibility were not possible therefore not carried out.
Nonetheless, credibility was provided through the documentation of all
material utilised and developed as part of this research and has been
provided in a logical, explicit, and traceable manner.

5.3.

Recommendations

Research should be carried out with a bigger sample of stores within the
cooperative, but also extend the scope to include stores from a wider range of
retailers in different industries and businesses (e.g.; automotive, pharmaceutical,
grocery) that operate under different business models (i.e.; corporate, franchise,
cooperative retailers) which will serve as a good point of comparison. It’s also
worth including other stakeholders such as suppliers and consider their
perspectives (which weren’t included in this research) but provides another level of
consideration and perspective that needs to be factored from a significant player in
the value chain.
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A new pathway to faster, cheaper and better
quality management for organisations a case study of the NZ roading industry
Russell Troup
Russ278@gmail.com

Executive summary
Quality Management (QM) is more than just a paperwork exercise. To remain
competitive or relevant, it is essential for organisations to consistently deliver
acceptable quality outcomes and continually improve. This research recommends
a model, the Enduring Quality Improvement Model, or EQIM, developed and
named by the author. The EQIM model details how to implement QM
improvement and incorporate the optimal combination of factors impacting
quality.
The EQIM model recommended seeks to address a problem of sub-optimal quality
outcomes within the road construction industry, where research found 74% of
renewal sites constructed did not meet performance criteria. That’s valued at
$50M, which is 22% of the total renewal investment. The EQIM seeks to reduce
that failure rate to 5% and save industry up to $38.7M. It will provide sustainable
value and impact through simple and effective integration of QM and continuous
improvement into everyday business operations.
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The EQIM is founded upon sound secondary and primary source research into best
practice implementation methods and critical factors impacting QM. It comprises
a practical 10-step framework (refer inset) to improve quality that is a synthesis of
findings from research into change management (Garvin & Roberto, 2005; Kotter,
1998) and QM implementation best practice (Sawant, Yadav, & Rokke, 2018).
Within each step of the framework the optimal combination of critical factors
impacting quality found through research are applied and explained. Based on
secondary and primary source research the following factors that contribute to, or
inhibit quality outcomes are progressively identified, refined and validated.
Contributing factors include: Leadership & Management commitment, Culture,
Resourcing, Employees, Systems and Processes, Knowledge of QM, and Process
Integration between operational and quality process. Inhibiting factors include:
Variability, Commercial pressures, and Conflict between parties
Importantly, this research answers the “how to” rather than just “what is” QM
question in a way that is readily implementable. The EQIM provides an effective
pathway to achieve faster, cheaper and better quality management.
Introduction: Outline of study
Quality Management (QM) is more than just a paperwork exercise. It is essential
for organisations to consistently deliver acceptable quality outcomes and
continually improve. How QM is implemented within an organisation can affect
customer satisfaction, profitability, market competitiveness and ultimately, it’s
sustainability. Such problems are increasingly apparent within the NZ road
construction industry, demonstrating a need to improve QM. There are a range of
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internationally recognised quality standards outlining requirements and answers
the question “what is?” QM. Although, effective quality management
implementation is essentially a change process and needs a practical method to
answer the “how to?” question. To improve quality outcomes, this research aims
to provide organisations within the road construction industry with a practically
implementable model, founded on sound change management principles that
incorporates the optimal combination of factors affecting QM.

To achieve the project aim, the following series of research questions (RQ) were
derived:
1.

What is the current level of construction quality in road construction
projects?

2.

What are the prominent factors contributing to, or inhibiting delivery of
acceptable quality outcomes in road construction projects?
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3.

How can the combination of factors with greatest impact on quality
outcomes be applied effectively?

In response to those questions, five research objectives (RO) were developed to
frame the research. They are detailed in the following section of this report.
Firstly, the RO’s require secondary source research to confirm the extent of the
issue and explore international best practice. Then primary source research was
undertaken to validate and refine findings to the NZ road construction industry
context. The research culminates in a recommended model (RO 5) for
implementing QM improvement that incorporates both change management best
practice and the optimal combination of factors affecting QM.
A non-academic literature and data (RO 1) undertaken found high prevalence of
sub-optimal QM, with 74% of renewal sites constructed failed quality criteria,
equating to 22% of the total funding investment. The implications were twofold,
firstly poor QM affects the life achieved by the asset before requiring
reconstruction. Secondly, application of contract performance clauses has
accumulated circa $50M contingent liability for contractors over a 3-6 year period
across 19 NOC contracts. Hence, the value of this research is tens of millions to
the industry each year.
A literature review was undertaken to identify factors driving international best
practice for QM, including implementation. Critical factors were assessed as either
inhibit or contribute to quality outcomes. The validated set of critical factors
contributing to quality outcomes include: 1) Leadership and Management
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Commitment, 2) Culture, 3) Resourcing, 4) Employees and 5) Systems and
Processes. Inhibiting factors include: 1) Commercial Pressures, 2) Variability of
process and 3) Conflict between parties.
The review of implementation frameworks found that predominantly they describe,
“what is” QM rather than “how to” and very few have been validated and studied
through implementation (Yusof & Aspinwall, 2000). One exception was a
practical seven-step quality implementation framework (Sawant, 2016) that was
useful to inform the eventual model derived through this research. Further,
research found that the pretermission of sound change management contributed to
unsuccessful implementation. Accordingly, key change management principals
from literature including Kotter’s 8 step (Kotter, 1998) and persuasive change
management techniques (Garvin & Roberto, 2005) are incorporated into the
recommended model to assure successful implementation.
Primary research was undertaken to further explore factors in practice and to
understand both adherence to QM and the implications of sub-standard
implementation (RO 3) and then to validate findings (RO 4). A two-day assurance
audit (ISAE, 2013) was undertaken on two road maintenance contracts to explore
RO 3. Findings confirmed adherence to QM is varied considerably, but the total of
127 deficiencies found represent opportunity for improvement. The review
confirmed the criticality of leadership commitment along with other key factors
including knowledge of QM, QM process misalignment with operating procedures,
ineffective provision for quality document and records, and the extent of client
involvement.
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A series of interviews were undertaken to validate and refine findings (RO 4).
Interviewees represented a cross-section of contractors, clients and consultants
within the NZ road construction industry.
To give effect to these factors and make them more than a list, a realistic and
implementable model is required, RO 5. Based on a synthesis of research findings
into change management and quality management principles this research
recommends a 10-step model to implement quality improvements that the author
has called the “Enduring Quality Improvement Model” (EQIM).
The EQIM presents a practical, systematic and easily understood instrument to
improve quality that is application to organisations within any industry. It follows
a simple structure and provides clear links between elements and critical factors
identified through research. As a planning tool for implementation, it is general
enough to suit different contexts. Importantly, it answers the “how to” question,
not just “what is” QM question and is readily implementable. The EQIM provides
an effective pathway to achieve faster, cheaper and better quality management
through optimisation and integration.
Project aim:
To develop a practical model detailing how to implement improvement in quality
management (QM) that incorporates the optimal combination of factors impacting
quality.
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Background – definition of the problem
This research uses the New Zealand road maintenance industry as a case study to
explore factors affecting QM.
The majority of the suppliers of road construction and maintenance services in
New Zealand operate under a certified quality management system such as
ISO9001. However even with these systems the industry is experiencing
challenges in consistently delivering quality products and services to road
controlling authorities.
The New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) is a crown entity that is publicly
funded exclusively through fuel tax and road user charges. It is tasked with
enabling people and freight to make national and regional road journeys
effectively, efficiently and safely in accordance with legislation and Government’s
desired objectives as set out in the Government’s Policy Statement (MoT, 2018).
This provisions management, operation, maintenance, renewal and improvement of
New Zealand’s 23,750 lane-km state highway system with a replacement value of
$34 billion. The national highway network is segmented into 21 networks, 19 of
which are managed under Network Outcome Contracts (NOC) and 2 are managed
as an Alliance. The NOC contracts are delivered under a single supplier delivery
model, meaning suppliers have both professional services capability (Engineering
consultants) and physical works capability (Civil Contractors). The author has 20+
years of civil construction industry experience, particularly contract and asset
management.
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The problem:
In recent times, some road user groups, NZTA staff and NZTA Board have
expressed concern with the quality of road maintenance and renewal works. Their
concern is supported by evidence indicating that renewal investment is not
achieving the required life (MacDonald, 2017), which results in costs and net asset
consumption that is not sustainable in the long run for New Zealanders.
Performance data shows that circa 74% of pavement or resurfacing renewals
constructed are sub-optimal and do not meet performance criteria. Based on
current investment, that 22% failure rate is worth $50M. Hence, this research aims
to improve quality and reduce the failure rate from 22% to a more acceptable 5%
which would save $38.7M.
If the issue of poor-quality works is not understood and addressed there is
increased likelihood that the financial burden will extend to future generations.
Research motivation:
This research was initially motivated to save industry and taxpayers considerable
money, unnecessarily wasted due to poor QM. The author is an Engineer with 20+
years’ experience in road maintenance and construction in New Zealand (NZ),
United Kingdom and Australia. Since returning to the NZ industry 5 years ago the
author has had direct and indirect involvement in failed and remedial works and
remedial discussions resulting in tens of millions of dollars cost to both contractors
and taxpayers. When jobs failed, provision of quality records was typically adhoc, always incomplete and sometimes absent altogether. This causes issues with
determination of liability but also limits the ability to understand and learn from
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the failure. The author was motivated to provide a practical, actionable and
achievable solution to improve quality and save industry and taxpayers millions of
dollars.
In response, this research synthesises findings from both primary and secondary
research from quality and change management best practice into a detailed step by
step model that I have called the ‘Enduring Quality Improvement Model’ (EQIM).
The EQIM aligns itself with ISO 9001 requirements, thereby providing either
refinement, or a pathway toward a pre-eminent, globally recognised standard.
Practical value:
The immediate practical value is to client and contractor organisations within the
roading industry. Further, the model can be used by client organisations to support
and clarify quality expectations and specifications.
Although this research focuses on the road maintenance industry, the scope of the
research project addresses a contemporaneous issue within multiple industries so
has cross-sectional appeal within NZ and globally. Further, the research is
beneficial for both client and contractor organisations. In particular:
1.

Reduce Cost: physical remedial works and dispute resolution,

2.

Simple and effective: A simple yet effective tool that any manager can
readily implement and improve quality outcomes,

3.

Integrate QM: Integration of QM do it becomes as seamless as possible
with operational process.
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4.

Embed Continuous Improvement: Embedded QM processes enable
continual improvement of both business performance and morale of
employees

5.

Multiple applications: Although its development was focused on the road
construction industry, the resulting EQIM can be applied within other
industries for both client and supplier organisations.

Research structure and methodology
The research adopts a “Model Building” approach that will produce a set of
recommendations in the form of a model, the EQIM, with a detailed
implementation plan. It is structured as a series of questions and objectives
designed to culminate in the achievement of the project aim. The purpose of each
research objective (RO) aligns with a specific research question (RQ) and is
achieved through various research activities, detailed as follows:
RQ 1.

What is the current level of construction quality in road construction
projects?

RO 1:

Secondary source: Literature review – non-academic

RQ 2.

What are the prominent factors contributing to, or inhibiting delivery of
acceptable quality outcomes in road construction projects?

RO 2:

Secondary source: Literature review – academic

RO 3:

Primary Source: Field research – Assurance audit

RO 4:

Primary Source: Field research – Interviews

RQ 3.

How can the combination of factors with greatest impact on quality
outcomes be applied effectively?
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RO 5: Model Building
Objective 1: Understand the prevalence and implications of sub-optimal QM
outcomes for the NZ State Highway network.
Objective 2: Identify critical factors driving international best practice for QM
implementation in civil construction and other industries
Objective 3: Identify industry specific factors affecting quality outcomes within the
road construction industry including the level of adherence to QM.
Objective 4: Validate and refine critical factors arising from research
Objective 5: Develop a practical, implementable model to improve QM that
incorporates the optimal combination of factors impacting quality outcomes
Data & literature review – Non-academic (Objective 1)
In the context of the research, a review of non-academic, secondary source literature
and data was undertaken to achieve Objective 1;
Objective 1: Understand the prevalence and implications of sub-optimal QM
outcomes for the NZ state highway network.
The purpose of this review was to understand the extent of the problem and the
implications within industry as well as reconcile and validate the authors
observations that were the motivation for this research.
Until relatively recently, research and data collection within the road maintenance
industry has historically been focused on network condition with only implicit
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consideration given to quality. Annually, NZTA collect data for key pavement and
surfacing condition parameters for the entire state highway network that is used to
measure the performance of works on NOC contracts.
Contractors face the prospect of refunding part, or all the purchase price for any
renewals that do not meet contractual performance criteria. This refund is made at
the end of a contract and is carried as contingent liability until then.
Using the NOC contract performance criteria, it is possible to ascertain from road
condition data, both the prevalence of sub-standard works and the cost implication.
Prevalence of sub-optimal QM:
Network condition data was reconciled against contractual performance criteria to
understand the prevalence of sub-optimal outcomes. Table A below that
summarises the current quality performance of NOC’s across NZ that range in
duration from 2 to 6 years.
Table A: Current quality performance for renewals on NOC’s nationally

Only 4 of 19 NOC’s have failure rates below 70%, excepting one NOC affected by
the Kaikoura Earthquake. This is of concern and suggests that the prevalence of
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sub-standard quality outcomes is far greater than desired. The findings confirm the
authors suppositions that motivated the research.
The failure rate must be taken in context with the refund value, because the refund
value considers the degree of failure. For example, a site with minor issues may
attract a very small refund value, whereas a catastrophic failure would result in a full
refund.
The total investment over the period is $226M. Therefore, $50M arising from poor
quality work equates to 22% of investment that has failed requiring repair or
reconstruction.
Implications of sub-optimal QM:
The research finds three key implications arising from sub-optimal QM, namely
reduced asset life, cost to industry and reduced level of service. Each is discussed in
turn below:
1.

Cost to industry: contractors, client and taxpayers:
Table A presents the refund due, or level of contingent liability for contractors,
sits at $50M nationally and ranges between $213k up to $8.9M on a single NOC
contract. Maintenance contracts such as NOC, are typically low margin, so the
liability being carried puts financial viability of some contracts at risk.

2.

Reduced Asset Life – clients like NZTA don’t get what they paid for:
For context, NZTA typically allocate funding to renew 4% of its total road
pavement asset length (27,350 lane.km) each year. For this investment level
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to be sustainable, a nominal return period of 25-years for renewed assets is
necessary. Although the average expected life is around 40 years in line with
the average pavement age extracted from the NZTA road asset database. This
significance of the findings above indicates that 74% of newly constructed
pavement sites do not meet performance criteria meaning they prematurely
display varying signs of deterioration and are unlikely to achieve the required
design life before needing another renewal.
3.

Reduced level of service - road users / taxpayers don’t get what they paid for:
The performance of sub-optimal renewals results in a lower level of service
than should be expected by road users, including potholes and uneven roads.

Summary - Data & Literature Review (RO 1)
In conclusion, the authors perceptions that formed the motivation for this research
are supported by the data. Further, the data suggests that the prevalence of issues
associated with sub-optimal QM is of concern with 74% of works undertaken
nationally under NOC contracts do not meet performance criteria. The implications
are threefold: Firstly, the cost implication for sub-optimal work is currently valued
at $50M, equating to 22% of the total investment into renewals. Secondly, the life
of the asset constructed will be compromised and therefore will not meet the
requisite expected life before needing further investment and reconstruction. Lastly,
the road condition of works that fail creates bumpy and broken road that does not
meet a desired level of service for road users, who ultimately funded the works
through their taxes.
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Literature review – Academic (Objective 2)
The research Project Aim is to develop a practical model detailing how to
implement improvement in quality management (QM) that incorporates the optimal
combination of factors impacting quality.
In context of the research, the purpose of this literature review is to achieve
Objective 2 (refer below) to identify the factors that academic literature has shown
to have the greatest impact on delivering quality outcomes both internationally and
across a variety of industries. Those factors will be used to inform the ‘model
building’ approach after being validated for the NZ road industry context (refer
Objective 4).
Objective 2: Identify critical factors driving international best practice for QM
implementation in civil construction and other industries.
The findings dictate that the structure of the review be broken into factors that
either, inhibit or contribute to quality outcomes. However, through the course of
this research, it became clear the implementation process itself was a very important
factor for successful QM (Yusof & Aspinwall, 2000). This is significant in the
context of this research because a key element of the practical value the EQIM
model is to be practically implementable. This led to more detailed research being
undertaken into best practice implementation through change management.
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Accordingly, implementation is given its own sub-section within this review.
Research findings are synthesised into the following subsections within this
literature review:
o

Quality management overview

o

Contributing Factors (to be enhanced or introduced to the model)

o

Inhibiting Factors (to be mitigated, minimised or eliminated from the model)

o

Implementation (underpinning structure of the model)

Quality management overview
QM was principally developed within the manufacturing industry and the
construction industry lags behind other industry in QM adoption (Ahmed, Coffey, &
Xia, 2017). When compared to the availability of research pertaining to QM for
manufacturing, it is evident that construction has been given relatively little research
and academic focus (Loushine, Hoonakker, Carayon, & Smith, 2004) resulting in a
relative lack of relevant studies (Leong et al., 2014). In part, this is likely due to a
preference within the construction industry to focus research on project costing and
quality outcomes rather than QM systems (Soetanto, Proverbs, & Holt, 2001; Xiao
& Proverbs, 2002). The implications of poor quality increase cost through reduced
productivity, increase rework and result in reputational damage for both client and
contractor organisations (Jha & Iyer, 2006).
Findings from a review of academic literature are synthesised and categorised into
key factors that either contribute or inhibit successful implementation of QM.
Contributing factors
This review is constructed such that factors that contribute to delivery of successful
QM outcomes should be enhanced or introduced. Key contributing factors derived
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from the research were: 1) Leadership and Management Commitment, 2) Culture, 3)
Resourcing, 4) Employees and 5) Systems and Processes.
1.

Management commitment and leadership:
A key finding of Hoonakker, Carayon and Loushine’s (2010) empirical study
that leadership and management commitment is an essential factor for
successful QM implementation is well supported throughout the literature
(Ahmed et al., 2017; Jha & Iyer, 2006; Kumar, Khurshid, & Waddell, 2014;
Leong et al., 2014; Loushine et al., 2004; Loushine, Hoonakker, Carayon, &
Smith, 2006; Siddiqui, Ullah, Thaheem, & Gabriel, 2016; Sypsomos, 1997).
Of note, a study of 92 English and 64 Australian manufacturing companies
(Kumar et al., 2014) found that management commitment and leadership was
the most critical success factor for QM. On the contrary, where management
commitment is lacking, organisations often see QM certification as a
marketing tool (Ahmed et al., 2017), or simply a certificate on the wall to
satisfy client requirements (Brooks & Spillane, 2017). Some researchers
found an interesting relationship between safety and quality implementation
(Loushine et al., 2004, 2006; Low & Shiua, 2000). This is particularly
relevant for the NZ construction industry because there has been a strong
emphasis on safety that has greatly improved safety culture that could
possibly be replicated for quality.

2.

Culture:
The culture and attitude of an organisation toward quality is a key factor for
successful implementation(Ahmed et al., 2017; Brooks & Spillane, 2017;
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Hoonakker et al., 2010; Leung, 2017; Tam, Deng, Zeng, & Ho, 2000). In
Australia, Roading Agencies associated with Austroads found poor quality
culture led to disregard for quality assurance process and allowed
manipulation of records and reluctance to notify non-compliance to become
commonplace (Balfe, 2018). The linkage between safety and quality
leadership (Loushine et al., 2004, 2006) suggests an opportunity to develop
quality culture within NZ industry including all management and employees.
3.

Resourcing:
Adequate resourcing is necessary to give effect to successful QM system
(Cachadinha, 2009; Kumar et al., 2014; Loushine et al., 2004). In their
comparative study of 156 manufacturing SME’s in Australia and UK, Kumar
et al. (2014) found that lack of resources was a common impediment to
quality outcomes. Key reasons found include a lack of QM dedicated
resource, financial constraints (Cachadinha, 2009) and scarcity (Low & Shiua,
2000). The quality of resource is as important as the quantity, and employees
are an important component.

4.

Employees:
In a study of 45 construction companies, Patil, Ullagaddi, and Jugati (2012)
found that employees play a significant role in successful QM. In particular,
their findings that employee empowerment, well-being, motivation and
training not only job specific requirements but in QM, all contribute to
success are well supported in the literature across industry and country
(Ahmed et al., 2017; Hoonakker et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2014; Leung,
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2017; Loushine et al., 2004, 2006; Sypsomos, 1997). In his case study,
Cachadinha (2009) makes an interesting observation that employees depended
on informal, defacto organisational structures and validation from informal
leaders where change was required.
5.

Systems and Processes
Hard factors (Sypsomos, 1997) such as systems and processes are also
important for successful QM implementation. Hoonakker et al. (2010)
empirical study found that systems and processes are necessary to support the
implementation of QM, enabling continual improvement, incentivising good
performance (Ahmed et al., 2017; Hoonakker et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2014)
and developing the ability to benchmark and adopt a learning cycle (Abdirad
& Nazari, 2015).
QM systems themselves are most effective when integrated with existing
business processes where possible rather than being a stand-alone or
secondary process (Low & Shiua, 2000; Leong et al., 2014) or a nonproductive ‘paper work’ exercise (Ahmed et al., 2017; Brooks & Spillane,
2016). Kumar et al, 2014 found success through integration of QM practices
with business strategy and customer, supplier and employee procedures.

Inhibiting factors:
This review is constructed such that factors inhibiting delivery of successful QM
outcomes should be minimised, mitigated or eliminated within the model derived
from the research. It should be noted that the absence of any ‘contributing factor’
mentioned will inhibit quality outcomes.
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Key inhibiting factors found through the research were:
1) Commercial Pressures, 2) Variability of process and 3) Conflict between parties.
1.

Commercial Pressures:
Commercial pressures introduced through procurement practice incentivising
lowest price tenders is found to be a common issue across countries and
industry (Ahmed et al., 2017; Hoonakker et al., 2010; Loushine et al., 2004).
Adversarial contract models can create an atmosphere of distrust and conflict
where protection against litigation (Hoonakker et al., 2010) becomes the
primary driver instead of common quality and customer focused outcomes
(Loushine et al., 2006)

2.

Variability of process:
A primary factor found to inhibit successful QM effectiveness was variability
of process, as in the case of the construction industry (Cachadinha, 2009;
Hoonakker et al., 2010; Loushine et al., 2006). Unlike manufacturing or other
industries, construction has a high degree of variability through ever-changing
locations, equipment where conditions are always different (Bubshait & AlAtiq, 1999).

3.

Conflict between parties:
Three studies identified differing groups for whom conflict can adversely QM
outcomes. Firstly, Abdirad and Nazari’s (2015) study in the architectural
industry found conflict between constructor and client often arises from
poorly articulated expectations of specifications or poor collaboration in
decision making. Hoonakker et al. (2010) observed that although the project
goal is often shared, parties often differ in what they hope to gain from the
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construction process. Another aspect of conflict that is pertinent to QM
effectiveness is the interaction between quality and production departments
(Brooks & Spillane, 2017; Cachadinha, 2009). Interestingly, Cachadinha
(2009) found that the appointment of experienced practitioners, who had the
respect of production personnel lead to more constructive quality discussions
and better outcomes.
Implementation:
A wide range of guides for implementing QM exists within academic literature
(Aniyan, 2002; Berry, 1991; Garza-Reyes, Rocha-Lona, & Kumar, 2015; Kanji,
1996; Lee & Lam, 1997), although most are based on experience within large, wellresourced companies (Sawant et al., 2018). Consequently, they tend to be overly
complex, prescriptive or onerous in terms of data and resource, thereby limiting
their practicality and applicability to small and medium sized enterprises (SME)
(Yusof & Aspinwall, 2000) like those that comprise the NZ industry.
In their research, Yusof and Aspinwall (2000) analysed a sample of 12 existing
implementation frameworks. As part of their research they categorise each
framework’s steps into Deming’s (1986) 4 step cycle, Plan-Do-Check-Act.
However, they argue that quality gurus such as Deming (1986) or Crosby (1992),
did not actually develop an implementatable framework. Although several studies
have been undertaken to analyse the success of QM implementation (Chin, Poon, &
Pun, 2000), there are few that have reported QM from inception through
implementation (Sawant et al., 2018). Yusof and Aspinwall (2000) recommend the
following characteristics for future research into QM frameworks that align with this
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research’s intent to create a practical, intuitive and implementable framework
model:
•

systematic and easily understood; ·

•

simple structure; ·

•

clear links between elements which are presented; ·

•

general enough to suit different contexts; ·

•

represent a road map and a planning tool for implementation;

•

answers `how to?’, and not `what is?’ QM; ·

•

implementable.

Sawant (2016) developed a detailed but simple 7 step framework (refer Figure 1)
that is exceptional amongst academic literature. Firstly, because meets the criteria
Yusof and Aspinwall (2000) prescribe. Secondly, because he subsequently
validated implementation of his framework within a small manufacturing company
(Sawant et al., 2018). Further, a key finding from Sawant’s (2016) analysis of 19
quality implementation frameworks was that where QMS implementation is poorly
executed or based on external motivation that it will have a negative effect on an
organisations performance. His finding reflects a shortcoming that typical in quality
management implementation literature reviewed, that there is limited focus on
recognised change management process when implementing QM frameworks.
For companies, QM implementation represents change, often significant, whether
systems are being improved or developed from inception. Accordingly, to enhance
the chance of success of any QM framework implementation, guidance from change
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management best practice should be applied. Kotter (2009) draws upon decades of
change management experience to outline key failures to implement change include
a lack of urgency, under-communication, short term thinking and failure to get
critical people on board. His seminal paper on change management, Kotter (2009)
sets out an 8-step process for change management that includes:
1.

Establish a sense of urgency

2.

Form a powerful guiding coalition

3.

Create a vision

4.

Communicate the vision

5.

Empower others to act on the vision

6.

Plan for and create short term wins

7.

Consolidate improvements and produce still more change

8.

Institutionalize new approaches

Other change management principals applicable to a quality management
improvement effort include: setting the stage for acceptance of the change, creating
a frame that enables employees to interpret the intent clearly, managing the mood of
employees through the change process, and finally, reinforce behavioural guidelines
and avoid backsliding (Garvin & Roberto, 2005). The use of change management
elements to underpin the structure of this research’s model output will improve
implementation execution and therefore the chance of success.
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Field research – Contract Assurance Audit (Objective 3)
In the context of the research, primary source field research in the form of an audit
on two existing NOC contracts held by Tier 1 Contractors was undertaken to
achieve Objective 3;
Objective 3: Identify critical factors affecting quality outcomes including the level
of adherence to QM within the road construction industry
An assurance audit is an uncommon means to obtain research data. However, this
method was selected because it provides direct and objective data on actual QM
performance. To demonstrate adherence to their QM system, records from actual
completed works were required. This improves the credibility and value of research
findings within the target industry. It also provides an opportunity to explore factors
specifically affecting the NZ roading industry to validate or add to those found
through secondary research.

Research Method:
Although a subtle distinction, an assurance audit as per ISAE3000:2013 was
selected in favour of a compliance audit as per ISO19011:2018, because the risk of
contractual repercussions would potentially affect the level of openness and
engagement from contractors. In practice, this simply means that the audit findings
are presented as ‘improvements’ rather than ‘non-compliances’. The audit
framework was developed around Denning’s Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle (Moen &
Norman, 2006). It provides insight into how contractors plan and implement QM
and continuous improvement to assure quality outcomes.
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Practical Benefits – Field research: Assurance Audit:
Firstly, notwithstanding the audit findings, feedback from participants concluded
that the audit itself had unintended value by obligating a focus on QM that would
not otherwise have occurred. It promoted healthy introspection and discussion
about business processes that identified possibilities for integration and
optimisation. Lastly, it was an opportunity to reflect on learnings and how they
could be disseminated back into the business.
Analysis and Summary – Field Research:
The findings and improvement recommendations of each audit were reported and
shared with auditees in accordance with ISEA3000:2013. The reports are detailed
to each specific section and are 55 and 57 pages in length.
The audit framework was structured around Denning’s Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle
(Moen & Norman, 2006). Improvement opportunities arising from the audit were
categorised in terms of Denings cycle for both contractors audited respectively.
This enabled interpretation of the level of adherence through each critical phase of
QM development and implementation. The following graphs present the audit
findings:
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In summary, conclusions drawn from this field research are discussed relative to
Objective 3. Firstly, level of adherence to QM and secondly it explores the key
industry specific factors affecting QM.
The findings find there is considerable opportunity to improve QM and therefore
outcomes. The two contractors audited were at different stages of QM maturity.
One had very few processes, so opportunity to develop and build. The other had too
many processes and forms, so the opportunity exists to clarify, optimise and
integrate QM processes.
Interestingly, the level of contingent liability carried by each contractor correlated
with the level of adherence to QM. Better adherence resulted in lower contingent
liability for poor performing works.
With regard to the factors found in the field to affect quality outcomes, those
industry specific factors are reasonably well aligned with those found through
secondary literature review (Objective 2). A key observation was that the factors
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found to affect QM had a direct relationship with the level of adherence. For
example, the ‘systems and processes’ factor was much lower for one contractor
resulting in lower level of adherence.
The audit confirmed leadership commitment is arguably the most critical factor but
found that although there was genuine intent toward QM, the reality is that robust
implementation is not commonplace.
This was particularly noticeable through the inability to provide succinct, or any,
quality records to verify the quality of the work. Although there was generally good
discussion on what constitutes QM, there was acknowledgement that the knowledge
of QM is limited to relatively few experienced employees. Further, where there was
a plethora of forms, or confusion regarding requirements, QM was typically
neglected, this highlighted the importance of integrated processes with equally
succinct document management provision. This also led to discussions around
client involvement and the need for clarity of expectations and requirements.
Improvements were identified that could enable the preparation of quality
documents comprising realistic QM processes that align or integrate with operating
procedures
Field research - interviews (Objective 4)
In the context of the research, the purpose of the interviews was to provide primary
source validation of the factors found through this research thus far. The validation
enables refinement of the factors that would be considered to shape the model
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developed as the output of this research. A series of structured interviews were
selected as a source of primary data to achieve Objective 4;
Objective 4: Validate and refine critical factors arising from research

Research Method:
A series of structured interviews (Denscombe, 2017, p. 204) were selected because
the data collected could be kept consistent but with opportunity to probe salient
points. The interview questions were constructed to gain insight into perceptions of
critical factors affecting quality from people with a range of roles and
responsibilities within industry.
Taking a pragmatic approach (Denscombe, 2017, p. 47) a sample size that was
achievable within the time available and sufficient to give confidence that results are
representative. Further, a purposive sampling approach (Denscombe, 2017, p. 41)
was used to select 11 interviewees from Client (4), Contractor (4) and Consultant
(3) organisations. Within each group interviewees held a range of positions with
varying quality associated responsibility: national, regional and local (contract
level).

Analysis and Summary - Research interviews (RO 4):
The purpose of the interviews was to validate and refine factors that would be used
to develop the model and achieve RO 4. Based on responses, a range of conclusions
relative to the critical factors are drawn in the following discussion (for clarity,
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salient points or factors are bold). The discussion also extends into the implications
for the model development.
Firstly, the research found that an acceptable percentage of failed work ranged from
0 to 10 years, with an average of 4.2%. When this is reconciled with the current rate
of 22% (refer RO 1), the value and opportunity presented by EQIM is highlighted.
One key takeaway was the prevalence of commercial pressures cited as the main
contributing factor when poor quality occurs by 50% of interviewees, with
commentary such as “everything is delivered to absolute lowest cost” or “it’s all
about time, delays cost money, don’t stop”. This has been added as a critical factor
to be addressed through the EQIM. In response, this supports a focus on
optimisation and process integration of operational and quality processes within the
model, which will serve to reduce time delay associated with undertaking QM
activities thereby reducing commercial pressures.
Discussion around culture provided interesting insight and is certainly a key factor.
Although the average score for industry culture was 3.2 (average to good) post
interview discussion drew comments such as: “culture is all talk the talk but not
walk the walk”, “quality is a lot of shallow discussion”. The resulting
disengagement minimised the perceived value and subsequent implementation of
QM. Ironically, the disconnect between the score and the commentary itself
suggests a culture issue because individuals are less accepting of their own part in
the perceived problem. As well as validation of culture it also highlights the
importance of leadership. Only strong leadership by example would drive a change
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in culture so individuals are empowered to decide to stop or delay work where time
or cost implications will result.
The reliance on experienced, employee knowledge for good quality outcomes was a
key finding that gave cause for concern. Firstly, there are decreasing numbers of
experienced individuals as reflected by one interviewee’s comment that
“increasingly need to rely on processes because the skills and experience just aren’t
there anymore”. Secondly, failure to follow best practice process or lack of
experience and skill was cited by 80% of interviewees as the main contributing
factor of poor quality. Within the model, this highlighted the importance of
inclusion of two critical factors; both employees and systems and processes. Further
that to mitigate the ‘employee’ risk as experienced people move on, systems and
processes must be improved to reduce reliance on experienced individuals.
An interesting post interview discussion revealed that one interviewee had
previously established a quality culture akin to health and safety. It was on a
performance-based contract, where all risk for quality and rework is carried by the
contractor. Their focus on quality included having quality on every meeting agenda,
specific quality meetings, focus on opportunities for improvement (OFI) and lessons
learnt. Quality was part of the everyday discourse. However, it fell apart with a
change in leadership that exposed the importance of building robust and enduring
culture, and the importance of strong and quality-focused leadership. It highlights
vulnerability relying on a singular leader to drive culture. In response, adoption of
change management best practice particularly Kotter’s (1998) concept of a guiding
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coalition of influential people should provide resilience and protection against the
scenario experienced by that interviewee.
Procurement and contract model were cited by several interviewees as a method by
which client organisations could improve quality. Although out of scope for this
research it is worthy of inclusion within the ‘implications for future research’
section of this paper.
Research conclusion:
The purpose of this research conclusion is to consolidate the various research
findings and summaries in terms of the research Project Aim, RQ’s and RO’s. This
provides clarity of the salient points that need to flow through to the recommended
model.
The Project Aim is to develop a practical model detailing how to implement
improvement in quality management (QM) that incorporates the optimal
combination of factors impacting quality. The intent is not to restate detail
contained within relevant sections of the report, rather focus on the salient points to
be carried forward into the recommended model in the context of each research
question.
Research Question 1: What is the current level of construction quality in road
construction projects?
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Understand the prevalence and implications of sub-optimal QM outcomes for the
NZ State Highway network. (Objective 1):
Prevalence: The research concludes that sub-optimal quality outcomes are prevalent
within industry. This assertion is supported by secondary source research finding
that 74% of renewals constructed nationally do not meet contract performance
criteria. Primary source research in the form of interviews and discussions during
assurance audit.
Implications: The primary implications of the sub-standard quality are considered
in terms of cost, asset life and level of service. The data find that cost implication is
currently $50M nationally, comprised by all 19 NOC’s ranging from $213k to
$8.9M per contract. Further, sub-standard quality results in reduced life expectancy
before the asset requires renewal investment again, increasing future financial
burden on client organisations. Lastly, for every failed site, defects such as potholes
and repairs result in a poor level of service for road users.
Research Question 2: What are the prominent factors contributing to, or inhibiting
delivery of acceptable quality outcomes in road construction projects?
The response to Research Question 2 utilises both secondary and primary source
research to identify and then validate factors affecting quality outcomes. This
research is distributed over 3 research objectives that ensured industry specific
primary source application and validation was applied to findings of an extensive
secondary source literature review.
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Critical factors: Figure D presents the final set of research validated factors that will
flow through to the model developed and recommended by this research. In the
context of the recommended model, contributing factors are to be enhanced or
introduced whereas inhibiting factors are minimised, mitigated, or eliminated.
Figure D: Final set of factors affecting quality derived from research
Contributing Factors
Leadership & Management
commitment

Inhibiting Factors
Variability

Culture

Commercial pressures

Resourcing

Conflict between parties

Employees
Systems and Processes: including
document management
Knowledge of QM
Process Integration between
operational and quality process
Primary source research was undertaken to validate prior findings and to identify the
contribution that QM implementation has on the level of quality performance in
road construction. The assurance audit found that the level of adherence to QM
within the road construction industry varied depending on QM maturity. The data
indicated an inverse correlation relationship, where lower contingent liability was
observed where adherence was better.
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Implementation:
A key aspect of the Project Aim is to produce a model that is practically
implementable, which is distinct from most quality frameworks in the literature.
The following characteristics shall guide model development (Yusof & Aspinwall,
2000):
1

Systematic and easily understood; ·

2

Simple structure; ·

3

Clear links between elements which are presented; ·

4

General enough to suit different contexts; ·

5

Represent a road map and a planning tool for implementation; ·

6

Answers `how to?’, and not `what is?’ QM; ·

7

Implementable.

To achieve these characteristics, the model developed and recommended from this
research needs to mould and synthesise the various key elements from both change
management and QM implementation best practice. The research found Kotter’s
(1998) eight steps and Garvin and Roberto (2005) seminal change management
methods particularly relevant. Further synthesis with Sawant et. al’s (2018) QMS
implementation framework will form a sound basis from which to build a bespoke
implementation model and meet the research Project aim.
Objective 5: Develop a practical, implementable model to improve QM that
incorporates the optimal combination of factors impacting quality outcomes
Based on the research, the EQIM model framework developed has 4 main phases
that contain 10 intuitive steps, refer Figure E. The structure deliberately merges best
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practice change management with QM framework and implementation findings.
Further, the framework is designed to enable incorporation of critical factors that
collectively detail the process for ‘how’ an organisation can implement quality
improvement thereby achieving RQ 3 and the Project Aim.
The research found that although QM frameworks articulate the ‘why’ and ‘what’ of
QM, they typically provide little or no detail regarding the ‘how’ to implement QM
(Yusof & Aspinwall, 2000). This research addresses that and the full thesis
provides a detailed implementation plan that includes objective, applicable critical
factors, outputs / deliverables and actions for each step.
Figure E: EQIM model (Enduring Quality Improvement Model

SET THE SCENE:

CREATE:

•1. Create Urgency
•2. Create Momentum
with a powerful
Coalition
EXPLORE:
•3. Create a Vision
•4. Understand
organisational
needs

•5. Develop QMS
infrastructure
•6. Optimise
critical
processes and
integrate QMS
•7. Set
implementation
goals

IMPLEMENT
AND EXPAND
•8. Resource,
Communicate &
Empower
•9. Implement,
Maintain &
Improve
•10. Institutionalise
and Expand
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For the purposes of this publication it is not possible to include full details.
Accordingly, each step in the model is described below in terms of its objective and
the context of applicable critical factors. The nuance of some factors vary depending
on the context of the particular step within the model:
FIRST PHASE - SET THE SCENE (Steps 1, 2 & 3):
Step 1: Create Urgency.
•

Objective:
Setting the scene for acceptance by develop compelling reasoning that will
convince others of the need to improve quality

•

Context of applicable critical factor(s) from research:

o

Leadership & management commitment
Leaders need to recognise and be compelled to support the need to change and
improve quality. Without their support, the effort is destined for failure.

Step 2: Create momentum with a powerful coalition.
•

Objective:
Assemble and motivate a group of people with influence through all levels of
the organisation

•

Applicable critical factor(s) from research:

o

Leadership & management commitment – formation of a coalition identifies
key individuals who have influence throughout the organisation to advocate
and lead the improvement process. This will include formal and informal
leaders from all levels in the organisational structure.
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o

Employees – Key leaders and influencers within the coalition provide direct,
practical input. Further, not limiting the group to senior manager by having
informal leaders from all organisation tiers add credibility amongst their
employee peers.

o

Culture – a coalition provides the emphasis to change ‘the way we do things’
that will ultimately drive positive culture change

o

Reduce conflict between parties – the composition of the coalition should
represent all affected parts of the business. Joint participation reduces the
chance of conflict because parties are unlikely to want to tear down something
they helped build.

Step 3: Create a vision.
•

Objective:
Articulate an ideal future state

•

Applicable critical factor(s) from research:

o

Leadership & management commitment – leaders need to drive development
of the vision to ensure alignment with wider organisational strategy.

o

Culture – the vision should become a ‘north star’ to aspire to, and therefore
direct the culture of the organisation.

Second phase – explore (Step 4):
Step 4: Understand organisational needs and processes.
•

Objective:
Analyse operational activities relative to QM processes

•

Applicable critical factor(s) from research:
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o

Systems and processes – in depth analysis of the organisations processes and
supporting systems is undertaken, including reconciling any existing QM
processes.

o

Employees – employee participation is essential to gain robust understanding
of processes. Through engagement, employee buy-in and support for the
process and is improved.

Third phase – create (Steps 5, 6 &7):
Step 5: Develop QMS infrastructure.
•

Objective:
To build a QMS framework that meets organisational needs and aligns with
the Vision

•

Applicable critical factor(s) from research:

o

Systems and processes – development of a fit-for-purpose QM system
framework that guides and enables the development of the detailed QM
processes.

Step 6: Optimise critical processes and integrate QMS principles.
•

Objective:
To prioritise, optimise and integrate critical operational with QM processes as
seamlessly as possible

•

Applicable critical factor(s) from research:

o

Employees – employee insights and engagement to identify process elements
is important to ensure outputs are optimised and fit-for-purpose for use in the
field.
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o

Systems and processes – activities critical to the business are identified,
reviewed and optimised. For each activity, supporting QM processes are
considered and developed.

o

Process integration – importantly the operational and QM elements within
their respective processes are mapped and integrated to the maximum extent
possible. Further, processes should be adapted to increase integration where
possible.

o

Reduce Variability – development of clear, integrated and fit-for-purpose
systems and processes will improve clarity and repeatability thereby reducing
variability.

o

Resources – the development of processes must consider and articulate the
resource requirements necessary.

Step 7: Set implementation goals.
•

Objective:
Develop long and short-term goals that will track progress and achievements

•

Applicable critical factor(s) from research:

o

Leadership & management commitment – setting clear goals will enable
leaders to both track performance and improve motivation of employees
through regular achievement of goals.

o

Culture – regular recognition of success through the change process will
reinforce new cultural behaviours

o

Systems and processes – will need to be structured or established to provision
data required to measure achievement of goals.
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Fourth phase - implement and expand (Steps 8, 9 &10):
Step 8: Communicate and empower.
•

Objective:
To get employees engaged, supportive and motivated to implement the EQIM

•

Applicable critical factor(s) from research:

o

Leadership & management commitment – this is where leaders earn their
crust. Reiterating the ‘sense of urgency’, leaders need to compel and inspire
employees to engage and buy-in to the process.

o

Employees – it is important to gain employee buy-in to assure commitment to
implementation and enable genuine feedback for improvements. Employees
need to feel empowered, see value and have a sense of ownership.

o

Culture – the process will create a change in ‘the way we do things around
here’. A culture that empowers employees through encouragement of honest
feedback and continuous improvement is critical.

o

Knowledge of QM – through the communication of the new, integrated
processes developed, employee knowledge of QM will increase dramatically.
They will be clear on requirements and expectations as well as how QM
relates and integrates with their routine activity.

o

Reduce conflict between parties – joint communication by ‘coalition’
members who have influence across the organisation will ensure the message
resonates authentically. Further, reinforcing inclusion and flexibility assures
people that they are empowered to propose and discuss improvements through
an established process reducing the likelihood of conflict.
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Step 9: Implement, maintain and improve.
•

Objective:
To give effect to the EQIM

•

Applicable critical factor(s) from research:

o

Leadership & management commitment – leaders need to be vigilant and
ensure that the momentum of the process is maintained. This requires
frequent monitoring and commitment to make improvements rapidly.

o

Employees – engaged employees will implement new processes and actively
seek opportunities for improvement.

o

Culture – employees contributing improvements that are recognised and
implemented quickly by management will create a culture of inclusiveness,
empowerment and agility.

Step 10: Institutionalise and expand.
•

Objective:
To expand the successful EQIM to other processes or parts of the business

•

Applicable critical factor(s) from research:

o

Leadership & management commitment – leaders will need to recognise the
strengths and limitations of the EQIM itself and adjust to enable successful
expansion.

o

Systems and processes – as the EQIM expands into other areas or activities,
consideration must be given to new systems or the suitability of existing
systems.

o

Resources – importantly as the EQIM is expanded, resource levels must be
reviewed to meet the organisational needs under EQIM.
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A detailed implementation plan is outlined within the full thesis that additionally
includes: Actions and outputs / deliverable for each step.
Implications for further research
Implications for further research are set out below:
1.

Implementation: The model building research approach establishes the basis
for an ‘action research’ cycle (Denscombe, 2017) that would enable analysis,
validation and iterative development through implementation of the EQIM.

2.

Expand to other industries: Although, the research focuses on the road
construction industry the findings are such that the EQIM could be applied to
other industry. Further research could be undertaken to test the applicability
of this research’s findings, conclusions and model to other industries.

3.

Contract and Procurement model: Commercial tension arising from contract
or procurement model was a common cause for sub-optimal quality stated by
interviewees through this research. Further research could be undertaken to
determine the optimal procurement and contract models for quality outcomes.
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